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DAN QUIN OF THE NAVY

CHAPTER I

I INTRODUCE MYSELF

DAN QUIN Is speaking to you, Dan Quln of

the United States Navy. If you wish to

know who Dan Quin is and happen to be in

Mexico, ask any prominent citizen from Vera Cruz.

If in Haiti, ask President Dartiguenave or Secretary

of State Louis Borno. In Santo Domingo inquire of

Archbishop Noel, or Don Frederico Velasquez.

Aboard the battleship Massachusetts ask the ad-

miral or captain. Once, on the forecastle of the

Massachusetts, a few days after the German fleet

surrendered to us, while Admiral Beatty, comman-

der in chief of the British Grand Fleet, was making

a speech to our crew, an Incident happened which

perhaps would cause that officer to remember who
Dan Quin is.

If In Chicago, you would find out by Inquiring

at the church on the corner of Ashland and Ogden

avenues,

I



2 Dan Quin of the Navy

I am just mentioning these names and places so

that any one who reads this story of mine will know
I am giving him straight goods and not trying to

work any fairy tale. I am going to tell about the

times I have had in the navy! I have been in tight

places, have heard bullets whistle and cannon roar!

I have been shipwrecked, have given hard blows,

and carry scars. All of the time I kept a diary and

recorded events as they happened. This account

will give my impressions at the time things occurred,

as recorded in my diary. It should be remembered

that with growing experience and fuller knowledge

my views in some instances have changed from 'those

originally recorded. But this story is to tell with-

out exaggeration exactly how matters seemed to me
at the time they occurred, rather than what I think

of them now.

I will first explain why I enlisted in the navy. I

was born In Texas and lived there until I was

seventeen years old. My father had a cattle ranch

near the Mexican border, so of course I spoke Span-

ish from childhood. Everybody does down there,

whether educated or Illiterate. And this Spanish is

real Spanish, Incorrect, perhaps, with many local-

isms, but still it is not a patois. My mother was

French, born in Paris. She did not come to this

country until after she had married my father. She

never learned to speak English, though she under-
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stood perfectly anything said to her in that language.

French was always spoken at home.

That was a glorious life, my boyhood In Texas.

Father made me study hard, but there never passed

a day but what I spent hours in my saddle, riding

about, rifle in hand. I became a good shot, practic-

ing every day, not in a gallery at a tame target, but

from the back of a galloping horse at a flying bird

or a running chipmunk. And I was pretty sure to

hit, too ! If you think this easy, you who pride your-

selves on being expert marksmen, just try it a few

hundred times.

One night when I was about seventeen years old

some Mexican bandits came across the border to

raid our ranch. They weren't successful. Father

got three of them. Then a miserable ingrate, Jose

Ramos, whom father had always treated kindly,

shot him in the back. A second later I put a bullet

in that miserable scoundrel's heart, but too late to

save father.

Two months after this mother and I went to

Chicago to live with her brother, Henry La Tour-

rette; but mother just pined away. Father was her

god on earth and his death broke her heart.

Darling mother! So gentle, so sweet, so loving,

so unselfish I I recall countless incidents of all of

these traits; many may seem inconsequential, but the

recollection of them always brings to mind the unsel-
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fish love and sweetness that graced her every

thought and action.

As but a slight illustration : once, when a small

boy, on a Fourth of July I was burned by powder.

The loving sympathy that gushed from her heart

made me forget that I was in pain. Were my feel-

ings ever hurt she suffered more than I did. When
I was glad, happiness just poured out of her and

affected everybody and everything. With her near,

the sun was brighter, people were better and truer,

and life more joyous. Every night she read aloud to

me from her French Bible and taught me of the

wonderful teachings and love of my Savior, Jesus

Christ.

When we reached Chicago mother's heart was

bursting with her grief. Each day she grew sad-

der. And the love she poured out on me that last

year! Her pitiful attempts to conceal from me her

breaking heart! I can say one thing; I would any

day have died sooner than have done a single thing

which, had she known it, would have given her the

slightest pain. Within a year grief had killed her.

On the day of the funeral I prayed God that I might

die. But the violence of my grief gradually, day by

day, lessened. And to-day there shines in my heart

the happy, beautiful memory of her who was once an

angel on earth and is now a saint in heaven.

Father left lots of money which all came to me,
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so it was not need of a job which caused me to enlist

in the navy. But it happened in this way: I be-

came lonely in heart and lacked interest in every-

thing. Life was certainly dull for me. And when I

heard about the navy—it seemed chuck-full of life

and interest, and so I enlisted.

It was not as easy to enlist as I had expected.

Innumerable questions were asked me; I had to tell

where I had lived and what I had done; who my
family was and name friends as references; state

what sicknesses I had had. My guardian, Uncle

Henry La Tourrette, had to give his written con-

sent to my enlistment for four years. The naval

surgeons examined me. They thumped, pounded,

squeezed, and pinched me from the top of my head

down. I learned then that navy recruiting officers

diligently endeavor to pass into the navy only those

candidates for enlistment who measure up to the

required standards physically, mentally, and morally.

After signing up I was sent to the "Must" Naval

Training Station. I dub it "Must" because no other

word so aptly describes it. Whatever in it was not

"Must," was surely "Must not." Here "Must" is

overhead and underneath and on all sides of you,

in the air you breathe and the food you eat, in your

drills, your work, your pleasures.

This station was an institution where thousands

of recruits were given the first rudiments of naval
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training. So there were dormitories, mess halls,

swimming pools, drill halls, buildings for instruc-

tion, boats, steamers, and a host of things incident

to its purpose.

My first impression was that everybody In author-

ity was a machine without a soul, without personal

interest or consideration, with no other purpose ex-

cept to carry out the mandates of the books of

"Must." In the office when I first arrived I asked

If there were any objection to my keeping a riding

horse in the town near by, to be used when I might

be granted liberty, to my owning a rifle and having It

in the town. There was a hurried reference to the

books of "Must," and after a while I was told that

regulation nine thousand seven hundred and forty-

one, article three hundred and twenty-six, paragraph

eighty-four, did not forbid it.

Mind you, I am writing of the way I felt at the

time, not of what I know to-day.

There were bulletin boards filled with printed

orders, millions of them, so it seemed to me. And
because these orders were on a bulletin board re-

cruits were presumed to know them. Had I done

nothing else for a month I couldn't have read

through all those orders and regulations and direc-

tions and instructions.

My first day was uncomfortable; I felt there was

a singular lack of personal interest In the recruits,
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or of consideration for them. For instance, after

signing a book in the "Must" office with a lot of

other newly entered recruits, we were marched off

to a store of some kind by a stony-visaged, hard-

featured man addressed as Mulcahy. In the store I

had a lot of things thrown at me—clothes, shoes,

uniforms, overcoat, underclothing, and other ar-

ticles.

''I don't need these suits of underclothing—I have

brand-new woolens on and "

"Pipe down, batten down your jaw," growled the

forbidding Mulcahy, and I had no recourse but to

take these unnecessary clothes.

Then I was marched to a large bathroom. "Strip,

duck yourself, bear a hand," ordered Mulcahy.

"This isn't at all necessary," I informed Mulcahy.

"I have just come from a Turkish bath where I was

steamed and scrubbed as never before."

"Yank off them duds," shouted Mulcahy sav-

agely. "An' be quick about it, you rookie. I'm a

chief petty officer an' you'd better shake a leg when

you git an order from me."

"How can an officer be both chief and petty at

the same time?" I asked politely, "and how does

one shake his leg? I have never seen nor heard of

anything like that. And I'm told to bare my hand

when it is already bare. Really, this navy is a most

extraordinary place."
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"You're one of them fresh guys," he growled,

approaching me with such a menacing gleam in his

eyes that I feared he would strike me. So I hastily

threw off my clothes and jumped into the pool.

Next, against my protest, I was forced to have

my hair cut. I was indignant at this. "This is

ridiculous," I exclaimed to Mulcahy. "I am forced

to bathe when I am wonderfully clean, forced to

change from brand-clean underclothing to other

brand-clean underclothing. Two hours after my

hair has been cut I am forced to have it cut again.

You have a funny place here, chief-and-at-the-same-

time-petty officer, I hope all of my time in the navy

won't be spent in doing utterly unnecessary things."

"It will be funnier before you are finished with it,

my young sea lawyer," returned Mulcahy. "I'm go-

ing to report you to the officer in charge for your in-

solence. You'll find out in a minute if you can violate

navy regulations and criticize orders. Come along."

A sudden fright possessed me. Everything about

me was strange. I was apparently in the absolute

power of men who were without feeling, who acted

not in accordance with reason or common sense but

in blind obedience to these cold, machine-like, soul-

less regulations. I suddenly remembered tales of

cruelty inflicted by tyrannical naval officers, of soli-

tary confinement, handcuffs, and other things.

All of my self-possession left me, and with fear

gripping my heart I followed my captor.



CHAPTER II

I AM TRIED BY COURT-MARTIAL

MULCAHY brought me to a room where an

officer sat writing. "Lieutenant Paul-

ding," he began, "I report this recruit,

Quin be name, for being slow in obeying, an' criti-

cizing orders, an' fer disrespect; he thinks he owns

the station in fey simple, sorr."

"Tell me what happened, Mulcahy!"

The latter told, fairly enough, I thought. The

lieutenant's eyes were on me; they seemed to bore

clean through me, they were so sharp. "What do

you say?" he asked.

I knew I was in the presence of the arbitrary

naval law and I was full of fear. I had visions of

solitary confinement and handcuffs. I was in a posi-

tion I had never anticipated, and imagined dreadful

things were to happen. There was danger that any-

thing I might say would make matters worse for me.

So I simply said, "Guilty, sir."

"How long have you been in the navy, Quin?"

asked the lieutenant.

"I came this morning, sir."

9
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"When a man In the navy is reported he always

has a hearing and has the right to explain what he

has done; he is not punished until after the matter

is investigated, and sometimes the investigation

clears him. So you must tell me what you did?"

"I am afraid I may get into worse trouble if I

talk, Lieutenant," I replied. "It is my intention to

obey the rules but I don't know what they are, and I

guess I broke a lot of them this morning. I did not

intend to be disrespectful to this chief petty officer,

but it seemed funny to me that an officer should be

called both chief and petty. I had just had a Turk-

ish bath and I had just had my hair cut. I thought it

was unnecessary to bathe and be barbered so soon.

Please excuse me, Lieutenant, if I shouldn't say

these things to you; I don't know if I am doing

wrong or not."

This lieutenant had a quickness about his speech

that increased my fears, yet his tones were kind;

something about him gave me some confidence, and

I felt a little more hopeful for myself as I was

speaking.

"You swore you would obey the navy regula-

tions, Quin, and you must try to find out what they

are," he said. "These regulations were not written

arbitrarily but come from experience; necessity has

shown the need of each rule you are required to

obey. You were the exception and didn't need a
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bath or a haircut; you will be called upon to do other

unnecessary things, perhaps; but always remember

that you have taken an oath to obey orders and regu-

lations. One way of learning these rules and regu-

lations is to say but little, keep your eyes and ears

open, observe and listen carefully.

"When under instruction, keep quiet and apply

your intelligence. Obey every order you get from a

person in authority. If you try to obey an order,

even if you make a mistake in your understanding of

It, you will keep out of trouble. An unnecessary way

of learning regulations is by bumping against them.

This is the way some ships learn of the presence of

rocks, and this method hurts. There are rocks and

shoals and hazards In the navy regulations, Quin.

Try to learn where they are and steer a course that

will clear them.

"With regard to the report made against you by

the chief petty officer, you are warned. This means

you will not be punished. But It also means that

you have been given the chart containing the latitude

and longitude of the rock of Disrespect, and there

will be no excuse if you bump up against this partic-

ular rock again. That's all."

He turned to another chief petty officer who was

in this office and had been listening, and said, "Wes-

ton, I wish you would take QuIn aside and give him

some pointers."
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I was tremendously relieved. The fear that had

lain so heavily upon me was suddenly lifted and I

felt like dancing a hornpipe. This man Weston

gave me a lot of advice. Some of it was good, all

of it perhaps. But much of it was unnecessary. I

was willing to admit the navy was entirely new to

me, but surely I knew something about other things.

Weston talked from a standpoint of enormous

knowledge of navy custom; this was all right as far

as the navy was concerned, but one would have

imagined I hadn't any common sense or judgment.

However, he did make me feel that when I received

an order I was to obey it instantly and not talk

about it. And until I was court-martialed on a

charge of theft, three months later, I was never

called upon to explain anything I did or said.

Life gradually became easier at the station. Our

food was always good, and I felt, as the weeks went

by, that I was learning. I became used to harsh,

peremptory orders, and didn't mind them, except

those from a chief boatswain's mate named

Schmeltz. This man was mean. He criticized me
brutally, in a personal way; I worked hard to please

him, but never received anything but sneers and

contempt from him. One Tuesday afternoon at the

close of a specially hard boat drill, as we were ap-

proaching our boat landing, I "caught a crab" with

my oar.
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"You dunderhead," he shouted in violent rage.

"That's your third crab. Either feather your oar

properly or stick your red head in the water and

pull with your elephant ears."

There was no humor in this, but it raised a laugh

in our cutter. Every day at the station I had

grown more and more sensitive about my ears, and

this remark of Schmeltz made me so violently angry

that I lost my self-control, jumped from my thwart,

and tried to strike Schmeltz. The stroke oar, a

recruit named Joe Morris, caught me and held me.

"Nothing doing. Ears," he said, pushing me back on

to my thwart.

I was spouting mad words at the time, I don't

remember what they were. I was filled for the

moment by a wild desire to strike Schmeltz.

"Way enough," called out Schmeltz. "Toss and

boat your oars," directed the stroke oar.

We were now alongside the boat landing. Lieu-

tenant Paulding was at the landing. Schmeltz

jumped out of the boat and said: "Lieutenant, I

report Quin for paying no attention to my instruc-

tions; he shirked his oar all afternoon and disobeyed

my orders. And when I corrected him he endeav-

ored to assault me."

"I heard you, Schmeltz," returned Lieutenant

Paulding. "You most cowardly and brutally in-

sulted Quin and drove him to insubordination. Any
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man would resent such treatment and I'll not con-

sider your report against him. If your methods of

brutal Insult were common this Institution would be

a madhouse. You're not fit to be a chief petty

officer and never will be unless you change. And I

shall ask your rank be taken from you. If this

occurs again I shall recommend that you be tried by

court-martial."

It Is quite difficult for me to describe the savage

Impresslveness of Lieutenant Paulding's words and

manner. Schmeltz was overwhelmed. He cringed

but did not dare a defense. The next day he was

in a bluejacket's uniform; he had lost his rank of

chief petty officer. That's the way It Is In the navy;

as one gets higher in rank his authority and privi-

leges Increase. But he Is held to rigid responsibility.

Sometimes men take advantage of their rank and

get away with it; but such abuse of authority Is not

tolerated, and the offender is generally called to

account.

Seeing the way Schmeltz was treated made me
feel there was justice In the navy. I had previously

thought those In authority over us could do anything

they pleased. But I now began to see how the thing

worked. After this episode I took much more

interest In everything and I felt 'I was making fair

progress.

Schmeltz was always disagreeable, but he man-
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aged to avoid anything that would Involve him offi-

cially in trouble with me. But one evening he and I

had angry words which led immediately into a fist

fight. I didn't get the worst of that fight; it ended

in a draw. We were both badly bunged up. After

that we avoided each other; I'll never forget how I

didn't like that fellow. And I knew he hated me.

After I had been nearly three months at this

training station an excessively disagreeable thing

happened to me. I was court-martialed for theft.

The circumstances that led to this were as follows:

The second division of recruits, to which I be-

longed, was quartered in barracks B. Each recruit

kept his clothes and almost everything he possessed

in a clothes bag. These bags were all hung up on

racks in the bag room, where we would go, when

necessary, to change our clothes and get things we

wanted. I was annoyed one Friday morning to learn

that my pea-coat was missing from my bag.

I had put it there the night before and the only

explanation was that it had been stolen. I intended

to draw a new coat that day, but the weather was

warm and overcoats were not ordered and I forgot

to. At noon, Saturday, overcoats were ordered as

uniform for recruits going on liberty.

This meant I couldn't go on liberty unless I had

on -a pea-coat, and now it was too late to draw one,

as the paymaster's clothing store was closed Satur-
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day afternoon. I expressed my disappointment to a

group of fellows. This group broke up as the bugle

call sounded for dinner.

But one of the group stopped a second and said,

"Look here, Ears, I'm hard up. I'll sell you my pea-

coat for ten dollars. The coat is folded up back of

the boatswain's chest in the northeast corner of the

bag room."

I was wild to go ashore ! And glad to give the

ten dollars to this recruit whose name I did not

know. I ran to the bag room, found the coat, ran

out, and fell into my place in ranks just in time to be

marched to dinner.

At one o'clock the order was given for the liberty

party to be mustered. Lieutenant Paulding had

charge. As I stood in the ranks I noticed that a

recruit named Childs went to the lieutenant, evi-

dently made some kind of a report, and received an

order.

Childs did not have an overcoat.

He walked down in front of the ranks of recruits,

looking at them, as if he were inspecting them. In

fact, he was. When, walking slowly, he came by

me, he stopped. Then he suddenly called out in

shrill tones, "Apprentice Seaman Quin has my coat

on, sir; it was stolen from my bag last night."

For a moment my senses seemed stunned. It was

as if I had been publicly denounced as a thief. No
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matter how innocent a person may be, such an accu-

sation is horrible.

"Come here, Quin," called out the lieutenant.

As I left the ranks I knew that every eye present

was on me and I had the feeling that I had already

been tried, found guilty, and sentenced to a shame-

ful punishment. I passed close to Schmeltz and

caught his eye. I read malicious satisfaction in

it.

''Childs, do you report Quin for having in his

possession a coat stolen from your bag?"

"Yes, sir, that is my coat. I had marked it by

that white thread so that I could identify it on the

outside. And besides my name in the regular place,

I also marked it in the middle of the inside of the

left sleeve."

"What have you to say, Quin?"

"This may be Childs' coat, sir; I have had It for

but an hour. I bought it from a recruit for ten

dollars just before dinner." My face must have

expressed the discomfort I was experiencing. I took

off the coat. Childs' name was just where he said

it was, in the left sleeve. It had been erased from

Its regular place, but careful examination showed the

letters had once been there.

"This must be Childs' coat, sir," I faltered, hand-

ing the coat to him. "I request a most searching

Investigation of my connection with It."
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"You'll get that," said Lieutenant Paulding, his

face and manner and tones full of severity.

"Could you recognize the recruit from whom you

bought the coat?"

"Yes, sir, instantly."

"See if you can find him in the liberty party."

In a moment, in excited tones, I called out, "This

is he, sir; this recruit sold me Childs' coat."

"What is your name?" asked the lieutenant of the

recruit I pointed out.

"Hangreson, sir."

"Quin says that just before dinner you sold him a

pea-coat. Is that statement correct?"

"It.most certainly is not, sir. Quin is very much

mistaken or else is telling a lie." Hangreson spoke

with the greatest of assurance and with cool confi-

dence. I was boiling with fearful foreboding.

"I'm telling the truth, sir. Just before
"

"Where were you, Quin, when Hangreson gave

you this coat?"

"Why, sir, he didn't exactly give me the coat him-

self. He told me I would find it back of the boats-

wain's chest in the bag room—and I gave him ten

dollars'—and ran to the bag room and got it

myself."

"Quin," broke In Hangreson, "you know that Isn't

so; why are you trying to put this on me?"

"You're not telling the truth," I gasped, "you
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know I gave you ten dollars for the coat, and you

told me where I would find it."

"This is a pretty serious matter for me, Lieu-

tenant," observed Hangreson; "I hope you'll inves-

tigate this affair to the bottom. I can't afford to

have any suspicion rest against my name." Hangre-

son was serious in manner and perfectly self-

possessed. He looked one straight in the eye as he

spoke. I was trembling with excitement and fear,

and with horror at what Hangreson had done and

of the accusation that had settled upon me.

"Send for the bag-room keeper," directed the

lieutenant. Harris, the bag-room keeper, a moment

later said, "Just before dinner to-day Quin ran into

the bag room and picked up a coat that was behind

the boatswain's chest. I asked him what he was

doing there because I knew his bag was in another

part of the room. He told me he had come there

to leave something in the chest."

"What have you to say to this, Quin?"

"Everything he says is true, sir; I went to the bag

room last night to leave my 'Blue Jackets' Manual'

in the chest so I would not lose it—you'll find it

there now "

"Master-at-arms, place Quin in the guardhouse

under sentry's charge. Summary court-martial for

theft will be recommended to the commandant.

March off the liberty party."
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Speechless, my mind in agony, I was marched off.

I passed Schmeltz; I could re^d malice and satisfac-

tion in his mean face. In the eyes of my comrades

I read aversion; they already adjudged me guilty.

I could not think clearly. It had all been so unex-

pected, so sudden.

The next morning, Sunday, I was given a copy of

the accusation made against me. I was to be tried

by court-martial on a charge of theft. The hours

were full of horror for me. I did not know what to

do or where to go for help or how my innocence

was to be proved.

I had passed a sleepless Saturday night, visions

growing in my mind. And I thought I began to see

clearly. Schmeltz was my enemy; he was possessed

with hatred for me and had arranged this scheme to

destroy me. Hangreson was his tool.

I thought of this all day Sunday; and each moment

it became plainer to me that I was the victim of

Schmeltz's malice. But how I was to prove this

and demonstrate my own innocence I did not know.

I was peculiarly helpless because I had no one to

converse with, no one who would busy himself with

my defense.

Monday morning, at ten o'clock, I was brought

before a court-martial, where I pleaded "not guilty"

to the charge of theft.

Amongst the thousands of young men at naval
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stations and on board warships there are always

court-martial trials occurring of some who are

charged with committing offenses. A summary court

is composed of three officers who are taken from

their regular duties for this purpose. Men ordered

to be tried are generally guilty, and in spite of the

laws that govern there is a subconscious presumption

of the guilt of the person on trial.

"Do you desire counsel?" asked Lieutenant

Paulding, the senior member of my court.

"Yes, sir, I am not guilty of this offense, but I do

not know how to defend myself or to get evidence I

may need." I felt utterly helpless and almost hope-

less that I would be believed.

"Whom do you wish as counsel?"

"I don't know, sir; anybody who would believe In

my innocence and who would help me."

"Orderly," directed Lieutenant Paulding, "tell

Chief Gunner's Mate Weston to come here."

"Weston," said the lieutenant a moment later,

"you are assigned as counsel for Apprentice Seaman

Quin, who is being tried for theft."

Weston talked in low tones to me. "Quin," he

said, "tell me frankly if you are guilty; do not hide

anything from me. I must know everything if I am
to make the best defense possible."

"I am not guilty;" and I told him how I happened

to have the coat.
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"I heard about that, Quin, and I have tried to

investigate the circumstances. But everything is

against you. You had the coat. You went twice to

where the coat was stowed, which was in a different

part of the bag room from where your own bag was

hung; and you went there when no other person

except the bag-room keeper was present. The evi-

dence Is all against you, Quin. Your story looks

fishy to me, you haven't a single thing in your favor."

*'Then go away; I don't want you to defend me if

you think I'm guilty," I cried desperately. And I

told him about Schmeltz and explained my theory of

how I was Schmeltz's victim. But Weston wouldn't

listen to this. "Nonsense," he exclaimed roughly.

"Don't be a fool, cut that out; is there nothing you

can say to me to prove your innocence?"

"I am innocent, that's all I can say. I would

rather die than steal. You presume me guilty be-

cause I had on the stolen coat, and you accept my
going to the bag room as confirming evidence of my
guilt. That's just because you feel that way. But

suppose you accept my statement as true, those cir-

cumstances wouldn't mean a thing; hundreds of re-

cruits here do the same thing constantly. I charge

Hangreson with having sold me that coat for ten

dollars and telling me where I would find it. If

there is any justice In the navy my charge against
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Hangreson should be investigated before I am stig-

matized as a thief."

I talked rapidly and said a lot of things. I must

in some way have impressed Weston, because he

suddenly said, as if surprised, "Quin, I really believe

you're innocent."

"Thank you, Weston; indeed I'm innocent. I

never stole anything in my life."

Weston stood up. "The accused is ready for

trial," he announced. "He is not guilty; no evidence

other than circumstantial can possibly be brought

against him; and he therefore particularly requests

the most minute and searching investigation of all

testimony given. A verdict to be based solely on

circumstantial evidence should demand that every

circumstance that bears should be most carefully in-

quired into."

An ensign who was recorder of the court and

therefore my prosecutor said impatiently, "This

court doesn't need instruction from counsel for the

accused."

"The accused is making a request," returned

Weston. "Counsel for accused has in mind a naval

court which some years ago, basing its verdict solely

on circumstantial evidence, found a young man guilty

and brought upon him terrible shame, disgrace, and

suffering"—-here Weston seemed to be speaking
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directly to Lieutenant Paulding—''his innocence

was later proved and the verdict reversed.'^

My trial now rapidly proceeded. The prosecu-

tion used the coat as evidence. It was proved that it

undoubtedly had been stolen from its owner and

that, when found, I was wearing it. Then several

witnesses testified as having seen me, at odd times,

going to the bag room; and in the bag room of going

to parts of it where my bag was not stowed. This

was all true and I had no wish nor Intention to deny

any of these facts. But Weston, in his cross-exami-

nation, tried to get evidence to prove that it was a

common occurrence for a recruit to be in the part of

the bag room where his bag was not hung and that

this was not of itself a suspicious thing. But the

persistence with which the prosecutor asked ques-

tions about this fact showed he believed it as con-

firming evidence of my guilt.

The trial was held in a large study room. After

two witnesses had testified, I was startled by seeing

the ugly-faced Schmeltz come into this courtroom.

He did not look at me but stood facing Lieutenant

Paulding. "May I speak to you privately, sir?" he

asked. The lieutenant immediately left his chair

and conversed in low tones for a moment with

Schmeltz.

Schmeltz said something; the lieutenant asked sev-

eral questions, then evidently gave Schmeltz an order
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and Schmeltz left. Before this occurred I was ter-

ribly uneasy. The testimony given was all against

me. And the only evidence I could bring was my
own unsupported word. It was quite plain that the

witnesses, except Hangreson, were earnestly trying

to tell the truth and were not actuated by malice

against me. And all except Hangreson were telling

the truth. They brought out the fact that I had at

different times run hurriedly in and out of the bag

room and to other parts of it than where my bag

was hung. Weston was tremendously in earnest.

My one comfort was that his manner showed his

belief in my innocence.

Hangreson was the last witness summoned by the

prosecution. I could see he made a favorable im-

pression upon the officers of the court. To begin

with he was prepossessing in manner and in voice.

He was cool and at his ease. He showed no animus

against me, but, in answer to questions, denied any

knowledge of the coat or any conversation with

me or receiving any money from me. Weston in

vain tried to make him contradict himself. He had

the air of truth about him; it was easy to see that

he carried complete conviction with two of the court.

Lieutenant Paulding's manner perplexed me. He

sat listening carefully but gave no indication of his

thoughts.

After Weston's cross-examination was finished
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Lieutenant Paulding asked many questions; these

were searching. A glimmer of hope came to my
frightened heart because these questions showed that

he was not entirely satisfied with the evidence al-

ready given, as It was but too apparent that the two

other members of the court were. Time and again

he looked at me as if his eyes would pierce my soul.

But he could make no headway with Hangreson. I

was In agony of spirit; I had no hope. I saw myself

condemned as a thief. Finally Lieutenant Paulding

finished with his questions and paused. Then he

asked, in an Impressive voice

:

"Hangreson, you are aware of the pains and

penalties of perjury?"

"Yes, sir," came In even tones from Hangreson,

"conviction of perjury means state's prison."

"You are dismissed as a witness; you are warned

not to converse with any one on matters connected

with this trial."

"The prosecution Is finished," announced the offi-

cer detailed as recorder, who conducted the prose-

cution.

Lieutenant Paulding called a messenger and whis-

pered some order to him.

And then I was put on the stand as a witness for

my own case.

I told the facts of how I got Chllds' coat, but

I felt as If I were kicking against a stone wall. I
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knew I was not being believed. And strive as I did

to impress the court with my innocence, I felt as if I

were not even being heard. After I had finished my
story Weston asked several questions; and then the

prosecutor took me in hand. The nature of his

questions showed utter disbelief in me. Then came

questions from Lieutenant Paulding; he inquired

into my reasons for going into the bag room. Then
he called the orderly and directed him to go to that

chest and bring up that "Blue Jackets' Manual."

My heart seemed to stand still until the orderly re-

turned; words cannot express the relief I felt when

I saw the orderly returning with the book in his

hand.

Lieutenant Paulding's manner in asking me ques-

tions was as if he believed I were telling the truth.

After he finished I left the witness chair.

Weston then announced, "The defense has no

more witnesses to call."

"The court summons Boatswain's Mate Schmeltz

as witness," said Lieutenant Paulding, sending for

him.

I had a dreadful feeling when my enemy came

Into the room.

"I'll swear you," now came from the lieutenant,

reaching out a Bible for Schmeltz to touch. "You,

Karl Schmeltz, boatswain's mate, first class, U. S.

Navy, serving at this training station, do solemnly
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swear that the evidence which you shall give before

this court shall be the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth, and that you will tell every-

thing within your knowledge about this case? So

help you God."

"I do, so help me God," repeated Schmeltz sol-

emnly.

"The accused, Quin, is charged with the theft of

an overcoat. Tell what you know about it!"

"I don't know anything about that, sir, but this

morning after drill, just a few minutes ago, a recruit,

Herndon by name, said to me that on Saturday

morning another recruit, not Quin, offered to sell

him an overcoat for ten dollars. So, as I knew

Quin was being court-martialed, I hurried and told

you. That's all I know about it, sir."

I cannot express how beautiful in this moment

seemed to me this Schmeltz. The blackness of de-

spair had gripped my heart as he came in and now

I trembled with hope.

"Send for Herndon," ordered Lieutenant Paul-

ding.

Herndon was a scared youth and at first was

almost incoherent.

"On last Saturday morning," he testified, "an ap-

prentice seaman came to me and offered to sell me an

overcoat for ten dollars. And I know of two dif-
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ferent fellows in the fourth division who bought

coats from him."

"Look at the accused, Quin; was it he who offered

to sell you a coat?"

"No, sir, it was not he!"

"Who was it?"

"I don't know his name, sir, but I could point him

out if I saw him."

"Have the second division brought in," ordered

Lieutenant Paulding.

So my division marched into this room.

"Herndon, walk down in front of this second divi-

sion, report if you see the person who offered to sell

you the coat."

This young man walked at a snail's pace, gazing

nervously at each recruit. An intense stillness ex-

isted. Of a sudden he cried in shrill, excited tones,

"That's him, sir, an' I can prove by my chum. Chap-

man, who was with me, that he offered me a pea-

coat for ten dollars. An' last week this same boy

sold an overcoat to Kinney, an' one to Hardy. Ask

them two boys, sir, an' see if he didn't."

"Come here, both of you," ordered Lieutenant

Paulding in sharp tones. And with Herndon came

Hangreson. The latter seemed to me to have a

sickly smile as if he would soon show how silly this

boy Herndon was.
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^'Remember you are a witness, Herndon," con-

tinued Lieutenant Paulding, "and be very careful to

tell the truth."

"I'd like to say a word, sir," said Hangreson,

in such a nice, pleasant way, as If he were sure the

officers of the court were all his good, kind

friends.

"You'll have a chance In a moment. Sit down."

"Now, Herndon, do you recognize this young

man?"

"Not by name, sir, but he offered to sell me a pea-

coat Saturday morning. I'll swear to that. That's

all I know about him, sir."

He was asked many questions by Lieutenant

Paulding, by the prosecutor, and by Weston. He
didn't know much but was positive in what he

swore to.

Chapman was called to testify; he had heard the

offer made to Herndon, and he positively Identified

Hangreson as the recruit who had made the offer.

Kinney and Hardy each testified to having. In the

preceding week, given Hangreson ten dollars for an

overcoat. These coats were exhibited In the court-

room and were proved to have been stolen. They

were returned to their rightful owners.

While all of this was going on, an intense, breath-

less excitement seemed to possess the courtroom.

Even the officers were affected. And well they
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might have been; they had been near to giving a

shameful verdict against an innocent young man.

"Hangreson, take the witness chair. You are

warned that your oath to tell the truth Is still bind-

ing; and you are again warned of the pains and

penalties of perjury. Did you sell to Quin the coat

he is accused of stealing?"

"Oh, mercy, mercy! Oh, my poor mother! This

will kill her! I beg for forgiveness! I never In-

tended to harm Quin. I'll return the money!

—

I'll
"

"Answer my question," sternly ordered Lieuten-

ant Paulding.

"I'll confess ! Oh, please forgive me. I sold the

coat to Quin for ten dollars; he didn't steal It, I took

It from Chllds' bag. Oh, Mr. Paulding, give me
another chance. I'll

"

I didn't hear any more of that trial; I knew there

were some more questions, and both Weston and

the prosecutor made some remarks; but I was so full

of joy because of my complete vindication, so pub-

licly achieved, that I didn't care now what was said.

Soon the trial was declared finished and I was

taken back to the guardhouse. Of course I knew I

would be pronounced not guilty. But even when

there is an acquittal by a naval court the one who has

been undergoing trial Is not restored to liberty until

after the record of the trial has been written up and
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approved by the highest authority present. And I

was not relieved until Wednesday noon. It was a

happy moment for me when I stood before Lieu-

tenant Paulding, In the presence of my second divi-

sion, and heard him read out an order which de-

clared that I was not guilty. And then Lieutenant

Paulding offered me his hand and said, "Accept my
congratulations, QuIn; Pm glad."

"Division dismissed," he ordered.

And then good old Schmeltz took off his hat and

called out, "Three cheers for Ears Quin, fellows!"

And they were given with great shouts. Everybody

crowded about me and shook hands; I tell you I felt

good and happy that day.

Some weeks later Hangreson was tried by general

court-martial. He pleaded guilty to perjury and

was sentenced to prison for three years.

My nearness to conviction of a detestable, shame-

ful crime has always caused me to give much thought

to the subject of court-martial trials. That innocent

men have sometimes been convicted is true; human

nature, prompted by the purest of motives, will err

in the navy as well as in civil life. But I know of

nothing which happens so seldom. In spite of my
own nearness to conviction I believe the chances are

ten thousand to one that a naval court does not err

as to a question of fact; for instance, as to whether

a man stole a coat or not. Some verdicts are given
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which reflect the court's opinion and which are based

on unquestioned facts; such, for example, as to the

degree of culpabihty of a captain who has had a

collision. And I have known cases where officers

and enlisted men have smarted with disappointment

that a court-martial did not accept their own view of

their acts of commission and omission. But this

much is certain, nothing under heaven is more inten-

tionally and anxiously just than a naval court-

martial. Most of the trials are for military offenses,

such as overstaying leave, "jumping ship," desertion,

disorderly conduct, etc. We get a fine set of young

men in the navy and it is but seldom that one is

charged with crimes of "moral turpitude" (awful

words, but they are used in the navy to make a dis-

tinction between military and other kinds of crimes)

.

And in leaving this subject I would like to remark

that such crimes are at a low ebb. We who live in

the United States Navy are surrounded by a health-

ful atmosphere.
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I DO SOME SHOOTING

A RECRUIT at a naval training station is

likely to imagine lots of things about which

he later changes his views. He thinks no

one is interested in him personally. He is referred

to disdainfully and contemptuously, he judges, as a

"rookie." He is spoken to peremptorily, sharply.

His immediate instructors, who are petty officers,

constantly reprimand him for awkwardness, for

being slow to learn. He sees little or no personal

kindness; and these petty officers, enlisted men like

himself, have no consideration for his feelings. So

it all seems to the sensitive recruit, particularly to

one who has been brought up in a comfortable home
and who has been used to having his own ideas

receive consideration.

But as the recruit grows into naval feeling and out

of recruitdom his ideas undergo change. There is

something in naval life as powerful as regulations.

This is the tradition of the navy, always referred to

as "customs of the service"; indeed, the naval regu-

lations distinctly order that when a particular regula-

34
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tlon does not apply to a matter that comes under

consideration, the "customs of the service" will

govern.

The recruit Is treated peremptorily In the sense

that practically he lives every hour of the day In

accordance with regulations. He eats, sleeps, works,

studies, drills, dresses, exactly as ordered and ex-

actly when ordered. His wishes are not considered.

He Is given Into charge of experienced men to be

taught the first steps of naval life, men who have

come from battleships wherein are the chained-up

forces of explosives, of boilers, where they manage

great guns, turrets, electric and other engines.

Inefficiency on board ship means. If not disaster,

uselessness. The tremendous powers handled by

enlisted men aboard warships develop a peremp-

tory, though not unkind, spirit. The recruit Is to be

wrenched from his former life and habits, and

molded to suit warship needs. And to the recruit

the wrenching may seem violent.

All of this I learned gradually. My first feeling

was that I had signed away my birthright for a mess

of pottage. Every hour of the day was spent as

ordered by what seemed to me at the time a soulless

thing, a set of printed rules. What I wished to do

was never asked; my Ideas were of no interest.

After a busy first day at this station I was glad to

turn in and I found my hammock easy to sleep in.
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And I'll not forget the uproar of being awakened

the next morning.

"Turn out ! Turn out ! Lash and carry, show a

leg," was shouted repeatedly, in hoarse, strident

tones. I didn't "show a leg," which would have

been accepted as a promise to get up; and one of the

"masters-at-arms" charged with getting us up got

under my hammock, suddenly raised himself, and I

was dumped out of it to the floor, a violent but effec-

tive alarm clock. I made a mess of rolling up my

hammock and lashing it. "Seven turns, you rookie,

an' hammock hitches, not half turns," stormed the

master-at-arms at me. Everything was in apparent

confusion and everybody urged to hurry. Dozens

of recruits had been spilled out as I had been. From

here we were chased to places where we stowed our

hammocks. Then chased to the wash room. Then

to breakfast. And were chased about all day long.

When one torturer left me another suddenly ap-

peared. I had to mark my name on all of the clothes

given me and had to learn exactly how to fold each

piece to be stowed in my clothes bag. Then, with

other recruits, I was instructed in a bewildering vari-

ety of things, was put in ranks, drilled in marching

and turning until nearly noon. How my feet ached!

Immediately after dinner I was put in a cutter and

taught how to handle an oar, and I rowed all after-
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noon. The recruit behind me with almost every

stroke punched me in the back with the end of his

oar. I punched the man sitting in front of me with

my oar. I couldn't handle my oar; I was strong

enough, but the oar was long and heavy. The in-

structors gave us directions and explanations, and

stormed at all of us in general for our awkwardness.

Then we were instructed in seamanship, in knot

tying, in the mechanism and operation of a rifle.

This went on day after day. There were innu-

merable drills; it seemed to me at first a dreary life.

I bitterly regretted having enlisted.

All day long I made mistakes and was shouted at

and reprimanded by indignant instructors; it looked

to me as if I received nothing but abuse and angry

looks. I had bartered my liberty, my independence,

I thought. It didn't make any difference what I

might wish to do, there was always some one telling

me what I must do. My explanations of awkward-

ness were not listened to; they interested no one.

Chief Gunner's Mate Weston was one of our

drill masters. He was always curt, sharp, decisive.

At the end of one particularly hard drill after I had

been at the training station a week, he said to me,

*'Quin, you're coming along, keep it up and you'll

make good."

"Coming along!" I repeated, much surprised,
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"why, you have just been hammering me and told

me I belonged to 'The Fumblers' Club.'
"

''So you do, and you'll retain membership In that

organization for some time yet. But you're learning.

Keep it up and you will amount to something. Lieu-

tenant Paulding asked me about you; I told him you

were learning. He was a rookie once, Quin, and

hadn't any more show than you have. But by tending

to the job he had in hand and by always being ready

to take care of the job just ahead of him he won his

way to a commission."

"Oh, well, I guess you'll find he had good luck

and friends to push him along."

"He had all of that, and a lot of bad luck, too.

Every friend he had he made himself. We were

recruits together; I know all about him."

"Then why aren't you, too, an officer?" I asked.

"I would have been surely had I laid a safe course

on the chart Lieutenant Paulding told you about.

But I was careless In my navigation and steered my
ship against rocks and shoals."

The days were so crowded with duties and drills

and studies that they flew by. Everything was of

the most elementary nature, but the purpose was to

give a recruit training so that when sent to a ship he

would know how to mark and fold his clothes, lash

his hammock, pull an oar, tie knots, and do a lot of

things one must know how to do when first going
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aboard ship. Being taught these things at the train-

ing station saves a lot of time aboard ship.

But we had some pleasures; we were allowed to go

on liberty, Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday after-

noons. I had a beautiful saddle horse which I kept

in a near-by town. My pleasure was riding and

shooting. My horse and I had perfect understand-

ing. There was a deserted sandy beach not too far

away that I always rode to.

I would run at tremendous speed down that beach

and had lots of fine shooting at sea gulls. At the

station we had much Instruction with rifles, but re-

cruits were never allowed to shoot.

This made me restive. Down In Texas father

had told me I was the best shot on the border.

Some fellows are naturally good shots, just as some

are naturally good violin players; and If a man has

a gift and practices It and works at It for years he

gets somewhere. A great pianist, when playing,

never thinks of his notes, but he never plays a false

one. He simply can't. He plays automatically. So

It Is with a real expert shot, whose skill with a rifle

Is to be compared with the skill of a great musician

at his Instrument. The real expert rifle shot never

misses a reasonable target because he will never pull

the trigger unless he Is "on." He doesn't go through

the mental process of deciding whether he Is "on'*

or not, nor does he consciously pull the trigger.
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But the brain, trigger, and gun all work automat-

ically, and the gun can no more be fired and miss

than can Paderewski strike a wrong key.

And so, three afternoons each week, I chased up

and down this ocean beach, my horse running like

mad. And when passing near a flock of sea gulls

my rifle would crack. These liberty days were an

inexpressible pleasure. At the station I felt I was

of absolutely no importance; but I knew there wasn't

one of my tormentors that could repeat what was so

easy for me to do with my horse and rifle.

As my stay at the station was drawing to a close,

my drills became each day more interesting and I

felt quite at home. And nothing could have ex-

ceeded the keen joy I took in charging up and down

that ocean beach on the back of my good horse

"Tiger," shooting at sea gulls as he ran. All of my
old-time skill came back. Provided there was little

or no wind I was sure to hit if I fired. The Satur-

day before I was sent from the station I was riding

down the beach like a streak of lightning. Just as I

came to a point of land which was wooded nearly

to the water I let fly the five cartridges that were in

the clip of my rifle. This was quite an easy shot as

the gulls were all coasting with outstretched wings

and were not more than one hundred and fifty feet

away. It was just bang! bang! bang! bang! bang!

all ^ve shots within five seconds. The gun seemed
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to go off by Itself without guidance from me. And
down dropped five gulls. Tiger stopped; then I

heard a call from back of me. Two men whom I

had not seen evidently had been sitting on a log near

this wooded point. One was Lieutenant Paulding.

"That was good shooting, Quin," he exclaimed,

quite pleasantly. "I have never seen better. And
quite a stunt to shoot like that from horseback.

Let me see your gun."

I handed him my rifle.

"Great Scott!" he almost shouted, "this Isn't a

shotgun, It's a rifle."

"I wasn't trying to show off, sir. I didn't know

any one was around."

"Well, try again, and show off."

So I went back a little ways. The gulls were

still hovering over the water, just outside this point.

There was evidently some food floating about, for a

gull would dart down, pick up something In Its bill,

and fly up with It. And then Tiger started. He
knew something was up. Down he came, head out-

stretched, with racing speed.

This time I was Intent on doing a real stunt. I

fired but once and that when I had two gulls in line.

It was an easy shot, but I guess it looked good from

a rifle fired from a running horse. Two gulls came

fluttering down. Both Lieutenant Paulding and the

gentleman with him, who was a Commander Drake,
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were enthusiastic. So I felt quite pleased with

myself.

A week later I was transferred to the battleship

Montana, and now my real work in the navy began.



CHAPTER IV

OLD GRIM GAUNT IS ALL RIGHT

ABOARD the Montana I learned many-

things; but the thing I learned best of all

was that I was 'Afresh." I learned this by

repeatedly being told so.

The crew of the Montana numbered over twelve

hundred men, all of them quite young. Even many

of the chief petty officers, C. P. O.'s, as they are

called, were first cruise men. In olden times men

had to serve many years before being rated so high;

but the navy was being increased so rapidly, both in

ships and in men, that trained men were scarce, and

enlisted men who showed ability to learn quickly

and were of desirable character were pushed rapidly

ahead.

By the time I had joined the Montana I felt skill-

ful in many things, rudimentary as they seem now,

but at the time I felt I was as competent a sailorman

as any of them. And why not? I could lash my
hammock properly, tie any kind of a sallorman's

knot, could splice both hemp and wire rope, and

was able to handle an oar in real navy style, knew

43
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the manual of arms, and could take my place In

ranks and go through company movements with

some degree of confidence and perhaps of skill.

Aboard the Montana were hundreds of young men

who had been through different training stations and

had served several months aboard the Montana. A
number of these regarded themselves as far superior

to our crowd; we were again "rookies," and treated,

so I thought, with disdain. I guess that is human

nature, for a few months later I treated all new-

comers as if I knew a lot and was far above them.

But in the meantime, until things got settled down a

bit, I resented this treatment. I felt these chaps

weren't a bit superior to me, and let them know it.

The result was a few fist fights which didn't amount

to much and were soon forgotten; but the word was

passed about decks that "the recruit whose head is

all ears is fresh." I was repeatedly warned I was

"too fresh," and constantly reminded of my ears. If

any one has some pronounced physical characteristic

and hears frequent comments about it he becomes

sensitive and exasperated; and these facts become

known and increase the torment he receives. Boys

always try to raise a laugh at the expense of one of

their number and are heedless of hurt feelings. I

early drew attention to myself by resenting the as-

sumed superiority of an ordinary seaman named

Bates. I told him to run away and play. Bates
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was a pestiferous little cuss. He got good and even

by going ahead of me, if I were walking down a

deck or passage, and calling out, "Gangway for

Ears ! Clear the deck, everybody, make way for

Ears!" He had a shrill, piercing voice; there was

no fun in this for me, but it seemed funny judging by

the laugh he raised. For days, during leisure hours,

he positively laid In wait for me, and prancing ahead,

would shout ridiculous cries. I must admit there

was something amusing In his antics, judging by the

roars of laughter he created. This spurred him on.

In my extreme exasperation I would jump at him

and try to slap him, but the little fellow was as

elusive as a flea; he certainly was quick, and was

wonderful as a dodger. Once I thought I had him

but he jumped between my legs, raised himself, and

tumbled me on to the deck. It all happened In a

second to the chorus of screams of delight by many

onlookers. If he had a clear way ahead he would

perform all manner of gymnastic feats, turning

handsprings and somersaults. Later I learned he

had been a clown In a circus.

After some days of this nonsense he suddenly said

to me, "Well, Ears, I did what you said, I ran away

and I played. Shall we be friends?" "You bet,"

said I. After that Bates and I put up a lot of jokes

from time to time. We have ever since been the

best of friends.
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The Montana was of tremendous interest to me.

I decided to learn as much about her as I could. I

felt that as I had enlisted for four years I would be

foolish if I did not do the best I could for myself.

Drawings of different decks of the ship were posted

on bulletin boards, each compartment being shown,

and there were an amazing number of compart-

ments.

The Montana was the most recently built battle-

ship. She was 675 feet long, and 95 feet in beam.

From the main deck to the keel there were eight

decks, each composed of many subdivisions. There

were four turrets, with three fourteen-inch guns in

each turret. And there were machinery and boiler

spaces.

When I first went aboard the Montana I was

like ''Alice in Wonderland." I found it difficult to

find my way around and to get back to my own part

of the ship. I was never certain, at first, if I were

on the right deck; I slung my hammock in number

nine, five-inch gun compartment. Here I had to clean

a bulkhead every morning and polish part of the gun

and its mechanism. Three times a day a table and

benches that were slung in racks on the underside of

the deck overhead were taken down and set up and

meals were served. We always had good things to

eat and plenty of them. We drilled every morning
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from half-past nine until eleven-thirty at our five-

inch guns.

My duties at drill were to pass powder and

projectiles from the ammunition hoist to the gun.

In the afternoons we had various drills, boats under

oars and boats under sail, infantry drill, seamanship

instruction, and other drills. And there was never-

ending scaling of rust and old paint all over the ship.

Probably I am as clean as the ordinary bluejacket,

but I detested this devotion to cleanliness, as if the

navy existed with that for its chief purpose. I

suppose that captains and executive officers work for

the efficiency of their ships as their main object.

And yet I always have suspected that some I have

known were working also for their own reputations;

they wished to be known as efficient, crackajack

officers.

Aboard the Montana I was kept pretty busy.

When not drilling I was likely to be scraping rust or

old paint off steel bulkheads somewhere deep in

the ship. The ship was new but had been years

building, and every part of it was frequently in-

spected.

Friday afternoon each of the crew had to bring

up his bag, unpack it, and lay all articles out for

inspection by his divisional officer. Each article had

to be neatly folded; all clothing marked with the
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owner's name. And a specified number of each

article was required.

Saturday mornings we were all assembled in

ranks. The captain and other officers passed by,

scrutinizing each man. If a man had spots on his

clothes, unpolished shoes, long hair, or was un-

shaven, he would be reported and later would be

given several hours of "extra duty." This routine

went on day after day. Besides the routine there

constantly were calls for work to be done, stores to

be taken aboard, coal in colliers to be shoveled into

bags which were hoisted and dumped aboard ship.

This was all drudgery to me. I felt I never could

grow to like such a life.

For a couple of months we were anchored off

Jamestown in Narragansett Bay. We had liberty

to go on shore on Wednesday and Saturday after-

noons, and on Sundays. Bates and I generally made

liberty together. He was always nearly busted. I

said on our first trip ashore, "Bates, can you ride a

horse?" This was before I knew he was the son of

circus performers and had spent all of his previous

life In a circus.

"I might try," he replied, "but dog-gone it, I'm

clean broke. I couldn't pay my ferry fare to New-

port."

"I'll stand treat," I said, "come along." We
went over to Newport and found a livery stable.
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"Have you riding horses to hire?" I asked.

"Yes, but not to bluejackets unless you make a

deposit," replied the man in charge.

"All right, how much do you want?"

"Three hundred dollars."

I always carried my money for safe-keeping by

keeping it in a bag suspended from my neck; I quite

proudly took three hundred dollars from it and

gave it to the man. His manner changed entirely.

"Are you good riders?" he asked.

"I can ride anything from a bronco up," I replied.

"Now don't serve out any old, worn-out plug on

me."

"I'd like to see your horses," said Bates.

So he took us to his stable, where he had many;

we passed a stall in which was a beautiful white

horse with a magnificent mane and long tail. It

was a stallion. It whinnied desperately as we passed.

Bates turned back and went into its stall.

"Where did you get that horse?" he asked.

"That isn't a horse, it's a white elephant," replied

the livery man. "Mrs. Simmons, who has several

millions to spend on horses, bought him because of

his looks. She will exhibit him In the next Newport

horse show and will hire a circus performer to ride

him. She boards him with me and I am also re-

quired to exercise him. She pays the bills, but I

have trouble In providing any one who can ride him.
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He Is not vicious, but he is a whirlwind. We are all

afraid of him."

"I'll ride him," remarked Bates, his eyes glis-

tening.

"Not much! that horse is worth thousands of

dollars."

Instead of replying, Bates opened the door and

went into the stall. The stallion followed him out.

"Look out," shouted the man, "you've loosed

him, he has no bridle."

"Down, Lightning!" said Bates softly; and down

on his haunches went the beauty. "Roll over. Get

up, shake hands with the gentlemanj' I never saw

anything so pretty as the way the horse, whinnying

as if wild with delight, obeyed Bates.

"You know him," cried the liveryman excitedly.

"I've lived on his back for years," rejoined Bates.

"May I ride him?"

"I'll be happy if you can. I'll get a saddle and

bridle for you."

"I don't want either."

We went outside. Lightning following Bates.

Here Bates threw off his shoes, neckerchief, and

jumper, and then, with a bound, landed on Light-

ning's back.

Never had I seen such an exhibition of trick

riding. He was as much at home on Lightning's

back as an old lady is in a rocking-chair. Never
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was there such an obedient horse. Bates rode stand-

ing, sometimes on one foot, sometimes on his hands.

He turned somersaults and handsprings. I was

entranced. The liveryman, Chadwick, was wild

with joy.

"Can you ride, too?" he asked me.

"Yes, but I'm no trick rider."

"Here, take your money, you're the boys I'm

looking for. I have another horse of Mrs. Sim-

mons', Black Beauty, not hard to ride. I'll give you

each ten dollars a week if you'll exercise these horses

for me. Mrs. Simmons bought them both from

Ringling Brothers' Circus."

Except in color Black Beauty was the counterpart

of Lightning; they were the most magnificent horses

I have ever seen. Every time we had liberty we
went riding. I was perfectly at home in a saddle,

but never tried any trick riding. We became good

friends with Chadwick, who was delighted with us

because he was charged with the responsibility of

exhibiting these two horses for Mrs. Simmons.

Bates staged a performance, something he had

done with these two horses hundreds of times. He
had to drill me, not the horses, who knew their

parts perfectly; but my part was easy.

On the opening day of the horse show Lightning,

without saddle or bridle, went thundering around

the horse-show track at furious speed. The thou-
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sands of spectators in boxes and grand stand cheered

the most magnificent horse ever seen at Newport.

Soon an idiotic figure, evidently rigged as a circus

clown, came ambling awkwardly across the en-

closure. Just as he started to cross the track, Light-

ning came flying down. The clown turned to look

back; there were screams of fright; it looked as if he

surely would be trodden under foot. But instead he

was standing on the horse's back, fanning himself,

smiling grotesquely. He suddenly slipped, as if fall-

ing, and was now on his head, still fanning himself.

Then, on Black Beauty, I came out dressed as a

wild Mexican, and charged furiously after him,

shooting pistols and shouting like a madman. Black

Beauty knew exactly what to do, so my part was

easy. Bates cut up more antics than I had ever seen

in a circus. When I shot he would apparently fall

headlong off his horse, but yet never actually left it.

He turned handsprings and somersaults and repeat-

edly actually dived over Lightning's head. But the

next second he was always standing, the idiotic grin

never absent, and the fan always busy.

After some minutes of this the band played a

waltz and the beauties danced, keeping perfect time.

Then both horses trotted to Governor Livingston's

box; here they three times dropped on their knees

and lowered their heads, saluting the governor, and

then ran off the field.
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It was a good stunt, well done. Of course we got

all kinds of cheers and Mrs. Simmons was radiant

with delight. Each of her horses won blue ribbons;

she presented a gold watch to Bates and also one

to me.

On board ship Bates and I occasionally had some

fun; he was a little bit of a fellow. One night when

our captain was out of the ship and the porthole of

his cabin open, Bates, as he afterwards told me,

crawled through the porthole and turned on the

"general alarm." Every man in the ship was turned

out and went to his station. First the idea was that

there was a fire somewhere; then some one shouted

that the ship was sinking. Hurried inspections were

made; soon every part of the ship was reported

"secure." After this we were kept standing in

ranks for an hour. The first excitement gave place

to ill temper and indignation, because it was be-

lieved that some practical joker had been at work.

I felt pretty sore at losing that sleep.

The next morning the ship's company was mad
clean through. The discomfort we all had had was

small in comparison with the fact that the feeling

existed that the ship itself had been violated and

tampered with. I never saw a ship's company so

angry. The more I thought of it the madder I got.

Had I known it was Bates, or any one else, I would

have reported him and so would every other man
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in the ship. That afternoon all men were assembled

on the quarter-deck, where Captain Gaunt spoke

to us.

"Men," he said, "last night the 'general alarm'

was sounded. Whether by accident or on purpose

by a vicious, practical joker is not known. The

'general alarm' is sacred in a ship, only to be used

when the crew are called to quarters to fight an

enemy, or fire, or collision, or when practicing for

such an emergency, or when the ship is in great

danger. For an unauthorized person to turn on the

'general alarm' is practically an act of treason; the

person who does it is a traitor to his ship and a

public enemy of his country."

An official investigation was held, but beyond the

fact that the alarm had been sounded there was no

evidence. The idea existed that perhaps there was

some "ground" in the electric wires, but these were

all in perfect condition. Every one of us was ques-

tioned; what Bates answered I never knew, but evi-

dently he gave no evidence against himself.

This affair made a great impression upon me. I

made up my mind that I never would take any lib-

erties with my ship. There was reason for this,

because I had done things on board the Montana

that might have been defined as "practical jokes";

things small, perhaps, in comparison with sounding

the "general alarm," such as dumping men out of
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their hammocks by pulling a slipknot previously put

in the foot lashings of their hammocks. Aboard a

warship there is no place for a practical joker. He
is dangerous.

Months afterwards Bates confessed to me how he

had sounded the alarm that night. His idea was

that it would be great fun. But for a long time

afterwards he lived in fear, of discovery, which he

knew would mean conviction and a severe sentence

by general court-martial.

Several days after this I had the ten to twelve

P.M. sentry watch on the forecastle. Shortly before

eleven o'clock I noticed there was a man in the

water, close to the ship's side. He instantly dis-

appeared in the darkness.

"Man overboard," I cried, at the top of my
lungs.

"Anchor watch into the lifeboat; lively, men,"

instantly called out the officer of the deck. Lieutenant

Calkins.

The boat was manned and away In but a few

seconds. It pulled about, near where I had re-

ported seeing the man, but could find no one. Then

all divisions were called to quarters and mustered.

Not a man was away from the ship except those on

authorized liberty.

The executive officer. Commander Honan, called

me up and questioned me. He was severe in his
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manner; evidently he did not believe I had seen a

man in the water.

"Huh! Your story Is not true," he remarked

sternly. "The muster shov^ed that not a man was

out of the ship except those on authorized liberty.

It's my belief you deliberately gave the alarm of

'man overboard' just to see the ship turned out. It

was lots of fun, wasn't it? We've been looking for

a practical joker; perhaps you're the one we want.

But we won't be turned out again to-night. Master-

at-arms, confine him for safe-keeping."

"I'm telling the truth, sir," I cried out In despera-

tion. "I saw a man overboard."

But no one listened to me. "Come along," said

the master-at-arms, a determined, thin-lipped man.

He took me first to get my hammock and then to the

brig on a lower deck, pushed me Into a cell and

locked me up. Here, for some minutes, my feelings

got the best of me. I had been watchful in my
duties as sentry and had seen and reported some-

thing a sentry less attentive would not have noticed.

And as a result I had been treated shamefully, had

been accused of lying, and had been thrown Into a

cell as if I were a bad character. However, I soon

went to sleep.

The next morning I was brought to the "mast"

with a number of others of the crew charged with

various offenses. We were all uneasy; we all feared
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our captain, "Old Grim Gaunt," who was now to

act as our judge with power to order court-martial

and order punishments of solitary confinement on

bread and water, loss of liberty on shore, extra

duties, and other disagreeable things. The days of

sailing ships have gone, but in our present-day

dreadnaughts an imaginary "mast," used for but

one purpose, still remains. In olden days men ac-

cused of offenses would be brought to the mainmast,

where the captain dispensed justice. To-day when

a man is sent to the "mast" it is to that designated

place where the captain investigates different reports

that have been made.

The ordeal of being questioned at the "mast" by

Captain Gaunt about an offense was more feared by

his sailormen than the punishments he ordered. He
never said much; but the piercing blue eyes under

shaggy brows, the keen questions which came like

shots out of a gun, the impossibility of dodging these

questions; the hopelessness by an adroit excuse of

explaining one's conduct in any other light than what

it exactly had been, made one uncomfortable when

trying to picture one's actions as correct or as ex-

cusable. It seemed to the sailormen that at the

"mast" Captain Gaunt forced them to bare their

very souls. And a man does not like to bare his soul

to public gaze, for the "mast" is a public hearing.

The men had the feeling that to try to fool "Old
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Grim Gaunt" was a hopeless task; and they also

believed he tempered his justice with severity.

Those of us who had been charged with offenses

were mustered by the master-at-arms and reported

present. Captain Gaunt came to where we were.

"Reports are ready, sir," announced the executive

officer, Commander Honan.

"Reports, salute," ordered a chief master-at-

arms.

"Go ahead, sir," directed Captain Gaunt.

"Gillespie, step to the front," said Commander

Honan.

A worried-looking young sailorman, fingering his

cap nervously, faced the captain.

"R. H. Gillespie, seaman, twenty-four hours over

liberty, sir," reported the executive officer. "He
was given liberty and ordered to be back at eight

o'clock yesterday morning. He did not return until

eight o'clock this morning."

"What have you to say, Gillespie?" demanded

the captain.

"I was with some friends I hadn't seen for a long

time, sir. I didn't intend to«stay away, sir, but
"

"Summary court-martial," curtly ordered Captain

Gaunt. "Next."

"Crawford," called out the executive officer.

A man over fifty years old, short in stature, gray

of mustache, with a face seamed and weather-beaten
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by forty years battling icebergs in the Arctic, torrid

heat in the tropics, and hurricanes in all regions,

stood before his captain. Anxiety and fear charac-

terized his attitude. His fingers twitched; his eyes

were full of apprehension, perhaps of remorse.

"W. H. Crawford, sailmaker's mate, forty-eight

hours over liberty."

"Captain, may I speak to you privately, sir?"

asked the old relic of bygone ships beseechingly.

The captain stepped to one side with Crawford.

But I was near enough to hear what was said.

"What Is it?" he asked.

"I am awfully sorry, Captain. I never intended

to, sir; It was just like that time in Rio, thirty-five

years ago, don't you remember. Captain, when you

was a midshipman and I was an apprentice? Don't

you remember, Captain, you came down to the

wharf at eleven o'clock at night to take the boat

back to the ship, and you stopped at a restaurant for

a cup of coffee—or something—and they must of

put something in your—your coffee, because you got

sick, an', an'
"

The old sailorman's voice trembled; the appeal

that poured from his eyes shot directly Into the

bull's-eye of the captain's heart; and memories of

long past years flooded his soul.

"Crawford! Crawford!" he exclaimed. The

keen blue eyes for a moment did not seem so sharp
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and piercing, a film for a second covered them.

"Crawford! Crawford!" he repeated; but the

stern voice was now strangely gentle. Then he

said: "I remember the midshipman who was in

trouble and needed a friend and the fine young ap-

prentice who carried him to a hotel and stayed by

him for two days and saved him from his folly.

And the generous apprentice was court-martialed

and suffered."

"But you was sent to your room for ten days,

Captain," eagerly broke in Crawford, "an' you wit-

nessed for me in my court an' did lots for me after-

wards. An', Captain, I was a-comin' back all right,

sir," beseechingly continued Crawford, "I was at the

boat landlng*an hour before the liberty boat arrived,

an' I just stopped at that sallorman's hotel to wait;

I'm sure I was given dope, sir, because in a moment
I didn't know nuthin, an' when I woke up my money

was gone, an'
"

"Come to my cabin in fifteen minutes," interposed

Captain Gaunt. Then turning to Commander

Honan, he said, "Crawford's statement is accepted,

the report against him is dismissed."

If any surprise was felt at the captain's low-

toned^ private talk with the old sallorman or at his

leniency, none was expressed. Probably there

wasn't any; the actions of captains are not always
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understood, and, indeed, out-of-the-way things are

expected of them.

"Wilkins, ordinary seaman. Reported by Boat-

swain's Mate Shanahan for disobedience of orders

and insolence," said Commander Honan. "Shana-

han, tell the captain the circumstances."

"Sorr, spuds be peeled in me parrt av the ship an'

they always make an awful mess. So I tould this

bye, who is me compartment claner, to clane 'em up.

So he sez to me, sez he, 'Clane 'em up yerself, you

Irish bung-startin' spud-eater! You can't shirk yer

job on me!' I'd a biffed him in the ear, Cap'n, an'

saved you this bother, but he's too little for me to

hit, an'
"

"Where did you get that black eye and bruised

nose?" suddenly asked the captain.

"I'll tell ye all about it, sorr; you see I was a

havin' an' interestin' talk wid another compartment

claner, a man av me own size, sorr, an' I had to

explain things thoroughly to him. He's a big hefty

lad, sorr, strong in his arms an' quick on his two

fate, an' he ast me several questions which be

reflected on me eye an' me nose. But if you'd look

at him, sorr, you'd know me answers were com-

plately understood."

"What's his name?"

"Captain, his name's gone complately out av me
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head. But he's a good bye, Captain, he'll never give

you no more trouble. An' him an' me are now good

mates."

"Wilklns, what have you to say of the report of

your boatswain's mate?"

"I ain't got nuthin' to say, sir; I had a headache

and didn't feel like working and was mad and sassed

him."

"Three days' solitary confinement on bread and

water. Next."

"George Washington, mess attendant, second

class, and Theopholus White, mess attendant, third

class; reported by the master-at-arms for fighting in

the galley."

Two negroes, black in face, woolly of hair, white

of teeth, stood trembling before the captain. Fear,

consternation, terror characterized each.

"No, suh, no, Captain, suh," exclaimed one, "I

wuz not fightin', suh. I wuz a-doin' mah dooty, suh,

acco'din' to mah sworn asseveration to de United

States Govamint, suh. I wuz a-gettin' aigs fob

Mistah Clarke's brekfus, suh, Mistah Ensign

Clarke, a mos' Impotant officer, suh. An' a mos'

particlar officer, suh. An' Mistah Clarke he sez to

me, 'Dese aigs yo' ben a-givin' me ain't no good.'

An' I sez, 'Mistah Clarke, dese aigs am de aigs

supplemented by de steward.' An' he sez, 'George

Washin'ton,' he alius calls me by my full title, suh,
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in conceptionashun ob de glories ob ah common
patriotism, suh, he sez, 'George Washington, befoh

you give mah aigs to de cook yo' mus' look through

dem an' see dey Is all right an' ef yo' bring me any

moh bad aigs, by all de departed glories ob de

Prophet Mohomet, ah'U put dat head ob yourn In a

hundred-ton steam hammer an' make an omelet ob

It.' Dat's eggsactly what he said. Captain, widout no

contravenshun. So I picked out some good aigs,

Captain, an' in goin' to de galley I stumbled 'gainst

dis low-down niggah, suh, an' he run his face 'gainst

mah fist. I tink he dun it a pupose, suh. Yes, suh,

I'se a-tellin' de truf, suh. An' den dis mastah-at-

ahms "

"That's enough, Washington. White, what have

you to say about this report?"

"Cap'n, beggin' yo' poddon, suh, doan yo' go an'

believe nuffin whatsomever dat George Washin'ton

dun tol' you ! Dem wuz my aigs, suh, dey wuz In

truf, suh. Becuz ob de higher cost ob livin', suh,

mos' aigs ah not good, suh. Dat's de truf, suh. So

I picked out good aigs for Mistah Shimmelpfennig,

suh. I hab no trubble In sayin' dat name, suh, Shim-

melpfennig. I dun practice sayin' it fo' houahs. No
boy In de wardroom mess kin say dat awful name,

Shimmelpfennig, like I kin, suh. Dis is ebidence ob

my 'tension to do^ty, suh. Yes, suh, dat's de truf.

An' Mistah Shimmelpfennig Is mo' impotant dan
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Mistah Clarke, suh; becuz I dun heah dem talkin'

'bout de time Mistah Shlmmelpfennig make Mistah

Clarke stan' on his haid at Napolis in Anranal

County, Maryland. Yes, suh, Cap'n, I ask yo' to

ask dat low-down niggah, George Washin'ton, if

Mistah Clarke wuz mo' impotant dan Mistah Shim-

melpfennig, suh, would not Mistah Clarke hab stud

Mistah Shimmelpfennig on his haid, suh, at Napolis,

in Anranal County? An' dat fellow George Wash-

in'ton can't say dat name, Shimmelpfennig, suh, jes'

yo'
"

"What are the facts of this case, master-at-

arms?" interrupted Captain Gaunt.

"Washington took White's eggs, sir, and when

White objected, Washington struck him."

"The report against White is dismissed. Two
weeks' extra duty for Washington. Next case."

"Quin, seaman, second class. Reported for mak-

ing false report while on sentry watch."

Commander Honan related the circumstances of

my reporting "man overboard" and of the muster

that proved no one was out of the ship. "Quin may

be the practical joker we are looking for, sir," he

added; "recently a lot of men were spilled out of

their hammocks at night by pulling previously pre-

pared slipknots out of foot lashings. Then the

'general alarm' was sounded a few nights ago, get-

ting up everybody in the ship. And last night Quin's
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report of 'man overboard' caused all men to be

turned out and mustered."

When Commander Honan began, my ears were,

as is natural with me when intensely interested, flat-

tened back. But when he spoke of the "general

alarm" they involuntarily jumped to the front.

"Why did you move your ears?" asked the

captain.

"I did not intend to, sir."

"What have you to say to the report against

you?"

"I saw a man in the water, sir, that's all I can

say."

"Do you wish to make any statement concerning

the suspicion against you of being a practical joker?"

"I know nothing about the 'general alarm,' sir.

I had nothing to do with that and do not know who

did. Last night was no joke, sir. I saw a man over-

board in the water and reported it."

"How about dumping the men out of their

hammocks?"

"I was guilty of that, sir. But after what you

said to us about the 'general alarm' I realized that

a ship is no place for jokes; I have played none

since."

Captain Gaunt's piercing eyes seemed to bore

clear through me. He was silent. Then a chief

gunner's mate whom I had not known stepped before
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the captain and saluted. "May I speak, sir?" he

asked.

"What Is It, Gash?"

"Last night, sir, I was in the water on the star-

board side of the forecastle. The sentry saw me
and reported 'man overboard.' So I turned back,

chmbed up the side, and entered through an open

port, changed into dry clothes, and was present at

the muster."

"Quin's statement Is accepted; report against him

Is dismissed. Because of his voluntary confession,

no action will be taken against him for dumping

men out of their hammocks."

Captain Gaunt's keen eyes gleamed upon Gash.

He was silent for a moment, then said: "Gash, If

you were as good In your conduct as you are In your

abilities you would have been an officer long ago,

certainly a gunner, and quite possibly an ensign.

In fact, I had about determined to recommend you

for the warrant rank of gunner. But I'll defer that

recommendation. Do you wish to make any state-

ment as to your reasons for jumping overboard?"

"I would request to be excused from that, sir."

"Why have you come fory/ard with this report

against yourself? For friendship of Quin?"

"No, sir, I do not know this young man. But I

heard he had been called to the 'mast' charged with
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making a false report so I wished to state the facts,

sir."

"Then the facts are that you left the ship without

permission. Had I learned the facts in another way,

I would court-martial you. But as you came for-

ward and reported yourself voluntarily, I will take

no official action. Any further reports. Commander

Honan?"

"None, sir."

Captain Gaunt turned away and walked aft; the

group at the "mast" dispersed. On the forecastle

an interested lot of young men were waiting for me.

"What did the old man give you? Did you pull his

leg like you tried to pull ours?" was eagerly asked

me.

My ears began to wag rapidly, first one, then the

other.

A shout of laughter greeted the finish of this wig-

wagging. I had signaled; "Old Grim Gaunt is all

right."



CHAPTER V

COALING SHIP

I
HAVE previously spoken of the fact that at the

death of my dear mother I came into the pos-

session of a great amount of money. Father

made this money in Texas, some of it in cattle, and

the rest by fortunate real-estate investments. Dur-

ing the latter years of his life he had, when receiving

money from any of his ventures, put it into gilt-

edged bonds. After he was killed Uncle Henry

La Tourrette advised mother to dispose of all the

remaining estate and to put the proceeds in bonds.

At the time mother died there was found in her

safety-deposit box three hundred and twenty thou-

sand dollars in these bonds, all of which became my
property.

Uncle Henry was made my legal guardian, ap-

pointed at my request by the Illinois authority who
had charge of such matters. I believe he had to

satisfy this authority that he was a suitable person

for such trust and to give bond for the proper and

honest administration of my estate.

Illinois is most careful about such matters. The
68
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state Is the real guardian and surrounds the minor

with protection. The appointed guardian is, in ef-

fect, the agent of the state.

I was devoted to Uncle Henry. He had borne

the tenderest affection towards mother and seemed

to transfer this to me. I never doubted him In any

way.

We continued to use the same safety-deposit box,

leaving all my bonds there. This was bad judgment,

but It seemed convenient at the time. Uncle Henry's

Idea was that the box was perfectly safe, and indeed

It seemed so. Together we would cut the coupons;

this was Interesting. And from time to time Uncle

Henry would, from my income, but little of which

I spent, buy other bonds.

Uncle Henry was In the retail furniture business

In Chicago's West Side, on Madison Street near

Ashland Avenue. He had a bookkeeper named

Shard for whom he entertained a high regard. Mr.

Shard was a keen business man and did much to build

up Uncle Henry's business. More and more did

Uncle Henry rely upon his judgment, and just at the

time I went into the navy Uncle Henry made him a

partner. Mr. Shard always advised us what bonds

to buy and unquestionably picked out good ones.

There were two keys to the box, and when I enlisted

I took one key and Uncle Henry kept the other; a

poor thing to do, as later events proved.
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This was a lot of money for an eighteen-year-old

boy to have for his own. But during my boyhood

I never had occasion to have the same idea of the

preciousness of money that boys have whose people

are always hard up. At my home on the ranch in

Texas, money was the last thing I ever thought of.

I seldom saw any money. There were no shops

worthy of the name within a hundred miles. Most
everything we ate, meat and vegetables, was raised

on the ranch. From time to time boxes would come

down containing all manner of things to wear and to

use; also flour and things we might need but did not

produce.

In Chicago I never thought of money in the sense

of being hard to get. Mother lived as she wished

to, simply. She always gave me whatever I asked

for. There was no occasion for me to save, but

neither did I have any inclination towards extrava-

gance ; so my demands upon her never caused her to

worry.

I think that perhaps circumstances caused me to

idolize my mother more than most boys do. To
begin with it is impossible that there ever lived a

more lovable woman. Then, it seemed to me that

except for father and myself and Uncle Henry, she

was entirely alone in the world. In Texas there

were no neighbors; and she was ever the foreigner.

I never had occasion to spend any money at all in
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Texas. Suddenly transplanted to Chicago I saw

plenty of ways to spend money and could have had

unlimited amounts just by asking for it. But the first

few days in Chicago brought to me sights that ut-

terly disgusted me.

I was at this time deeply affected by mother's

grief, and I resolved that never, by an act of mine,

would I add to it. I never went to a place I would

not have been glad to have her go. Further, I saw

young men injured in health—mental, moral, and

physical—by habits and practices not all vicious, but

yet, to growing boys, to a greater or less extent in-

jurious. I was intensely proud of my physical con-

dition, of my fine health. And I determined to avoid

every practice that might be injurious. I have never

learned to use tobacco, or liquor, or to gamble; and

I have never felt that I have missed any fun. I

think many boys start out in life with these same

principles. Some stick to them, but most, sooner

or later, fall away to a greater or less extent.

Most boys are influenced in this way by being

preached to. With boys brought up in the old-time,

puritanical, severely religious families, such habits

are sometimes regarded as positively wicked. The

general worldly attitude is that such things are bad

for boys, and boys are influenced largely in this way;

they naturally and properly are prone to accept the

judgment and advice of their eiders. However,
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many sooner or later break away from such influ-

ences and go their own gait. But in my case my
decision came from within. In Texas there was no

occasion for such advice. I never saw such things In

father's home and there were no other homes near.

In Chicago no one ever thought of advising me, but

I reasoned the matter out for myself. Probably my
feeling for mother was the strongest influence with

me. And with It was a feeling of innate repugnance

ever to do anything of any nature that would tend to

lessen the physical and mental health that God gave

me. I have never felt that I comprehended the

mental attitude of a man who could deliberately do

something that would result in injury to himself.

And so In Chicago, with plenty of money to spend

and no one to deter me from spending, I went into

no extravagance. My money never did me any

harm. And I always bought what I wanted.

At the "Must" Training Station I spent much

more than my pay as seaman apprentice; the ex-

penses of Tiger alone cost more than that. And I

used at times to enjoy taking some of my mates to

a hotel dinner and the theater. I had a checking

account at a Chicago bank and also carried A. B.

C. checks with me. These are at times quite

convenient.

Uncle Henry was always dear to me. He was

typically French in appearance, with heavy, black
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hair, black mustache, and black chin whiskers. He
was a dandy in desire, but never in effect. His am-

bition was to have the air and appearance of a gen-

tleman of ancient lineage. But in the impression he

created he never quite reached the dignity achieved

by the head waiter of a second-class restaurant.

However, he was serenely unconscious of this; and

with his fat face, his waxed mustache, his impos-

sible brown cutaway coat, he thought he represented

the acme of style. He had a dark, reddish birth-

mark the size of a silver dollar on his left temple

which was rather disfiguring.

And, too, he was decidedly French in manner. He
was always in a state of excitement and could talk

more quickly than anybody I ever knew. I was

very glad he had taken Mr. Shard into partnership;

the latter was so steady, so clear-headed, so solid in

judgment. Several times he saved Uncle Henry and

me from making poor investments with my surplus

income.

Mr. Shard and I became great friends before I

enlisted. In fact, without his influence, I would not

have been able to get Uncle Henry's permission to

enlist. The latter at first was dead against it. But

Mr. Shard, in his convincing way, persuaded Uncle

Henry to change his mind. After I enlisted I re-

ceived occasional letters from Mr. Shard, always

full of interest, wit, and good humor. He and Uncle
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Henry were at first my only correspondents. Mr.

Shard suffered from heart trouble. His physician

had warned him that severe physical exertion or

great mental excitement might cost him his life.

But to return to the Montana.

A few days after I had been to the "mast" and

acquitted of having made a false report, the entire

ship's company was put to coaling ship. This looks

like a mean job and some may rate it so. But it

really isn't so bad. "Coaling ship" is one of the

most important evolutions that occurs in a man-of-

war. No officer, nor man, not even the captain,

may be away from his ship when coal is being put

on board. The coal in the collier or barge alongside

is shoveled into bags; these are hoisted by winches

and dumped on the battleship's upper deck. From

here the coal is shoveled into chutes through which

it passes to the bunkers.

Coaling-ship day is a scene of tremendous activity.

Some of the battleship's crew are in the holds of the

collier or in the barges, loading the bags; some are

on the battleship's deck shovehng the coal into the

chutes; others are below in the bunkers, taking the

coal coming from the chutes and spreading it level

in the bunkers. There are mechanics at the hoisting

engines, men to weigh bags, men to tally the bags.

A thousand officers and men are running about,

dodging the bags that are rapidly being swung on
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board, and dodging the clouds of coal dust and hunks

of coal suddenly dropped out of each bag, which,

when it is ten feet or so above the deck, is sud-

denly up-ended and emptied. Soon everybody is

jet black. The coal dust covers the clothes, and

gets in the eyes, face, and nose. Everybody is in a

state of feverish vehemence. Men loading the bags

are urged to hurry. "Faster, faster, more bags!" is

shouted constantly from every part of the ship. The

band is playing martial airs to encourage the hurry

of the men. Eight divisions of bluejackets, each

with appointed chutes to shovel into, are all com-

peting with each other. Once an hour the tally of

each division is published; the honor is great to the

division getting in the most coal in that hour. It

works with renewed determination to maintain its

record. The divisions at first strive to better their

records. The poorest division feels its disgrace and

works desperately to retrieve its record.

Ordinarily several ships take coal on board at

the same time; each hour the total amount of coal

taken by each ship is hoisted by signal. And great

is the cheering on board the ship that makes the best

record. On board each ship there is rivalry and

competition between the different divisions; and this

same rivalry exists between the different ships. This

striving to be first undoubtedly hurries the time of

coaling.
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The same spirit of rivalry enters into every fea-

ture of ship life. Ships strive to be first in target

practice, in coaling, in speed, in economy of steam-

ing, in cleanliness.

My station this time was in the third division. I

found myself, shovel in hand, desperately endeavor-

ing to shovel coal from a constantly increasing pile

into a hole in the deck from which a chute led to

bunkers below. The deck was full of coal and dust

and grimy sailormen, every one as black in the face

as coal dust could make him. The great bags, each

containing nearly half a ton of coal, came swinging

on board, were emptied, and more came. Some

loads were emptied in mid-air; some bags were

loaded on trucks and wheeled to a chute out of reach

of the hoist.

And such shouting! And rushing! Several times

the contents of the bag simply rained upon me, I

being directly under it when it was up-ended and

emptied. Every man had to look out for himself.

In all the wild competition men were constantly on

the alert to avoid being struck by a swinging bag.

But in spite of this care some accidents happened.

I had hard luck towards the end of the day. Jump-

ing to clear one bag, another swinging across the

deck with fearful speed caught me fair. I was

knocked clean off the deck into the water. A motor

sailing launch, stationed alongside to take care of
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such an accident, was after me instantly. Two men

dived for me and in a minute I was in the motor

launch. To my surprise, beyond being shaken up,

I was not injured at all. I did no more coaling

that day; but after the surgeons were satisfied that I

was not seriously hurt I was allowed to go up on

deck and went up to the upper bridge, where I sur-

veyed the most active, bustling, shouting scene that

had ever met my eyes.

Late in the afternoon it rained heavily, but this

did not stop the coaling. The coal in the bags seemed

to be fine^—much of it dust. As this dust was emptied

out of the up-ended bags the rain turned it into

ink. But nothing could dampen the enthusiasm and

activity of the men handling the coal. By five o'clock

in the afternoon all the coal had been struck down

into the bunkers, and then the ship had a bath.

Great floods of water were turned on. The ship

was drenched. The coal dust was hydraulicked off

her decks, inside and out; off her bulkheads; and

then twelve hundred men scrubbed themselves and

their clothes. After that came a good, hot supper,

and then twelve hundred tired, contented, clean

sailor boys turned into their hammocks.

Don't tell me that "coaling ship" Is a mean job.

It's as exciting as any football match that ever was

fought. Every minute is full of interest. Every

man is striving to do the best he possibly can, not for
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himself, but for his division and for his ship. It is

the spirit of working for the purpose in hand that

tends to bring out those quahties which are neces-

sary for success when the supreme test, battle, comes.

The next day was a "field day" of cleaning; the

coal dust had penetrated everywhere and had to be

removed. A United States man-of-war is probably

the cleanest place in the world. British warships are

famous for being kept In the top notch of efficiency,

but go through one of these, and I have done this,

and then through an American battleship, and one

is forcibly struck by the amazing cleanliness of the

American ship; and this is not to say that British

ships are dirty.

One day, years after the particular time I am writ-

ing about, I followed a party of officers, most of

them British, and ladies, in the engines and fire-

rooms of an American battleship. This was just

after the armistice with Germany, in November,

19 1 8. The American ship was the flagship of the

American Battle Squadron which formed part of the

British Grand Fleet. An officer in the uniform of a

British admiral, a pleasant-faced, affable gentleman,

with a full, brown mustache and beard, tinged with

gray, turned to my captain, remarking: "Captain, I

have never in my life seen anything so beautifully

clean. I am going to have all of my captains come

here to see this place of shining gold and glistening
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steel. And I know you are as efficient in speed, in

maneuvers, in hitting the target, as you are wonder-

fully clean." I was keenly interested in this British

admiral and listened carefully to everything he said.

He laughed and joked and made many keen ob-

servations. And then a small incident happened

(which I may relate if I ever get so far in writing

my reminiscences) that caused him to speak to me,

and actually he shook hands with me. How many

of you boys who read this have had the honor of

speaking to and shaking hands with His Majesty,

George V, the King of England?

But I must get back to cleaning up the Montana.

Well, it wasn't nearly so much fun as "coaling ship,"

and not so hard or dirty, either.

My job was to wash off some white paint bulk-

heads. A fellow always gets an awful jolt when he

tries to use ordinary washing soap with salt water.

That piece of soap would, with salt water, be of no

more use than a china door knob.

A thousand men were scrubbing with me and a

thousand men can get over a lot of places in a few

hours. Before night all traces of the coal had been

removed and the ship was absolutely clean.

The Atlantic Fleet was nov/ assembHng at Narra-

gansett Bay, ships coming from different navy yards

where they had gone for docking, repairs, and stores,

and it became known that we would leave in a couple
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of weeks for a cruise to Guantanamo, Cuba, which

is the winter rendezvous of the fleet.

We were kept busy every day, cleaning and drill-

ing.

We were turned out at five in the morning, served

coffee, and then each one cleaned his specially ap-

pointed station and then himself. In a battleship

there Is never any confusion about detailed work and

duties because these are all so clearly set down in

the written organization. The first Impression upon

the rookie Is that of hopeless bewilderment. But he

is given a piece of paper on which is his ship's num-

ber, and information is given exactly where this par-

ticular ship's number eats, and sleeps, and cleans,

and drills, and does other things of a routine nature.

When the rookie comes on board all that is expected

of him Is that he should become familiar with his

own duties. He does not have to learn everything

In the ship, or In fact anything other than what Is

prescribed for him. He will gradually pick up addi-

tional Information and knowledge and will go far If

his character and capacity for usefulness constantly

advance.

The organization Is such that if any part Is

neglected this neglect must Immediately become

known. At the head, of course, Is the captain. Un-

der him and reporting to him are the heads of de-

partments—the executive ofiicer, the ordnance of-
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fleer, the surgeon, the engineer officer, and others.

And under these heads are their assistants, each in

charge of some specified division. To each division

are assigned chief petty officers and petty officers,

and these have immediate charge of groups of en-

listed men with their duties. Thus the sequence of

authority is immediate. The duty of one man begins

where another's ends. There are no gaps; there is

nothing left out. With the organization of our bat-

tleships it is impossible that any part should escape

constant inspection, that any duty could be neglected,

that any one of the twelve hundred of the crew could

be left without duties without such condition becom-

ing instantly known.

There is reward, reputation, and promotion for

those who do well. There is the penalty of failure,

which is lack of advancement for those who do not

make good.

And there is inevitable and severe punishment for

those who violate the regulations which each man,

when he enlists, swears to obey and uphold.



CHAPTER VI

A TERRIBLE ACCIDENT

BY the time, two weeks later, that the fleet

sailed for Guantanamo, I was quite familiar

with all of my duties. I was beginning at the

bottom of the ladder; and being reasonably intel-

ligent, I had no difficulty in mastering the simple

duties. We had battle drill every morning. My
duties at the drill were simply to pass the shell from

the ammunition hoist to the loader of the gun. One

man at the gun set the sight to the prescribed range;

another pointed, that is, aimed the gun, and also

fired it. There was a "trainer," who swung the gun

to point to the right or left. Expert training was

really for those who moved and handled and oper-

ated the gun itself. Any dub with physical strength

could have done what I did—merely pass the shells.

There was real skill required to operate the gun, to

keep the sights set at rapidly changing ranges, to

keep the gun constantly aimed at the target no mat-

ter how the ship pitched and rolled.

High up on the ship was the "fire control" officer.

He, acting under the captain's direction, actually, by
82
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means of telephones, voice pipes, and mechanical

signals, controlled the working and firing at the

same instant of every gun in the ship's battery. In-

deed, the big guns, the twelve fourteen-inch guns in

the turrets, were all fired simultaneously by one of-

ficer in the top of the cage mast, who, by pressing an

electric button, discharged all twelve turret guns at

the same instant. It was difficult for me to realize

that one mind could control all of this.

Besides this battle drill, we were exercised at

the 'loading gun." This was real work. I had to

pick up the heavy dummy loading shells which were

thrown into the "loading gun"; the latter so fitted

that the gun's crew went through the same exact

movements in loading and firing the gun that would

occur in actual battle. In this way each one of us

became particularly expert in his own set duties.

And as each man in the ship was day after day

drilled in his duties the ordinary man became pro-

ficient in these tasks. The shells at first were han-

dled slowly and gingerly, but before long they were

actually thrown into the gun.

Several days before we left Narragansett Bay

Chief Gunner's Mate Gash came into my gun com-

partment where I was resting after a long drill.

"This is Quin, isn't it?" he remarked pleasantly.

"Yes, I remember you well. I will always be

grateful to you for your coming to the 'mast' that
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day; if you hadn't done so and acknowledged having

been in the water the captain would not have be-

lieved my statement. That was generous on your

part, because you took a big risk of severe punish-

ment. I thank you ever so much."

"Oh, pshaw! That's all right. Forget it. I

didn't propose to see you punished for that affair.

Now tell me all about yourself."

I was much pleased to have Gash show this

friendly interest in me. Although chief petty of-

ficers are enlisted men, just as I was, yet they have

been years in the navy and, except to direct and fre-

quently reprimand the seamen, they generally hold

themselves aloof. I had had more than my share of

hammering and being jumped on by enlisted men

who looked down upon me with disdain from their

superior heights of wisdom, and charged me with

being "fresh," just as, a year later, I was prone to

assume a grand air of vast knowledge when speak-

ing to a new recruit. I was a bit sore in spirit

when Gash came to me. Warm feelings for Gash

flooded my whole being. I had the best evidence in

the world that he was a line, honest, square man.

"There aren't many men here who would have

done for any one, let alone a stranger, what Gash

did for me," I remarked next day to Bates.

"I guess you're right. Ears," replied Bates. "I'll

admit he's as square as they make 'em, and if he'd
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done for me what he did for you I would like him

too. But I don't like him one bit; unfortunately

for me I'm in his handling room, of number one tur-

ret. I wish I wasn't."

"What have you against him, Charley?" I asked.

*^He's a fine man for a low-down seaman, second

class, like you or me to have for a friend."

"I wish you had him for a boss, he's a regular

snarleyow. He does nothing but scold and whine

all day long. I think he has a yellow streak in

him."

"To thunder with your yellow streak in him," I

cried, warmly defending my friend. "He's all right.

I'll bet you have been putting up some of your miser-

able jokes on him."

Bates laughed. "Perhaps that's It, Ears. I will

acknowledge I have worried him a bit; he says I am

the most stupid, awkward, and clumsy rookie he has

known. I accidentally on purpose dropped a fifty

pound bale of waste on him yesterday. A moment

later he hauled off to biff me, but at that instant I

slipped and fell against his legs and the next second

he had tumbled on his nose. He thought it was an

accident on my part; but if he continues to hammer

me in this mean style I'm going to have lots of

accidents when near him. I didn't tumble and do

clown acts in a circus for three years without learn-

ing some pretty good tricks.
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Gash generally dropped into my gun compartment

every afternoon. We became great friends. He
gave me lots of information; we walked about the

ship, he pointing out many things and explaining

their use. It seemed to me that the ship was

crammed full of different mechanisms, steam engines

and electric engines used for all sorts of purposes.

The engine room was a bewildering maze of shining

steel, of rods, pumps, and pipes. Then there were

the electric generators and the apparent confusion

of the dynamo room. I crawled up and down his

turret, from the turret itself down, far below, to the

handling room which was surrounded by powder

magazines and shell rooms. But I had no hope that

I would ever understand what these things were for

or how to handle them. There were too many of

them and they were too intricate. As a matter of

fact no one person ever does have complete intimate

knowledge of everything in a battleship; that would

be impossible. But this is certain, every item in a

ship is thoroughly understood by some, if not by

all. The net result is that all parts work together

as they are intended to, and the ship steams, shoots,

and maneuvers as designed.

When I expressed my warmly-felt appreciation,

though Gash had told me to "forget it," I could

not help but notice that in one way or other he

frequently reminded me of what he had done
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for me. I felt a bit ashamed that I noticed this.

I explained It to myself by thinking that probably

he took a real satisfaction In feeling that he had

done a generous and manly thing.

But Bates didn't like him better as the days passed.

He always spoke of Gash with contempt. "He's no

good, Ears," he exclaimed one day. "He has no

control over his gunner's gang; there isn't one of us

that has any use for him."

I always warmly defended him, though of course

I had no opportunity of seeing him at work.

On our way to Guantanamo the fleet had all sorts

of drills. I suppose it was interesting for the officers

to do different stunts with the ships, steaming in dif-

ferent formations and executing different move-

ments, but as I didn't know what it was all about it

was not wildly exciting for me. We were out for

three days, in which, hour after hour, I was at my
gun, handling those measly shells; there was some

kind of a tactical maneuver in which eight battle-

ships tried to get the better of the other eight bat-

tleships.

These two squadrons steamed in different direc-

tions, each seeking some advantage. They were so

far from each other that one squadron could barely

be seen from the decks of the other. Yet the judges

solemnly declared that the squadron I was in was

completely defeated. Gash told me we were de-
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feated because we had been "teed." That is, while

our squadron was in single column, one ship ahead

of another, the other squadron was brought in line

across the bows of our leading ship so that, as a

result, the entire broadside of each ship of the other

squadron could be brought against our squadron,

whereas our leading ship was the only one that could

use her guns, and only her forward turret at that,

because our leading ship blocked off the others of

our squadron from firing.

Gash said that the officers of the Montana felt

that our admiral had been entirely out-admiraled by

the admiral of the other squadron, and that this one

incident would ruin his reputation as a flag officer

afloat.

At night we slept at our guns, in readiness for a

torpedo-boat destroyer attack. It came about three

in the morning. We had scout ships out; but the de-

stroyers, a lot of them, slipped by them undiscov-

ered and attacked us from the starboard bow. Our

five-inch torpedo defense guns did a lot of actual

firing that night and I handled many blank shells. It

was a lurid sight seen in the searchlight beams.

While jet blackness enveloped everything else, these

ominous craft came charging down upon us at a

speed of thirty knots, all of our ships blazing away

with small guns loaded with blanks. It was a great

time. I felt I was a real hero at last.
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But suddenly a change of orders came. The at-

tack on our starboard bow was but a feint. The real

attack in force of the destroyers came on our port

quarter. The destroyers slipped by the rear scouts

without being discovered, and to our astonishment

sixteen destroyers, close on the port beam, turned

on all of their lights. The judges ruled that we had

all been torpedoed and sunk.

The Montana's bluejackets were disgusted to an

extreme degree.

"It's bad enough to be sunk once in a day," re-

marked Bates, "but it's rotten to be sunk twice."

Everybody felt keenly that his side had been

whipped.

Then we steamed towards the capes of the Chesa-

peake where we were met by a tug towing a great

target. I learned that one of the battleships had

missed having its required target practice and was to

have it now. My ship was detailed to act as "tow-

ing ship" for this practice. So we took the target

In tow and steamed away, the target being towed

by a wire hawser five hundred yards long. The
plan was for the Montana to tow the target at a

certain speed and in a certain direction, the firing

ship not knowing what these were. Her job was to

hit the target we were towing. To hit she had to

know the distance of the target, and how fast and In

what direction she was going. And she had to ascer-
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tain all of these things herself. Originally she was

to open fire when at a distance of 16,000 yards, but

as the day was rather misty, this was reduced to

12,000 yards. The Maine ^ which was the firing

ship, started out and began firing in about two hours

from the time we had taken the target in tow. She

soon had our range and did some very good

shooting.

I was in my gun compartment at my tiresome drill.

Out of my gun port, I could see, six miles away in

the mist, the dim outline of a ship which looked very

small, from which, at short intervals of time, streaks

of fire would dart out. Then suddenly it seemed to

me as if the world itself had exploded and that the

ship had been torn into fragments. There was a

wild, crashing uproar. My five-inch gun was, with

immeasurable force, knocked from its mount and

sent smashing through the bulkhead in the rear of

it, utterly wrecking the gun compartment and carry-

ing a sweeping destruction in its wild path. Three

men in the compartment were struck by this gun and

instantly killed; two men on the other side of the

ship also were killed. Fourteen men were in the

compartment at the time. I was entirely uninjured,

but my senses seemed absolutely numbed. The full

horror of it did not come over me at first. Poor

Smook! But an hour before he had been telling me

of his happy home in Connecticut and how he longed
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to be back. And sad messages had to be sent also

to four other families.

At first I had not the slightest conception of what
had happened. As I recalled It my first Impression

was neither of fright nor of horror, but rather as if

all of my sensations and thoughts were frozen stiff.

Immediately the "general alarm" was rung in

earnest. And men came pouring into the compart-

ment. Eleven out of fourteen men were left alive,

some of them injured. I was taken to sick quarters,

but soon was discharged, being unhurt.

For a time the ofUcers did not know but that soon

twelve-inch shells would be raining into the ship. But

the ship was not hit again.

The Investigation that followed proved that my
five-inch gun had been hit by a six-Inch shell. The
gun pointer of the Maine had been properly in-

structed but he had not obeyed the orders given him;

and in the dim distance he had mistaken the Montana
for the target.

For a number of days that followed I felt utterly

sick at heart. But this gradually wore off.

Mechanics Immediately proceeded to Install a

spare five-Inch gun mount and an order was sent for

a new five-Inch gun.

Gash expressed much feeling to me because of the

horrible accident I had been In, expressing his own

gladness that I had escaped Injury.
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"The remaining members of your crew are all dis-

tributed In other divisions, Quin," he said, "and I

have asked that you be detailed to me. So to-mor-

row come to my handling room; you are going to

work for me after this."

I was glad to have my station changed to a turret

division. My own new duties were on the handling-

room floor, directly underneath the forward turret.

These duties during drill and target practice were

to assist a number of other men in getting four-

teen-inch shells from the shell room to the shell

hoist. Each of these shells weighed fourteen hun-

dred pounds; yet they were handled so swiftly and

so deftly and with such certainty that their weight

never Interfered with their quick handling. Several

conditions combined to effect this. The stowing ar-

rangements of the shell were arranged for quick

handling. Then there were trolleys overhead and

chain pulleys; the shell was swooped up by the pul-

ley and slid along rapidly to the car of the ammuni-

tion hoist. At the same instant powder bags were

being rushed out 'of the powder magazine and

dropped on the car hoist. The latter was then rap-

Idly run up to its position in rear of the breech of

the fourteen-Inch gun. The rammer rammed Into

the gun the shell, then the powder charge; the hoist

then was lowered and the gun was ready to be fired.

In the turret's crew for the three guns there are
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more than sixty men. There are men stationed to

point, to train, to manipulate the rammers and

hoists, and to operate other mechanisms, to read

signals from the fire-control officer and send reports,

also to handle the bags of powder and the shells.

These are drilled every day at their particular sta-

tions. If a man falls to show that he responds to

the training he is changed to some other duty. The

result is that each man, doing the same thing many

times each day, becomes particularly expert at his

own job. The gun must hit the target. It is certain

to If the gun is properly aimed. And if a ship falls

down on target practice It is conclusive proof that

the training has not been efficient. I have heard

that some officers have failed of promotion because

they failed in producing the required results. A gun

must not only hit, but It must shoot rapidly. A gun

that shoots and hits twice in a minute is as good as

two guns that can only, each one, shoot and hit but

once In a minute. And a gun must not only shoot

and hit rapidly, but also it must be operated with

safety. Some terrible accidents have happened at

target practice with great loss of life because of

neglect of some safety precaution. And so at all

times the matter of safety precaution Is never absent

from thought. Happily these accidents are few.

None has happened for several years. And in spite

of the fact that the ship is a furnace of fire, that
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on board are hundreds of tons of destructive explo-

sives, that in target practice the turrets are being

swung, guns elevated and depressed, powder and

shells thrown out of magazines and shell rooms and

rushed up to the guns, it is my belief that, due to the

superior equipment furnished, the regulations that

govern, and the alert skill of our sailor boys in the

turret, during target practice one could be in no

safer place than on board an American battleship.

I was glad to be in the turret crew. I was awk-

ward at first in handling the shells, but soon grew

out of that; and I hoped that some time I might be

detailed to a station in the turret overhead. I was

thrilled at the spirit that I saw thrown into the work

by men about me. It was all business. No one had

a thought but to do his own job as quickly and as

well as he could. It was a human machine; each one

of us was a cog.

When not at drill I was given work in the maga-

zines and shell rooms, shifting, rearranging and

cleaning. Gash was in general charge down

there. My immediate boss was a second class gun-

ner's mate named Strauss. The latter was a quiet

young man; he had but little to talk about except

matters of duty.

One Saturday we had bag inspection; every man

on the ship brought his bag to the upper deck and

took everything out of it, each division of men hav-
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ing their bags laid out on the deck. Here soon my
divisional officer, Lieutenant Commander Oxnard,

inspected my bag, taking account of everything in it,

seeing I had the required number of different articles.

Gash was with him, notebook in hand, to take such

notes as were given him by Mr. Oxnard.

"You have a full bag," remarked the latter to me.

"Now what have you in that tin box?"

"Money and other things, sir."

"Open it up."

Which I did.

"Great Scott, what are you doing with all that

money? And there's an expensive watch and a

heavy diamond ring. What's that key there?"

"My safety-deposit box, sir."

"Is all that money and jewelry yours?"

"Yes, sir. I inherited my mother's estate when she

died. The ring was worn by my father when he

lived.'^

"You have no business to have so much money.

It can do you nothing but harm in the navy. Your

pay is plenty. Give your money and jewelry to the

paymaster for safe-keeping; he will give you a re-

ceipt for it. Gash, make a note of that and see that

this young man does this."

"Yes, sir," replied Gash.

Later in the handling room Gash told me that

there were always some thieves in every walk of
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life, occasionally bags were rifled, that so much

money would be a temptation to a weak lad who saw

it was in my bag. "Now what have you given to

the paymaster, Quin?"

"My money, except one hundred dollars, ring and

watch. The paymaster will keep them in the safe

and I can get them whenever I need them. But it is

a nuisance to have to keep my bag in the bag alley;

it is crowded and my bag is hard to get at."

"Quin, I can help you out in that respect, but you

must keep quiet about it. I'll let you put your things

in an empty fourteen-inch powder tank in the maga-

zine. This is against regulations, but it will do no

harm. I keep the magazine key in my possession

every day, turning it in at night. No one will ever

know that the powder tank you are using does not

contain powder. You will be able to get to your

things whenever you wish to just by speaking to me

;

and on bag-inspection day you can put them in your

bag and take them on deck."

I was much pleased. This was an evidence of real

thoughtfulness and kindness on Gash's part. I did

not think much at the time of the fact that he was

violating regulations. I got my bag and took it to

the magazine when supper was going on and soon

had my things, bag and all, nicely packed in an empty

powder tank. Gash impressively told me that I was

not to let any one know about this.



CHAPTER VII

FIVE FOR TRINITY, TOO. WON BY DEWEY. BACKING

ON SAME TRAIL. REPEAT REVERSE

IN a few days the fleet was entering Guantanamo

Bay. From the flagship strings of signal flags

were run up to the yardarms and were hauled

down as soon as the different ships hoisted the an-

swering pennant, immediately to be followed by

other signals.

"I imagine that 'England expects every man to do

his duty,' " ^ remarked Bates, with an air of great

wisdom. This raised a laugh in the crowd we were

standing with. I laughed, too, just to be in fashion,

though I didn't know why. And I guess some of the

others didn't, either. There was one signal that

remained flying. In the meantime the speed of all

ships had decreased. The instant that the last sig-

nal was lowered, down went the anchors of every

ship. It was beautifully done. My heart thrilled

with pride at seeing the absolute precision with

which these mighty monsters of the sea, this embodi-

ment of America's strength, were controlled.

Late that afternoon while in the handling room,

* Nelson's signal to the British fleet at the battle of Trafalgar.

97
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mail from the States was brought down. There

was nothing for me. I didn't receive many letters.

I noticed a registered letter was handed to Gash.

He was sitting on a box fifteen feet from me. Gash

opened the letter, looked at It, but evidently did not

read it through. He then went into the powder

magazine, but soon returned to the handling room.

In one hand he held the registered letter. In the other

a sheet of paper on which there was some writing in

heavy, black ink. He walked up and down the

handling-room floor looking first at this paper and

then at the letter, repeating this many times. He
had a far-away air and manner as if his thoughts

were engaged on some deep problem. It was nat-

ural that my attention should be attracted to him by

the peculiar way he looked, time and time again,

from the paper to the letter.

Then the bugle call for supper rang out, and, with

others, I rushed to my mess table. Here we had

as usual our excited talk of our small happenings.

When I had finished eating I returned to the han-

dling room to get a book I had left there. On the

floor, near to the magazine door, I noticed a piece of

paper. And from this proceeded a series of inci-

dents which in the next few months proved of amaz-

ing interest to me.

I picked up this paper and naturally glanced at it.

Ordinarily, and except for one thing, I would have
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thrown it aside. The words on it were utterly unin-

teresting and meaningless to me. But I was

astounded to see the handwriting. It was as familiar

to me as my own. I recognized now that it was the

paper Gash had held in his hand when leaving the

magazine. I was amazed that he should have had

this handwriting in his possession. There was no

mistaking those deep, black letters, so straight, al-

most like print. I read the written lines over and

over again. They were as follows:

"Five for Trinity, too. Won by Dewey. Backing

on same trail. Repeat reverse."

*'What gibberish!" I exclaimed.

At this instant Gash ran in. He snatched the

paper from me, his eyes blazing with anger. "What

are you doing with my paper?" he shouted with

furious passion.

"What's eating you, Gash?" I replied, not being

at all pleased; "what are you yelling at me for?"

"What do you mean by reading my letter?" he

fairly screamed.

"Oh, take it easy, cool off. I picked up a paper

on the deck here and looked at it. I didn't know

it was yours nor whose it was. It doesn't look like

a letter, it isn't addressed to you or to any one, it

isn't signed, its words have no meaning, it's just a

scrap of paper."

"I don't believe you." He then applied an epithet

66564X
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to me that no self-respecting boy or man will stand

for.

"That's enough, Gash," I cried, thoroughly mad.

"Say you're sorry you said that; take It back, take

It back, I say!" I walked towards him, my fists

doubled up. I was so angry that I didn't for the

moment care for regulations or his rank as chief

petty officer, or for anything else.

At this moment Bates came running In. "Let him

have it. Ears, plug old Snarleyow In his starboard

eye, punch his nose so that It sticks out of the back

of his head, bang him In his port ear!" screamed

Bates, beside himself with delight.

"I apologize, QuIn, I am sorry. I gave way to

sudden temper, I didn't mean what I said, I take It

back," called out Gash, hastily backing away.

"Don't let him off, Ears, don't let the old snake

off!"

But I turned and walked away. In a new out-

burst of temper, exasperated beyond his control.

Gash made a sudden attempt to strike Bates. But

that youngster was as elusive as a healthy flea.

Gash's fist but found the empty air. Bates dived

between his legs; then, with Incredible quickness,

rose and literally pitched Gash on his head. I left

the handling room. I was hurt and angry and disap-

pointed. Gash's attack on me had been so unex-

pected and so uncalled for.
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From that time Gash was always nasty in man-

ner to me. He criticized my work unmercifully.

He gave me impossible tasks to perform and abused

me roundly for failing to accomplish what he knew

could not be done in the time allowed. "A nice mess

you made of cleaning these shells," he remarked a

couple of days later, "clean them all over again.

I'll have no soldiering in my gang."

''Gash, I'm through," I replied. "I've taken a lot

from you in two days, because I had not forgotten

your early kindness. But I'll stand for no more

abuse. I'm going to ask Mr. Oxnard to inspect my
work."

I found that officer examining the mechanism of

the car hoist. "Mr. Oxnard, will you please examine

some work I've done?" I asked him.

"Why don't you go to the chief gunner's mate?"

"I've a particular reason for asking you to look

at it, sir."

He came into the shell room. I explained what

I had been told to do and showed what I had done

and said that Gash was displeased. He asked some

very pointed questions of Gash, who was cringing

and whining, and then sent me from the shell room.

I was satisfied he understood the true state of

affairs.

A little later when we were alone in the handling

room. Gash said roughly: "Get your bag out of that
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magazine immediately. I don't want you or your

truck about me. Get out, do you understand?"

"Gash, there's several things you'd better under-

stand right now. One is that I don't like you, an-

other is that I'm not a bit afraid of you. And I'll

not take my bag out of the magazine until to-morrow

evening. I'm going now to a boxing match on the

MichiganJ^

"I'll report you for direct disobedience of a lawful

order."

"I'll advise you not to. Gash. Should you do so

you will have occasion to explain why you violated

regulations in permitting me to put my bag in the

magazine. Don't do it. Gash."

Gash was white with rage. He saw he couldn't

report me without getting into far deeper trouble;

and this didn't make him feel better.

I had a great time that night. On the Michigan

I saw my present good friend and ex-enemy,

Schmeltz. He greeted me as a brother might. I

couldn't help but reflect on how bitterly I had dis-

liked him once. And then I thought of how gener-

ously Gash had come to my help at our first meeting,

how friendly he had been for a time, and how utterly

he had so suddenly changed in his manner to me.

I didn't have much opportunity for any private

talk with Schmeltz aboard the Michigan. There

was lightweight and heavyweight boxing, and great
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excitement over every bout. Just before leaving,

Schmeltz said: "Ears, do you know a chief gunner's

mate named Gash aboard your ship?"

"Of course I do, I'm in his gang."

"What do you think of him?"

"I don't know what to say, I haven't time now to

say much," I replied.

"Well, I'll come aboard the Montana to-morrow

after four o'clock to see you. I've something inter-

esting to tell you about Gash."

I returned to the Montana with the rest of our

party and slung my hammock; Strauss, the quiet gun-

ner's mate, came to me.

"Quin," he said, "I don't like to carry tales, but

I've decided to tell you something. I have not

spoken of the matter to a living soul. But I have

noticed how Gash has been abusing you the last few

days and I think I ought to tell you."

"What is it, Strauss?" I asked, keenly interested.

"Do you remember that soon after you came on

board you were on forecastle sentry watch and that

you reported 'man overboard,' and were at the 'mast'

before the 'Old Man' charged with having made a

false report?"

"Of course I remember; there is nothing I re-

member better."

"And you also remember how Gash stepped up

and cleared you by saying he had been overboard?"
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^'Certainly I do. And much as I dislike Gash

now I will always remember that generous action."

"Quin, you know that both Gash and I sleep on

the handling-room floor of our turret. I was not

feeling well that night, I didn't sleep a wink. My
eyes were wide open. I heard the uproar and shout-

ing on the decks above. What I wish to say to you

Is that that night Gash did not go overboard. He
never left his mattress. He never even woke up.

That's all, good night."

"Hold on, Strauss," I gasped, so amazed I could

hardly speak. "You must be mistaken. That's un-

believable. It was generous and honest for him to

report himself rather than see an innocent man pun-

ished. But to believe that he would go to the

'mast' and deliberately He to save a young chap he

did not know and had never heard of is impos-

sible."

"It sounds so, but that's exactly what happened.

Good night."

"But, Strauss, you must be mistaken; you've got

some other night mixed up in your mind."

"I'm not mistaken. What I've given you are ab-

solute facts." And Strauss left.

It may be believed that my Imagination ran riot

that night. I conjured up a thousand impossible con-

jectures but none of them satisfied me. The only

possible explanation was that Strauss was mistaken.
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But at the time I did not doubt his intentional sin-

cerity.

Several times next day I tried to discuss the mat-

ter with Strauss but made no headway with him.

He did not wish to talk about it nor would he discuss

possible explanations. "I've told you that Gash did

not leave his bed that night, Quin; he did not go

overboard and what he said at the 'mast' was a lie.

That's all I have to say about the matter."

Schmeltz came over to the Montana with a visit-

ing party from the Michigan the next afternoon.

These visiting parties of enlisted men from ship to

ship are constant when ships are at anchor. Navy

custom encourages these visits and the necessary

boats are always granted for the purpose. In this

way there is a constant intercourse between the en-

listed men of different ships; old shipmates meet

and renew friendships and ships get to know each

other. All of which is good for the United States

Navy.

Schmeltz and I went to my handling room where

we could talk privately.

"Ears," he began, "I've a yarn I heard about you

and Chief Gunner's Mate Gash. A chap on the

Michigan named Scott told me at Newport that you

had, while on sentry watch on the forecastle, given

the alarm of 'man overboard,' and were up for

making a false report, but that Gash saved you by
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acknowledging he had been overboard that night.

Is that correct?"

"Yes, absolutely; what do you know about it,

Dutch?" I replied, intensely interested.

"Just this; I don't remember the exact date, but

when at Newport, about three weeks or so before

the fleet left, I went overboard from the Michigan

and swam over to the Montana. I swam all around

her. I saw you under the electric light; you was on

sentry watch. I wasn't making no mistake about

you. Gosh, man, them ears of yourn stood out like

sails. I waved my hand to you, then you gave a

yell of 'man overboard.' Then I lit out for home,

four bells, and a jingle. Now, there wa'n't no one

else in the water that night and I was the bird you

flushed. Was you ever on forecastle watch any

other night; did you ever give that alarm any other

night?"

"Never, Dutch; that was my first and last sentry

watch. And that was the only time I ever gave that

alarm. This is mighty strange, Dutch; now listen to

what Strauss told me last night."

Schmeltz and I talked about this for hours. He
was as voluble as Strauss had been silent. When
we said good night we had exhausted our imagina-

tion in wondering what Gash's motive could have

been. And we were more amazed and mystified

than when we had begun to talk. There was no rea-
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sonable explanation of what his purpose could have

been. That evening I got my things from the pow-

der tank and checked everything over carefully. My
suspicions against Gash were so keen that I was

now ready to believe anything evil of him. Yet I

was fearful that I might be mistaken. Not one Item

was missing from my bag. The hundred dollars

were there intact. I half determined to write to

Chicago about him, but so many reasons came to

mind against doing this that I decided to wait and

learn more about him before doing so. It would

have been far better had I done so. But I decided

to start a diary and write in It the things that inter-

ested me and to note in it particularly everything

that had occurred between me and Gash. And It Is

from these old notes now before me that I am writ-

ing this narrative.

The program for our stay at Guantanamo Indi-

cated we were to have a busy time. Each ship's

company, every man in it, was to have small-arm tar-

get practice, rifle and pistol. Many butts had been

built for this purpose. And every man went through

instruction and detailed prescribed shooting. I at-

tracted considerable attention to myself by my good

scores as well as my method of shooting at rifle

ranges up to two hundred yards. Without wasting

a second to take aim I had no trouble In hitting

close to the bull's-eye center with each shot. But I
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learned with surprise and chagrin that I couldn't hit

even the target, let alone the bull's-eye, at the eight-

hundred-yard range. It was Impossible for me to

take deliberate aim. I had shot in a different way

constantly for too many years. And one cannot pos-

sibly hit at eight hundred yards unless one takes

deliberate aim.

Besides this small-arm target practice we did lots

of boat drill, sailing, and pulling. We had daily

battle drill with our great guns. I had a drill for

an hour each afternoon at signals, flag, semaphore,

and wigwag. For half an hour before six o'clock

each day many of us went overboard for a swim.

Bates always attracted great attention while we were

swimming by his acrobatic stunts. He dived from

high places on the ship until stopped, and would turn

double somersaults and do all sorts of things.

I was impressed by the spirit of competition that

pervaded everything. Different rifle teams from my
ship competed for first place. And from the best

shots developed a ship's team was organized. The

different ship teams shot against each other later.

In the same way there was first instruction in pulling

and sailing boats, and then ships' races, and finally

the fleet races. The motto of each ship was that

every man should do his "darndest." Undoubtedly

this effort, this personal striving on the part of every

man In the fleet, produced a wonderful result. I do
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not suppose there is any organization of men in the

world that can compare with our naval ships in this

respect. The spirit is catching and never leaves

one. The result is not only amazing accomplish-

ments, but also wonderfully interesting times. At

Guantanamo the end of each day found on board my
ship a great lot of happy, tired young men. There

was a real zest In discussing different Incidents. It

was natural for one to become bold in his judgments

and criticisms. I might not have much idea of what

was accomplished In grand tactics by battleships, but

I was always able to see clearly why our boats won
or did not win In races.

Every night there were entertainments on differ-

ent ships. Boxing, wrestling, songs, and amusing

stunts took place. Saturday afternoons were al-

ways holidays. A great playground for the fleet

had been cleared and arranged for athletics. Here

baseball games took place; there were tennis courts

all about. Bands were playing. There was some-

thing for every one to do; and each Saturday after-

noon there were thousands of sailor lads full of rol-

licking good humor on these grounds. As I look

back I can recall no time In my life when I was

more contented than this month spent at Guan-

tanamo. There was a joyous zest and interest in

everything I did.

After Mr. Oxnard's talk Gash left me pretty
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much alone. He never spoke to me unless on a mat
ter of duty; apparently he never saw me. Yet I had

an uneasy feeling that he was really always looking

at me. Time and again I caught his eyes on me,

always quickly turned when I caught him. He was

unpopular with his gunner's gang and grew more so

daily. He was abusive and brutal in his criticisms

of all of us and yet it was difficult to resent openly

this abuse. The whole basis of discipline is cor-

rect action by those in authority coupled with the

sustaining by superiors of those wielding authority.

It is taken for granted that those who have won
rank will execute properly and justly the authority

that goes with the rank. And I must record that it

is but seldom that this authority is abused. And it

takes undeniable proof that this abuse has happened

before the superior believes it. So it happens some-

times that a sailorman feels that he has not been

given a square deal, but that he has no chance of

proving his belief.

Quarrels occur at times. The sailorman feels

that his petty officers and even the chief petty offi-

cers, who are enlisted men, are no better than he is.

And sometimes he resents the attitude of his petty

officer. The latter, too, may imagine that his au-

thority is not given proper respect. These things do

not amount to much as a rule but I am mentioning

them to explain how we felt towards Gash. He con-
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stantly over-criticized, was harsh, and intensely dis-

agreeable. But yet he had his authority as chief

petty officer and there was no one thing that we could

have brought up against him other than his being

harsh and disagreeable. He knew his job thor-

oughly and the officers liked hirn because of that.

To me he looked worried all of the time as if he

had a great weight on his mind. And I noticed that

he never left the ship to go on a visiting party or an

evening ship entertainment or ashore on Saturday

afternoons.



CHAPTER VIII

FIVE days' solitary CONFINEMENT ON BREAD

AND WATER

BATES was always an amusing little chap. He
had been born in a circus where both his

father and mother had been performers and

where they were now. And probably he was as skill-

ful an acrobat of his age, nineteen, as ever was

developed. He intended to go back to circus life

after his enlistment in the navy, but like so many

who enter the navy with that intention he has re-

mained in it permanently. His original purpose of

enlisting was to see something of life besides circus

tents and circus rings. In circus performances his

particular specialty had been, under different circum-

stances, to fall, the first impression to spectators be-

ing that a terrible accident had happened to him;

and just when fright gripped the hearts of those

watching him there he would be, in his grotesque

clown get-up, laughing at his sympathizers. That

boy Bates would apparently fall with every ap-

pearance of a dreadful accident and the next instant

one saw him with his smirk and idiotic grin extending
112
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from ear to ear. He was chary of doing his stunts

—

never would on request. But sometimes, without

warning, he would turn a trick that never failed to

amaze and delight.

He had a habit of dubbing different people, of-

ficers and enlisted men, with nicknames. This

seemed amusing at the time. He always referred

to Gash as "Snarleyow, the dog fiend."

Our executive officer, Commander Honan, was a

real old-time sallorman; he was rather crusty and

short with us, but never unfair or unjust. In the old

navy the men were mostly of the old sallorman type

who knew the sea in all of its moods, and who had an

amazing knowledge of sails and ropes and things

that men had to know when the only power that

moved a ship was wind and muscle, and when It

wasn't considered at all desirable for a sallorman

to have many ideas beyond what made up the

skill and knowledge of a real seaman.

But in these modern days there was but really

little call for old-style seamanship. The sea re-

mained the same, but the ships were propelled by

steam instead of sail; pumps were worked by steam

Instead of human muscle. Boats and heavy weights

were hoisted In and out by electric power. When-
ever It was desired to lift or move anything a but-

ton was pressed or a lever swung over and imme-

diately an electric motor or a steam engine of some
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kind began to work. In former days most seamen

were gathered from wharves and docks of seaport

towns; they did not have to be American citizens.

Now every one that enlists must be an American.

Sailors are now enlisted when young boys, most of

them from the Interior of the country, a majority of

them come from farms. And they receive all their

training in the navy. Also, the Navy Department,

reflecting public opinion, gives its enlisted men op-

portunities for study and improvement, and the

navy has become a great training school. Aboard

every ship instruction is given to ambitious boys,

and yearly competitive examinations are held among

these young enlisj:ed men for appointments to

Annapolis.

It was not natural for Commander Honan heart-

ily to approve some changes in ship life that he had

witnessed. He had purposely kept to the old-time

ships as long as any remained in commission. After

we arrived at Guantanamo, some young men, who

were studying for the Annapolis competitive exam-

ination, went to him and asked if he would please

establish a course of study in advanced algebra and

appoint an oflicer to Instruct them.

"Huh! I believe In a battleship being a man-of-

war, not a young ladles' seminary," he growled In

reply. However, he had the course established.

One of the seamen who made this request, Elston,
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by name, later won an appointment to Annapolis

and made a famous record in that institution. He
graduated first in studies in a big class, was cadet

commander, president of his class, captain of the

football team, and was the most distinguished mid-

shipman of his time. He has had a fine record since

and is always picked out for important duties. At

the time he enlisted Elston lived in Los Angeles,

where his father worked as the motorman of a trol-

ley car. I have frequently noticed that when God
gives away an extra amount of character and brains

He doesn't always pick out the sons of rich or the

old families to give them to.

One time Bates went to the "mast" and asked to

see the executive officer. It was during the dinner

hour. Bates had with him a plate on which was the

portion of meat served to him. "I wish to com-

plain of this meat, sir," he said, "it's all gristle."

"Huh!" returned Commander Honan, "next time

you come I expect you will have a sample of ice

cream and lady fingers. I was brought up on lob-

scouse, that was a good, healthy food when I first

went to sea thirty years ago. And it made good

hairy-breasted sailormen. But now if your sweet-

breads aren't Newburged as you desire or the

caviare isn't ripe enough you must run to see the

executive officer. That'll do."

Bates backed off and tripped on an eyebolt eon-
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venlently behind him. It was apparently a terrific

fall; he landed square on his head. Then, holding

the plate, he rolled on his feet without touching the

deck with his hands.

"Where did you work before you enlisted?"

asked the commander of Bates.

"In a circus, sir."

"Huh, I thought so. Young man, the next circus

trick you perform for my especial benefit will be a

double somersault right into the brig." But never-

theless Commander Honan gave orders that re-

sulted in better meat rations for all of us. That

was like him, gruff and forbidding, but ever

watchful for the real comfort and needs of his

men.

Bates told the story in the handling room In an

amusing way, dubbing, and always after calling Com-

mander Honan "Lobscouse."

In old days "lobscouse" was a dish prepared by

the ship's cook which contained a motley mixture of

ingredients.

In our gang was a boy that was the reverse of

bright. His name was PInkham. Bates, of course,

Immediately dubbed him Lydla. PInkham never

should have been enlisted; he was hopelessly slow

from the start. It was Impossible for him to learn

anything easily and we laughed at him part of the

time and scolded him the rest. All of which he
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deeply resented. He was next number to me in

handling bags at drill and he frequently spoiled the

drill by his fumbling, and sometimes it looked as if

it were my fault when it really wasn't. This gave

Gash the chance of hammering me, and Gash never

missed such a chance. This kept me in a state of

irritation against Lydia. I will admit I was mean

for a while towards that poor boy, though not for

a long time; I would jump on his toes and was

rough with him in other ways. But he unintention-

ally got even with me. This happened in the fol-

lowing manner: At drill the morning after Bates

had been to the "mast" about his meat, Pinkham in

jerking the dummy powder bag to me went so far to

my side that I couldn't get a grip on it and dropped

it; at the same time the end of his elbow came with

a terrific punch into my stomach. I knew he had

done the latter on purpose and believed the same

of the former. I received a storm of abuse in

consequence from Gash. The latter was keen in

having his drill go right and furious with any care-

lessness that marred it. I was hammered flat that

day and knew it would be useless to make any

excuse or complaint to Gash. But I got madder each

second. When the drill was over I said to Pinkham,

"You punched me on purpose, you're going to know

how it feels;" I then slapped him in the face.

"Don't you hit me, Ears Quin; Pm going to re-
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port you to the executive officer, I don't propose to

let you hit me."

"That's right, you baby, go to Lobscouse and tell

him all about it."

Pinkham went to the officer of the deck and asked

to see the executive officer who was near.

"What do you want?" that officer demanded.

"Mister Lobscouse "

"Whom ^re you talking to?" roared Commander
Honan.

"Why, sir. Ears Quin said to me, 'Go to Lob-

scouse and tell him all about it,' and he meant you,

sir!"

"Did he? Huh! I'd like to see this Ears Quin.

Messenger, tell Quin to come to the 'mast' at once."

I was there before long.

"Huh," exclaimed Commander Honan, glaring at

me, "are you Quin?"

"Yes, sir." I began to feel a bit worried. I

didn't at all like Commander Honan's expression.

"This young man informs me that you told him

to go to 'Lobscouse,' and that when you said 'Lob-

scouse' you meant me. Is that correct?"

"Yes, sir," I stammered, "but I didn't intend that

he should tell you that I called you—that I used that

name for you, sir."

"Ho! Huh! What did you come to tell me?"
snarled the commander to Pinkham.
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**I forget, sir, I really don't know. Ears didn't

mean anything, sir, please
"

"Orderly, ask the captain if he will please come

to the 'mast,' " directed the commander. A mo-

ment later, when we stood before "Old Grim," he

said:

"Captain, I report this seaman, Quin, for inso-

lence. He calls me 'Lobscouse.'
"

"Old Grim" asked a few questions. I admitted

using that word in referring to Commander Honan,

but earnestly disclaimed any intentional disrespect

or insolence. Poor Pinkham was now so scared that

his teeth chattered. It was evident that he feared

I was about to be given some fearful punishment.

Concerning his original purpose of coming to the

"mast," all that he could be made to say was that

"Ears Quin" had objected to his manner of handling

powder bags and that "Ears" had told him to see

"Lobscouse."

And then "Old Grim" delivered me a lecture that

sank deep. "When you enlisted In the navy," he

said, "you swore to uphold it, to strengthen it. The

navy is just as strong, just as much of an honor to

the country as our men are strong and honorable,

and no more so. The strength of the navy depends

chiefly upon the discipline of the men In it, of their

obedience to orders, the respect they give to the

officers whose orders they are bound to obey, Irre-
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spective of whether the officers are present or not.

If by any act or word of yours you decrease that

respect, you are Injuring the strength of the navy.

The question is not what your Intent was, it Is what

your act was. You have been guilty of Insolence

to the executive officer of this ship. Commander

Honan, confine Quln In the brig in solitary confine-

ment on bread and water for five days."

I was Immediately nabbed by the chief master-at-

arms, Grosse, and hustled Into the brig. The whole

thing had happened so quickly that I hardly realized

at first the predicament I was In.

Whew ! Those five days were the longest I ever

spent In my life. I found myself in a small cell on

the berth deck. My hammock was placed In the

cell each night and taken away In the early morning.

It was absolutely bare and almost totally dark. The

cell was just a small room, Its sides being made of

sheet Iron. The door had small holes, perhaps an

Inch In diameter, which admitted all the light that

came In, which wasn't much. Overhead was a ven-

tilating pipe which supplied fresh air. I suffered a

good deal those five days, though of course my
suffering was only mental. The bread was good, the

water cool and plentiful. But the minutes seemed

dreadfully long. I had been taken suddenly, with-

out warning, from a scene of exciting activity, from

days of hard but interesting work, from lots of good
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healthy pleasure, from the companionship of many

friends, and thrust into this lonely cell. Before two

hours had passed I was frantic. The five days

ahead of me seemed an eternity. In an ordinary

prison cell confinement must be monotonous, still the

prisoner has bars which he can look between and

see what passes. When I had gathered my rattled

senses together I tried to review just what had hap-

pened. The more I thought about it the less was I

pleased with myself. To begin with, I had, instead

of helping this poor fellow Pinkham, who needed a

friend and kindly treatment, heaped ridicule upon

him. I had done much to make his days desolate

and sad. And whatever he had done towards me
was all provoked by my own actions. I, full of

health, mental and physical, with many friends, in-

stead of being generous and kindly, which I might

well have been without hurting myself in the slight-

est, had been just the reverse to him. As this

thought grew I became bitterly dissatisfied with my
actions. I thought of what Captain Gaunt had said

about the navy being just as strong and only as

strong as the men in it; and I realized that if the

enlisted men did not give the ofilicers the respect due

them that they were a weakness, not a strength, to

the navy. I resolved then and there that thereafter

I would endeavor always to do the best I could, to

work hard and intelligently at everything I worked
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at, to obey the regulations to the best of my ability,

and I determined that after I was restored to duty I

would do what I could to help PInkham.

The first few hours of my incarceration seemed

intolerably long; but I did so much thinking the

next four days that the time passed more quickly

than I had imagined it possibly could. I thought a

lot about Gash, but my thoughts made no headway

in that direction.

Sometimes, for a change, I would recite verses

of poetry. I knew Poe's "Raven" by heart. I said

that over so many times that were I to live a hun-

dred years I could never forget a word of it. I

also knew Tennyson's "The Charge of the Light

Brigade," and some of Longfellow's poems. But in

my somber mood Poe appealed to me most;

"Ulalume" particularly suited my morbid fancy.

Sometimes, just to pass the hours, I counted up into

the tens of thousands. In the meantime I could

hear during daytime the roar in the ship. Different

engines and motors buzzing, the shouts, the constant

tramp of feet. The ship's surgeon came in to ex-

amine me every morning to see if I were injured in

any way by my confinement, which I was not.

Though punishments in the navy are severe they are

never allowed to injure one's health. The surgeon

was a kindly man and cheerful in his greetings.

After I had been in three days I heard an angry
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shout from the marine sentry of the brig post.

*'Keep away from that door," he called out. "Ser-

geant of the guard, brig post number two." I saw

the end of a sausage poked in one of the holes of my
cell door; it was immediately snatched out. Later

I was told by Bates that Pinkham had felt terribly

at my punishment and at dinner had saved his

sausages, which he tried to poke into my cell. The

sentry grabbed him and the sergeant of the guard

took him to the "mast." Here, in answer to Cap-

tain Gaunt's questions, he became almost hysterical

and wept copiously; said "Ears" had meant nothing

against "Mister Lobscouse."

This was too much for Captain Gaunt and Com-

mander Honan, both of whom were amused. I

heard later that Commander Honan actually was

really pleased at his nickname; it meant to him that

people realized that he was a genuine old salt. How-
ever that may be, the name certainly did stick, and

the fame of the present commander in chief of the

Pacific Fleet is in no way injured because officers and

men speak of him affectionately as "Old Lobscouse."

My five long days finally came to an end. I felt

at the time that the brig was a tough place to be

shut up in. I had no premonition then that within a

few weeks I would have occasion to go into a cell so

horrible in every way that my brig cell, in compari-

son, was a palace of riotous, noisy delight. I have
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since thought that one of the best lessons I ever had

was my five days' solitary confinement on bread and

water. Recently I sat next to Admiral Honan at a

dinner in San Francisco.

"You don't remember me, Admiral," I remarked;

"I served four years in the navy. I was an enlisted

man aboard the Montana when you were executive

officer." He looked at me blankly for a moment,

then his face lighted up. "Huh! Ho! I don't

know you, don't I? You're 'Ears' Quin; you're the

young rascal that dubbed me 'Lobscouse.' I've al-

most forgotten my name is Honan." He shook my
hand vigorously, his face beaming with lively friend-

ship. "How did you enjoy those five days, Quin?"

"Not m.uch. Admiral; but they did me a lot of

good."

"Of course they did; I had my dose of solitary

confinement on the old Santee when I was a mid-

shipman. That was a favored punishment in the

days when we had a real naval academy and real

midshipmen. It never hurt any of us."

But I must get back to my handling room. I re-

ceived no sympathy from Bates; he laughed when I

came in. "How did you enjoy your five days' vaca-

tion. Ears?" he called out when I came in. "I'd

like some of it myself; say, Lydia, run up and tell

Mister Lobscouse that Bates says it's his turn

now!"
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I was touched at the way poor Pinkham greeted

me. He begged me to forgive him, said how sorry

he was, that he never intended to get me into such

trouble. It was easy for me to be kind and good to

Pinkham after that. And the consciousness that I

did help him and did contribute to his happiness has

been a source of joy and content to me that never

diminishes. A few weeks later poor dear Pinkham

died a hero's death. He gave up his life for a

friend. And I was that friend.



CHAPTER IX

LIFE IN A TURRET HANDLING ROOM

IN the handling-room drills Gash became daily

more unbearable. He seemed to be continually

In a state of nervous tension and had constant

outbreaks of violent temper. There were a lot of

good fellows in our gang and we learned rapidly.

Soon we became expert in our duties at handling

shells and powder, all except Pinkham; It was not

in him, poor fellow. About the only thing he could

do well was to love his fellow man. But we no

longer made fun of him. He could not help his

feebleness of intellect, his blundering helplessness at

all duties. But he overflowed in a desire to please

us. He was never so happy as when helping any

of us, and particularly me. He was haunted by a

desire to make up to me for the punishment he had

caused me, and I was never able to make him under-

stand that It really wasn't so bad, after all, that In

fact it had been a good thing for me.

As we grew more skillful In our duties we grew

disinclined to submit to this constant abuse from

Gash. The man's Irritability grew, but as we be-

126
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came surer of ourselves we got more independent.

We were determined to keep out of trouble, to give

him no chance for a hold upon us. We decided never

to answer him back, never to give him an oppor-

tunity to report us for disobedience of orders, for

neglect of duties, nor for disrespect. But when he

went for one of us hot shot where we knew he

couldn't justify himself, we would quietly ask him

either to stop or to see Mr. Oxnard. This always

brought him to time. It was quite evident that he

had no desire to see Mr. Oxnard; so Gash had less

occasion day by day to find fault with any of us

except Pinkham, and evidently to some extent tried

to control his bad temper. But what he spared us

he threw, with redoubled force, on Pinkham; and

the latter constantly blundered and fumbled. He
could do nothing well; and under the mean, spiteful

sneers of Gash, which were only interrupted by vio-

lent outbursts of unlimited scolding, Pinkham wilted.

He became frightened. He grew to regard Gash
with terror. I determined to stop this. After one

of his outbursts when we three were alone in the

handling room, I exclaimed: "Gash, this is enough.

You will right now promise Pinkham and me that

never again will you speak an unkind word to him,

that you will never sneer at him nor hurt his

feelings."

*'0h, will I, Mister Quin?" he asked scornfully.
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"Well, I just won't, Mister Quln. Instead I'm

going right now to report you to the captain for

insolence and attempted intimidation; come with me,

this is an order, Mister Quin." For the moment,

but only for the moment, Gash seemed to be enjoy-

ing himself.

"I'll go with you, you contemptible, shameful

hound," I cried with rising anger, "and I'll tell

Captain Gaunt that when you told him some weeks

ago that you had been overboard at the time I

reported 'man overboard,' you lied! And I'll prove

that you lied! Come along. Gash! Let's go to see

the captain!"

"Wh—wha—what do you mean, Quin?" he

gasped, utterly overwhelmed, his face becoming

livid.

"What do I mean, you scoundrel? I mean 'Five

for 'Trinity, too. Won by Dewey. Backing on

same trail. Repeat reverse.'
"

As a matter of fact I didn't mean anything by the

latter; but the thought had come to me in my lonely

hours in the brig that these words might mean much

to Gash. And here was a chance to find out. And
they evidently did mean much to him. He simply,

collapsed. His legs gave way and he went down in

a heap on the deck. If ever a man showed com-

plete, overpowering fright it was Gash in that

moment.
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"Come, get up," I said to him. "Shall we go to

see the captain?"

"No—no. What do you wish me to do, Quin?"

he demanded in trembling, gasping tones. He could

hardly speak.

"Tell Pinkham you'll never say an unkind word to

him again."

"Pinkham, Pm sorry, Pll never be cross to you

any more," he stuttered.

All of this would have been unnecessary, because

at this moment Mr. Oxnard came in with another

chief gunner's mate.

"Gash," said Mr. Oxnard, "Pve had you trans-

ferred to the after turret. You have not been satis-

factory here; you do not exercise good control over

your handling-room crew. Chief Gunner's Mate

O'Reilly will relieve you immediately." That was

all Mr. Oxnard said. He then left.

"Gash, me bye," said O'Reilly, "your countersign

is 'skip,' which in good English manes t' git out at

once. An' don't bother about sayin' good-by, be-

cause, Gash, me bye, the less I git from you the

better I like meself. An' don't stop, be in a big

hurry. Gash, 'cause 'tis meself that will help you

out'ards. An' don't never come back. Gash, 'cause

if you should yer eyes would be shut so tight by me

own fists that ye could niver find yer way out an' that

would be turrible,"
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''I have some things here I must get," faltered

Gash.

"Nothln' doin'. Ye'U find yer property, all of it,

In the after turret "to-morrow. Skip, Gash, skip
!"

And like the cringing, whipped cur that he was

Gash slunk out of the handling room.

"Me byes," now said O'Reilly, "plaze excuse me
impoliteness to that snake that just left. We wuz

apprentices together once, an' afterwards wuz the

most intimate friends. But I larned his middle

name be Cobra de Capello. Apply to him fer

particulars."

A few minutes later O'Reilly had his entire crew

In the handling room. We did not attempt to con-

ceal our joy that we were rid of our tormentor;

never a man received a gladder welcome by his

subordinates than did O'Reilly. He first made a

careful inspection of the shell rooms and magazines

and of their contents, then of various mechanisms

such as the hoists, and of all parts and connections

of the handling room. He examined all with an

experienced eye. Then he gathered his crew before

him.

"Me byes," he began, "there be tales floatin'

about the ship that all is not well in this handling

room. I Intind to find out what the trouble be. An'

I'll tell ye, byes, ye can't fool me, I'm an old bird at
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this game, an' when it comes to locatin' trouble, me
name, aha, be Hawkshaw, the detective."

It didn't take O'Reilly long to find out what the

real trouble was. We were glad to tell him. He
had all the unquestioned ability of Gash, but differed

in having a genial, friendly, kindly attitude in carry-

ing out his duties. He made it unnecessary to find

fault with Pinkham by not assigning to him duties

that required skill or particular attention; and he

became contented and more sure of himself, though

always in a wistful way.

A couple of days later, after the mail had been

delivered, I found Pinkham crying. "What's the

matter, old boy?" I asked.

"Oh, Ears, what shall I do! My sister Annie

writes me my darling mother is dying; Annie has

lost her position in a millinery store, there is no

money at all in the house—I have sent every dollar I

had—Oh, what shall I do, what shall I do !"

Poor Pinkham was talking to himself rather than

to me.

I was touched to the heart by his grief. I imme-

diately ran to see Commander Honan and explained

the situation.

"I am very sorry, Quin, but I cannot help the

matter."

"I wish to lend Pinkham two hundred dollars, sir.
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I have It and more in the paymaster's safe. And I

wish to ask you if you will grant Pinkham leave to

go to Boston."

Commander Honan Inquired Into my financial

condition and asked Pinkham some questions, then

obtained the captain's permission for Pinkham to

leave. Pinkham was unable to express his apprecia-

tion. He was in Boston four days later, was with

his mother In her last hours, and back on board in a

couple of weeks.

Preparations were now being made for a great

entertainment at the athletic grounds. A regular

committee on events had been appointed and the

ships were being combed over for talent. The
event was to happen on our last Saturday at Guan-

tanamo. There were to be athletic contests, run-

ning, jumping, swimming, boxing, wrestling; also

contests between champion rifle and pistol shots.

These were to be In the morning. In the afternoon

there was to be a minstrel performance, singing, and

different amusing stunts. In going into an affair of

this kind one Is likely to be surprised at the large

number of men able to contribute to the occasion.

There Is never lack of talent. Bates and I were

sent for to report to this committee. Among the

officers comprising it I was pleased to see Lieutenant

Paulding.

''Quin," said the latter, "I have been telling this
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committee of your remarkable rifle shooting from

horseback. Also of some trick riding I heard was

done at Newport by you and a shipmate of yours

named Bates. So the committee desires to take you

ashore and see what you can do, also to decide

whether the trick riding stunt would be possible and

desirable at the athletic field on our last Saturday

here."

"I'll be glad to do what I can, sir. This Is the

Bates you speak of; he can tell you about the trick

riding, that is his get-up."

Bates on being questioned said this would not be

possible to do except by circus horses especially

trained.

"Then that Is out of the question," remarked

Lieutenant Paulding.

"I don't know that It Is, sir. RIngling's Circus Is

now at Havana for the winter. My father is there

In charge of the horses—you might arrange to bor-

row two horses, 'Furious' and 'Sweetheart' by name,

from the circus."

The result of this was that I went ashore and on

the back of a worthless old nag I exhibited what I

could do, which brought some warm compliments to

me. The circus people proved to be very sympa-

thetic and generous. A week later the two horses

In charge of Bates' father came to Guantanamo Bay

by railroad from Havana. Bates and I were sent
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ashore every afternoon to practice. The horses

were beauties. "Furious" well merited his name.

He was huge In size, jet black in color. His speed

as he tore around the track was great; and his

whole appearance brought out cries of admiration.

I was soon in good form! I had done thousands of

times just what was expected of me and had no fear

of failure.

Bates was entirely at home on the back of

"Furious"; his tricks were mostly falling off under

different conditions, always creating the impression

that a dire accident was happening to him. Besides

this he would turn handsprings, somersaults, and do

the acts generally done by a circus clown. My
shooting was done at clay pigeons from trap guns.

Each day there was quite a number of those who

took part practicing on the athletic field. The whole

fleet was interested in having a good show put up.

The great day finally arrived. The athletic con-

tests were all interesting and provoked great enthu-

siasm. There were many thousands of sailormen

ashore, just a lot of happy, good-natured boys

strolling about the athletic field, watching the dif-

ferent events. There was a grand stand with re-

served seats for officers; and near it, in the open,

was the stage or platform. Close by was a short,

circular track.

The afternoon was a time of fun. The minstrels
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were laughable. Everybody was in high humor. I

had no trouble with my shooting; some bread had

been thrown on the water, which attracted sea gulls,

and my trick shooting brought much applause.

Bates made the hit of the day. His father brought

down a clown costume; to look at him was to laugh.

On going up to the platform Bates fell; he appar-

ently lit square on his head, but he rolled to his feet

unconcerned. Then "Furious" was let loose and he

went charging around the small track. Bates ran to

meet him, tripped, and apparently was trampled

under foot. The next instant he was bowing and

smiling from the horse's back. We repeated our

Newport trick and Bates performed the most amaz-

ing acrobatics. They would have won high applause

if done on a regular stage; but from the back of this

bounding horse they were really wonderful.

We had a fine time and everybody was happy. All

is not work in the navy; there are lots of good times

and solid, healthy fun mixed up in our navy life.

Some people think that navy life is cruel and hard

and unfeeling; it undoubtedly happens that severe

punishment is given to some young men. But it

should be remembered that these punishments are

not at all at the whim of the captain, but entirely in

accordance with approved regulations. If an en-

listed man takes French leave, or fails to return on

time from authorized leave, or disobeys orders, or
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neglects his duty, he must incur some penalty. One

hears much of the reports of a young man who

deserved and received punishment, and but little of

the thousands of young sailormen who are conscien-

tious in their work and actions and who never give

any trouble nor cause themselves to be disciplined.

Two days later the battleships steamed away to

Guacanayabo Bay on Cuba's southern coast, one

hundred and sixty miles to the westward of Guan-

tanamo. Sailormen know the place better by the

name "Hungry Gulf." Here we spent several

weeks preparing for target practice. It was drill

every day and every night. The night drill was at

torpedo defense. We also exercised our torpedoes,

adjusting them and firing them.

The most interesting thing that happened to me

here was a fishing party one Saturday. We were in

a forty-foot motor launch. We happened to run

into a school of Spanish mackerel. For several

hours I pulled in these magnificent fish as fast as I

could get my hook in the water. It was fascinating.

We came back with the boat laden almost to the

gunwales. The paymaster bought the fish from us,

paying nine cents a pound, giving us nearly two

hundred dollars, which we donated to the ship's

athletic fund. The next day, Sunday, there were

lots of boats there to fish, but the mackerel school

had vanished; not a single mackerel was caught.
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In the very intensive, crowded life in a battleship

one gets to know some of one's shipmates better

than one could possibly know any one at any other

place, because the young men sleep close together,

eat together, work together, play together, and are

with each other literally twenty-four hours each day.

The naval life takes fast hold of one. It is several

years since I left the navy, but I shall ever feel that

I am part and parcel of it. And I find this same

sentiment always exists wherever I meet with ex-

service men.

O'Reilly, the chief gunner's mate who had re-

placed Gash in my handling room, interested me
very much. My opinion of him changed at different

times. For a time I thought he was insincere; then

I thought he was a blowhard and a bluff; and for a

while I believed him to be a rather weak character

without particular conviction. But as I came to

know him thoroughly I learned I was wrong in my
judgment of him and I grew to esteem him as a

big-hearted, true-hearted chap who could ever be

depended upon to do the right thing. My early

judgments of him were prompted by his harmless

Idiosyncrasies. For instance, when he first met peo-

ple he affected an Irish brogue in his speech. He
was a bit humorous in this and he loved to attract

attention and create a laugh. But frequently he

would forget his brogue. He was a great talker
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and loved to tell how he had "put it over" some

captain or other officer. As a matter of fact, when

speaking to his superior, O'Reilly was the meekest,

most humble, and most subordinate of men. But to

hear him talk one would have imagined that high

officers cringed before him. I can see him now, his

face full of animation, telling us:

"An' all I've got to say, Lootenant, is that your

plan of capturing the insurgent stronghold be full of

daficits. Me plans, sorr " and so on.

O'Reilly was skillful in his own work. As he

thought out loud he was talking all of the time. In

determining a course of action in which there were

differences of opinion he would marshal all the pros,

and one would imagine one knew O'Reilly's opinion;

and then he would bring up all the cons. He would

frequently give the idea that he was vacillating

because one would hear him think aloud and would

imagine he was constantly changing his judgments.

He was the best-natured soul imaginable, kindly,

generous, and good-hearted to the point of weak-

ness. That was his real defect. And that was

where, in some respects, though not in all, that he

failed in leadership. A leader is one who sees

clearly, determines on a course of action, and fights

with courage, no matter what the odds, for what

he knows to be right; and with this, has the faculty

of Inspiring others to fight with him.
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But O'Reilly belonged to that type of men who
desire to please. He was prone to conform In his

actions to what would meet the approval of his

associates rather than encounter an angry opposi-

tion. The natural result was that he constantly

gave up his own opinions, and to a certain extent was

frequently Imposed upon. He was a welcome relief

from the abuse of Gash; but we soon learned not to

fear O'Reilly. Many military and naval men
charged with responsibilities are ruthless of feelings

in accomplishing their purposes. People subject to

them know that no neglect, carelessness, nor ineffi-

ciency will be tolerated; and that a heavy hand will

be laid on any one who does not measure up to what

Is required. The result is that every one under such

a martinet is urged to his best efforts; if it Is not

devotion to the cause in hand it Is devotion to him-

self. There are two kinds of martinets, one whose

personality excites confidence, whose character in-

spires personal devotion, whose severity is admired

because It Is just. The other is the kind which Is

regarded with fear and intense dislike. One must be

severe to get anywhere in the naval service. A man
must be made to understand that avoidable failure Is

followed by inevitable punishment.

Gash was Inexcusably mean and abusive, yet we

worked harder and better for him than we did for

O'Reilly. After a few days we learned we had
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nothing to fear from O'Reilly; he was too good-

natured and too kindly to be severe with us; so we

slacked up and imposed upon this good nature. One

time I neglected to oil some fourteen-inch shells, a

task he had given me to do. He found me a

couple of hours later reading a book under the light

in the shell room. I deserved a good jumping on.

I had disobeyed his orders and had neglected my
duty. All he said to me was, "Get out, Quin, you

are of no use to me here." He then got oil and

rags and cleaned the shells himself. I felt pretty

mean. I remembered how, when in solitary confine-

ment, I had made such good resolutions, and when

put to the proof how little they had amounted to. I

well deserved to be reported and punished. But on

the whole I believe I was more affected by O'Reilly's

treatment than had he taken me to the "mast."

After that when I was disposed to neglect some-

thing the thought would come to me that it wasn't

square to take advantage of O'Reilly's good nature,

or weakness, or whatever it was.

Poor Pinkham's troubles were over. Never was

a backward man treated with more kindness than

he was by O'Reilly, -who gave him odd jobs of

cleaning and no position in drill that required quick

intelligence or quick action, and he never addressed

a harsh or impatient word to him. We no longer

called him Lydia. O'Reilly showed decided temper
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on this point. "Anny one av ye that calls Pinkham

'Lydia' will be fired out av this handlin' room," said

he one day when Bates used the objectionable nick-

name. That was the way with O'Reilly; when he

had to be disagreeable instead of going for the one

at fault he would bluster a bit at the whole lot of us.

From time to time Bates sprang some new stunt.

One morning when at Hungry Gulf after a drill in

which we had been slow and had fumbled, O'Reilly

called his gang, about twenty, together and lectured

us. "Ye've ben a slackin' up," he said. "Here we

be a-goin' into target practice soon an' you're losin'

snap and ginger. I'm goin' to find out who the weak

wans are in this gang an' have 'em fired out of the

handlin' room." That was O'Reilly's one threat.

One would have judged it was the worst misfortune

that could happen. "I'll tell ye, me byes," he con-

tinued, "don't think ye can fool me; when it comes to

findin' out things I'm Hawkshaw, the detective.

I'm snap and ginger; look out for me."

Instantly from somewhere among us came, in

shrill tones, "Say, boys, he's Shawhawk, the defec-

tive," and loud guffaws broke out from among us.

"Who said that?" cried O'Reilly, becoming red

in his face.

"Aha—Old Snap and Ginger is curious," came in

deep tones, muffled. "Look into the magazine,

Shawhawk."
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We were all startled, and glanced at the maga-

zine. It seemed as if the voice had come from

there. O'Reilly actually ran to it and looked in it.

The voice now just danced about, seeming to be in

the shell room the next moment.

Then O'Reilly laughed. 'Tm on to ye, Bates,"

he shouted, "you're wan av them ventriloquists, this

be wan of yer circus tricks."

To this Bates replied with a couple of verses sung

to the tune of O'Reilly's favorite song, "The Wear-

ing of the Green." Bates' affected brogue was

burstingly funny. The verses were :

"Oi was born in dear old Oireland

Whin I was extremely young;

That's a few o' th' only raysons

There's no blarney on me tongue.

Oh, Oi walked from Cork to Dublintown

Sthrange wondhers fer t' see,

But of all o' th' towns in Oireland, byes,

Jerusalem fer me.

"Whin th' law kin sthop a blade o' grass

From growin' in th' snow,

An' whin th' trees in summertime
Their colors dare not show,

Thin I will change th' colors that

Oi wear in my caubeen.

But ontil that day-ay-ay, plaze God Oi'U sthick

To my reg'lar gasoline."

For a moment O'Reilly seemed to be undecided

whether to be indignant at the use his almost sacred

tune was put to, or at the lack of respect shown to
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his chief petty officer's rank by Bates. But there

was no sting In the latter's merry face nor In the

faces of the laughing young men in the handling

room. O'Reilly then said, with a poor attempt at

dignity because he was aching to laugh, "That's

right, me byes, Inj'y life while ye're living fer ye'U be

a long tolme dead; hev a good tolme as ye go along,

me hearties." Quick as a flash, without moving his

lips, Bates called out, mimicking O'Reilly's tones:

"This way to Flannigan's Grove; pllnty of jazz an'

gyurls, an' soft dhrlnks galore; gints thurty-folve

cints, ladles free."

That was the way with Bates; It wasn't safe to

try to make fun of him; he always had a quick

comeback, though there was never a sting to It.

In telling the story of life aboard a battleship one

can speak of but a limited part of the ship. One

cannot tell the whole story. Here on the Montana

were over twelve hundred young men stationed In

many different compartments. I am only telling of

what happened to me. And at the same time Innu-

merable other things were happening to other young

men throughout the big ship. My own life In the

handling room was full of Interest, every moment.

I have never anywhere seen life so chuck-full of

absorbing events as on board a man-of-war. These

events may not be of such great Importance, but

they seemed so at the time.



CHAPTER X

TORPEDOES

O'REILLY was determined that the men of

his gang should know something of the

turret and guns besides their own duties in

handling shell and ammunition; so when drill was

over, at times he would take us up to the guns and

explain how they were trained and pointed and the

various mechanisms used. I marveled that the huge,

heavy, unwieldy turret with its three guns, each

alone weighing a hundred tons, could be swung to

right and left so quickly and so easily; that the

hundred-ton gun, in spite of its great weight, could

be handled and aimed as quickly as an ordinary shot-

gun can be. And It was amazing to think that the

twelve fourteen-Inch guns were always fired to-

gether, one officer at the top of the cage mast press-

ing a little button that discharged all these great

cannon at the same instant.

A great battleship Is really a floating fort. A
land fort is fixed; It cannot move. Its purpose Is to

contain great guns which may be trained on an

enemy who comes its way. But a battleship carry-

144
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ing guns of equal size and power may be sent to any

place where the water is deep enough to float it.

In my battleship, the Montana, there were more

than twelve hundred men. Only comparatively few

were concerned in the actual manipulation of the

guns, but all were needed for different ship purposes.

The great purpose of the ship was to carry the

guns where they were needed. To do this the ship

had boilers and engines, and men to manage them

—

engineers, mechanics, firemen. Also on board were

many men of callings ordinarily far removed from

connection with great cannon, such as barbers, book-

keepers, musicians, butchers, nurses, and a host of

men of other occupations.

The ship was furnished with all sorts of facilities:

an Ice plant, a printing office, many shops such as

machine, coppersmith, carpenter, electric and other

shops, a foundry where heavy castings were made.

In fact the ship was equipped to make most of its

own mechanical repairs; it was capable of building

a good-sized engine.

The chief purpose of our stay in Hungry Gulf was

to exercise our torpedoes and to get them in perfect

adjustment.

One afternoon I was on the forecastle with

O'Reilly while we were at torpedo practice. The
ship was steaming at fifteen knots; we were to dis-

charge our torpedoes at a target dead ahead. I
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could not fathom how this could be done, because

the torpedoes were to be discharged from the broad-

side; that is, at right angles from the direction of

the target towards which we were steaming.

"There she goes, Ears," called out O'Reilly;

"now watch them bubbles."

From the side of the ship there shot out, swiftly,

a white line of bubbling water. This white line

curved to the left and soon was running a straight

path directly parallel to the path of our ship.

"Great Scott, O'Reilly!" I exclaimed, "how in

the world can that torpedo be turned after it leaves

the ship?"

"Do yez want to know something about a torpedo,

Ears?" asked O'Reilly.

"I certainly do; it seems human to me."

"Let's go to the torpedo room; I'll explain wan

to you."

We went far down Into the depths of the ship,

dawn, down, down, and after descending many lad-

ders reached the torpedo room; this extended from

side to side of the ship. O'Reilly then said (I'll

omit his brogue) : "Here's your torpedo. Ears,

ready to be fired. And here is another torpedo,

broken up Into three parts. Before the torpedo is

ready these three parts must be bolted together.

The first part, the head, contains the explosive,

about three hundred pounds of trinitrotoluol, gen-
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erally called T. N. T. Now we want to bring that

head against an enemy's ship and have It explode

when It gets there. This part of the torpedo Is

like the guns of the ship, the other parts are like

the boilers and engines that bring the guns where

they are wanted. So that's all you need know about

the first part of the torpedo.

"The second part of the torpedo, Ears, is called

'the flask.' It is, as you see, a cylinder, bolted to

the head. It is very strong; it must be, because it

contains air compressed to a pressure of nearly three

thousand pounds to the square inch. We think our

boiler pressure, two hundred and fifty pounds to the

inch, is very high. But think of the twenty-eight

hundred pounds' pressure in this flask. It is this

compressed air in the flask that runs the engines of

the torpedo. That's all you need know about the

flask, except that, in its after part, there is a copper

tank containing alcohol and a compartment contain-

ing about seven gallons of fresh water.

"And now. Ears, we come to the real guts of the

torpedo; the machinery that makes it run. This is

in the third part, the after body of the torpedo.

Here is a turbine engine, air at high pressure from

the flask spins it; this, then, turns two shafts,

each of which, extending beyond the tail of the tor-

pedo, carries a propeller which revolves In the

water. After the air spins the turbine many hun-
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dred turns a minute it escapes into the water and you

see the bubbles. That's your torpedo, Ears. Have
you any questions to ask?"

"A thousand, O'Reilly," I replied, full of interest.

"Tell me first how the air gets from the flask to the

turbine engine."

*'By a small, copper pipe. And it goes through a

pressure-reducing valve before getting to the tur-

bine. When the torpedo is discharged the pressure,

at first, is twenty-eight hundred pounds. The dis-

charge pulls a trigger, which opens the air into this

pipe and causes the turbine engine to spin. As the

air is used from the flask, the pressure becomes less.

But no matter what the pressure in the flask, the

pressure of the air when delivered to the turbine is

always steady at four hundred pounds to the inch.

This is accomplished by the reducing valve I spoke

of. What next. Ears?"

"How far will this torpedo run in the water and

how fast?"

"Oh, about 18,000 yards, nine miles, at a speed

of thirty knots, or thirty-five miles an hour."

"What's the purpose of the alcohol and fresh

water?"

"When the torpedo starts, another pipe from the

flask blows a spray of this fresh water into what is

called 'the combustion pot' and still another small

pipe from the flask blows a spray of alcohol into this
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same combustion pot. At the same instant the

'pistol' discharges a sheet of flame into this alcohol

spray; the alcohol is ignited and converts this water

into steam at four hundred pounds pressure; this,

combined with the air pouring into the pot with the

water and alcohol, drives the torpedo's engine."

''That's wonderful, O'Reilly; but a torpedo when

running might encounter so many objects tending to

divert the direction, heavy waves, perhaps a floating

log, and other things, that I suppose it almost never

hits the target; is that so?"

"On the contrary. Ears, a torpedo is certain to hit

what it is aimed at if it is correctly aimed, if the

machinery is in proper condition, and if all the

adjustments are correctly made. A torpedo is just

a bundle of mechanisms tied together. All must

work correctly. There are in this torpedo more

than two thousand five hundred different machined

parts; each must fit securely in its own place. The
finest kind of workmanship is necessary; many of

these parts must in size be correct to within a

thousandth of an inch. Then many different adjust-

ments are made; this can be done only by an expert

who knows the torpedo as thoroughly as you do the

alphabet. -One adjustment, for instance, is the

depth mechanism. You adjust this so that the tor-

pedo will run ten or twenty feet below the water's

surface, as you wish. Now if the torpedo is cor-
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rectly assembled, and correctly adjusted, it will be

certain to hit what it is aimed at. It can't miss. If,

while running, it should strike a submerged object

and glance off, and continue running but in a different

direction, it would turn and come back and run for

what it was originally aimed at."

"Come, O'Reilly, that's too much for me to be-

lieve; if I throw a ball and it hits a wall a glancing

blow it will go off in a new direction. Why doesn't

a torpedo?"

"Because of the gyroscope. That's the heart and

brains of a torpedo. Here's a gyroscope, look at it;

you see it is a heavy steel ring. When the torpedo

starts, the gyroscope is started spinning by a jet of

compressed air from the flask. It spins sixteen

thousand times a minute. Now, this ring insists on

spinning in the same plane as when the torpedo

started. If the torpedo for any reason is diverted

from its original direction, the gyroscope rebels; it

refuses to remain in its original plane, it inclines on

its gimbal to one side or the other. This inclination,

by a system of levers, is connected with the vertical

rudders. The gyroscope, by inclining, actually pulls

on the rudder until the torpedo is again running in its

original direction and the gyroscope is certain to

keep the torpedo running at what it was originally

aimed."

"That is certainly wonderful, O'Reilly. Now my
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last question. How is the torpedo kept running at

the same distance below the surface of the water?"

"By the depth mechanism. Feel underneath this

torpedo. Here, in the after body, is a hole in the

steel covered by a leather diaphragm. You know

that as one goes deeper in the water, the pressure,

due to the weight of the water, increases according

to the depth. If the torpedo is adjusted to run at

fifteen feet but should get into a lesser or greater

depth this unbalanced water pressure is communi-

cated through this leather diaphragm to a mech-

anism of springs and levers. These operate the

horizontal rudder, which immediately acts up or

down, bringing the torpedo back to its required

depth. Anything else on torpedoes to-day, Ears?"

"No, O'Reilly; thank you ever so much. You've

given me more than I can now digest; but I am
coming down here occasionally to learn what I can.

I suppose what you have told me is all so, but it is

hard for me to realize, first that human imagination

could conceive such a wonderful combination of

mechanisms, and also that human skill could build

and put the torpedo together and make it run."

"Thousands of keen intellects and skilled work-

men have worked on it for many years, Ears; the

torpedo of to-day is the development of hundreds of

previous torpedoes, each one an improvement on its

immediate predecessor."
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O'Reilly was always glad to impart information.

Like many man-of-war's men he was keenly inter-

ested in his job and knew lots about it, and, perhaps

unconsciously, felt a responsibility to increase the

knowledge of the men directly in his charge. The
navy is a great school of many different depart-

ments. Thousands of young men in our ships are

daily increasing their store of ship and navy knowl-

edge; these young sailormen are interested and curi-

ous and constantly ask questions of their petty offi-

cers; in this way much information is continually

diffused. Aboard ship a sailorman might not feel he

had ever gained a lot in any one day; but having

regular duties, seeing the operation of different

mechanisms, observing the actions and judgments

under different conditions of those exercising author-

ity, in the course of time brings much information.

The man-of-war's man lives and breathes the navy

atmosphere ; he is surrounded by it and soaked in it.

After I had been a few months aboard the Montana
I realized that I began to have some appreciation

of the life I had entered upon, the life at first so

violently strange, and now beginning to seem natural

to me.



CHAPTER XI

VERA CRUZ

SOME time after eight o'clock on the day tor-

pedoes were explained to me I was sitting

with a group on the forecastle. It was a

beautiful night; the day had been hot as usual; and

also, as usual, in West Indian waters, the night was

such as to make a poet dream. Soft airs seemed to

play about us. Overhead were myriads of twinkling

stars. Nowhere in the world do stars seem so bril-

liant as in the West Indies. A full moon was

shining, a long line of its reflection dancing on the

water. About us, at different distances, were the

lights of other battleships.

"Hello," exclaimed Strauss, interrupting O'Reilly,

who as usual was telling a long story of how he had

squelched some high officer on another ship, "there

goes the 'general call' on the flagship; let's read

what it is."

All ships had turned on the answering light indi-

cating they were ready to receive the message. Then

followed from the flagship a number of flashes of a

white light, a combination of flashes being a letter

153
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and a series of combinations a word. The tele-

graphic system of dots and dashes was followed.

These flashes came with tremendous rapidity.

Aboard ship it is the ambition of signalmen to signal

so fast that none but expert signalmen can read

what is sent. It was utterly Impossible for me to

read a word of this signal. But Strauss had no

trouble.

"Commanding officers report on board flagship

immediately," Strauss spelled out.

"Something's up," remarked O'Reilly. "Now, as

I was a-saying, I said to him, 'Captain, if them

be '
"

But we weren't interested in O'Reilly's yarn. On
board ship the unexpected Is always happening;

ships planning to do something or go somewhere are

ever, with but short notice, having their intentions

changed. And there quickly grew on board the

Montana the feeling that something Important was

brewing.

Next day a wireless dispatch was published on the

bulletin boards saying that at Tampico, Mexico, two

American naval officers ashore In uniform on duty

had been arrested and put In jail and treated with

indignity; that they were released In consequence of a

stern Insistence made by the American admiral pres-

ent, who demanded a suitable apology and a salute

to the American flag; that the Mexican officials
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refused to apologize or to salute, and that as a result

war between Mexico and the United States might

result.

On top of this eight battleships in Hungry Gulf

were ordered to proceed to Vera Cruz immediately

and we were soon under way. Then call was given

for the landing force to arm and equip. Among the

different organizations of a ship's company is that

of the regiment. It comprises perhaps half of the

men. We had recently, at Guantanamo, done much

drilling ashore in company evolutions and also In

regimental formation; so, when the order was given

to "arm and equip for light marching order,"

though there was much interference among the hun-

dreds of young men rushing about, there was no

confusion. Everybody knew exactly where to go for

his belt and rifle, his knapsack, his canteen, his

marching order mess gear. I also had to go to my
bag for my leggings and to my hammock for my
blanket.

In the course of an hour the company I was in

was in ranks and was being inspected by Lieutenant

Ransome, its captain; with him, to assist, were sev-

eral chief petty officers. I was much interested to

see the great care taken in this inspection. Every

article I had provided myself with was checked off

against what was required. In my hurry I had evi-

dently dropped my toothbrush and cake of soap; I
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was told to get these articles. My rifle was in-

spected for its working condition. Absolutely noth-

ing was taken for granted. This same individual,

minute inspection was had with the equipment of

each of the six hundred men of the Montana and

with each of the regiments of the other battleships.

This drill occurred daily until we arrived at Vera

Cruz. In the meantime special attention was paid

to the boats, some of which were propelled by

steam, some by gasoline motors. The Montana,

like all ships, was well provided with small boats.

But they were not so small; two of our motor boats

were huge, heavily-built affairs, fifty feet in length,

and could carry two hundred men.

On this trip I was given a special detail as mes-

senger for the officer of the deck, was on watch four

hours at a stretch. My duties were to run errands,

carry messages, to do whatever I was told to.

These three days passed quickly. The nights

were wonderful; the men were grouped about, talk-

ing in low tones, those who had been to Vera Cruz

telling repeatedly what they knew of that town.

There was a quiet excitement in the heart of every

one. We were going to war. Soon we would be in

battle. There was not one of us who was not stirred

to the depths. The intensity of this feeling was

more in evidence at night than during the day, be-

cause in daytime we were hustled every minute. But
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at night It was still. There was no sound but the

rushing water on the ship's side. Ahead were the

lights of the Idaho; astern, those of the Massachu-

setts. Above, the stars seemed to be keeping a

steady watch on us; and also, one could see that the

man In the moon was laughing.

Some time after midnight on the second night out

from Hungry Gulf, the officer of the deck, who was

conversing on the bridge with Lieutenant Com-

mander Oxnard, directed me to find Chief Gunner's

Mate O'Reilly and to tell him to report on the

bridge. I knew that O'Reilly slept on a cot In a

dark corner of my handling room. This handling

room was quite large; the turret ascended from Its

center. Its sides were flanked by magazines and

shell rooms. I went through the forward turret; In

this way I wouldn't have to dodge hammocks nor

stumble on sleepers on the decks nor on other things.

So down I went, and soon I was In the handling

room. I was running towards O'Reilly's cot, when,

about forty feet away, I saw a man at the magazine

door. My running evidently attracted this man's

attention, for he turned his head towards me and

then ran with frantic speed towards the door which,

though ordinarily shut, he had evidently come

through and left open. This door led Into the

handling room of number two turret. When this

man turned his head I saw he had his face below his
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eyes covered with a handkerchief. I gave a shout,

''O'Reilly!" and dashed after this man. O'Reilly,

as he afterwards told me, had awakened with an

uneasy feeling a second before I shouted and had

seen the man with his face covered. O'Reilly gave a

yell and jumped from his cot, stumbled and fell, but

was up again in a moment; he ran directly to the

magazine door. In the meantime I was chasing the

man with all the speed I had. I ran after him

through the door into number two handling room.

I thought I had him, but he fairly jumped up the

ladder leading up into the turret, I after him. This

ladder led to a platform which was a way station to

receive the fourteen-inch shell, where, during drill or

target practice, half a dozen or so men were sta-

tioned. This platform was entirely dark. Just as I

started up this ladder I saw a pair of white trousers

disappear into this darkness through the hole lead-

ing from the ladder to this platform deck. I fairly

ran up this ladder and was just jumping through this

hole to the platform when I was struck on the top of

the head with such force that I was knocked off the

ladder and down through this hole; I fell fully ten

feet and might have been badly hurt had I not fallen

upon O'Reilly, who had just started to climb up

this ladder. O'Reilly was knocked flat by my hit-

ting him; we both fell in a heap, but he was instantly

up the ladder, I following him. But the miscreant
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was gone. The scoundrel had evidently stood on

one side of this hole on the platform deck and had

struck me when my head appeared, knocking me
down, and then had made his escape upward through

the turret. O'Reilly and I ran up, but the bird had

flown and had left no trace.

"O'Reilly, the officer of the deck wants to see you

on the bridge," I gasped, out of breath. "Mr. Ox-

nard Is with him."

"Ears, tell Mr. Oxnard what has just happened.

Say I've gone to the magazine, ask him please to

come here."

That officer was there a moment later. It was

quite evident that an attempt had been made to

break the magazine lock. A steel marlinespike was

found by the magazine door. It evidently had been

used in an attempt to wrench the lock from Its

staples and probably a noise was made In doing this

that awakened O'Reilly. The jaw of the lock actu-

ally had been broken, but the lock had not been

wrenched clear and still held. Undoubtedly I had

surprised the scoundrel just as he was about to get

the door opened.

Soon the captain was with us, with him came

Commander Honan. These were all Intensely con-

cerned. In the meantime the "general alarm" had

been sounded by Captain Gaunt himself. There was

occasion to turn out the ship's company and have
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them at their stations when, in the middle of the

night, an unknown person had made a dehberate

attempt to break into the ship's magazine, where

enough T. N. T. was kept to blow the great ship Into

millions of fragments.

The captain asked innumerable questions of me,

but there was only a very little I could tell him. I

had no idea who the man was; all I could say was

that he had on a blue watch cap, hauled low down

on his head and over his ears, a white handkerchief

covered his face below his eyes; he wore a blue navy

sweater and white trousers. My head was bloody;

my shoe had hit O'Reilly on the nose and he had

bled profusely. Our appearance gave the impres-

sion that we both were hurt more than we really

were. I told why and how I had come to the

handling room, how I had seen the man at the

magazine, that I shouted, then ran after the man,

had been struck while on the ladder, and again with

O'Reilly had gone up through number two turret.

Captain Gaunt wanted to know a lot more, but that

was all I knew. And O'Reilly couldn't tell as much

as I had. The captain spoke very kindly to O'Reilly

and to me. He made us feel that we had done

everything we should have done; and though we

hadn't caught the man we had prevented his nefari-

ous purpose of getting into the magazine.

The magazine was entered and carefully in-
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spected. It was in perfect condition. Every inch

of space was looked over. It was certain that no

one had been in there since O'Reilly's last visit the

preceding day. Before "secure" was sounded, Cap-

tain Gaunt and Commander Honan and Lieutenant

Commander Oxnard had gone into every magazine

in the ship. After that for several months a watch

of two men was kept at all times in each handling

room. The only explanation we enlisted men be-

lieved, and it was shared by many officers, was that

a spy, or a person in the employ of Mexicans, had

attempted to get into the magazine for the purpose

of putting a bomb in it that would go off and cause

the contents of the magazine to explode, destroying

the ship. Excitement in the ship was at fever heat.

There was no sleep after that, that night on my
ship. Every one had been in a state of excitement

over the prospect of fighting Mexicans in a couple

of days. And here, in the midst of this excitement,

a deliberate attempt had been made to destroy the

ship. In the meantime, so we learned, a wireless

message was sent to the admiral, who reported the

occurrence to the Navy Department.

On the following morning the possessions of every

man in the ship were inspected and every square inch

of the ship were looked at. Every one was ques-

tioned personally, but nothing was discovered.

The net result of the attempt to break Into this
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magazine was that now every man In the ship be-

came mad at Mexico and things Mexican. Every

one of us felt that a dehberate and treacherous

attempt had been made to destroy an American

battleship and murder twelve hundred American

sailormen. We each had a feeling, also, of personal

injury; each believed that an attempt had been made

against his own life.

Never before had I been so great an object of

Interest. I had to tell my story again and again.

As I said, we were all mad clean through. And I

have always felt that this personal feeling had much

to do with the way the Montana's crew distinguished

Itself two days later at Vera Cruz. Before we had

been filled with a thrilling interest, but had nothing

especial against Mexicans; now we hated them.

It was an Inspiring sight to see our battleships

approach the harbor of Vera Cruz. The navigation

was difficult. Before we could see the city we had

to wend our way through channels between many

reefs. Some of these channels were narrow and

quick turns were required. A norther was blowing

this April morning in the year of our Lord nineteen

hundred and fourteen; huge seas dashed over these

reefs, raising great clouds of spray; and the fierce

wind blew this spray afar. The effect was intimi-

dating to a person unused to navigating, such as

myself. It looked as if the leading ships were
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charging madly upon fearful rocks and were doomed

to destruction. But they twisted In and around,

constantly changing direction, and nothing hap-

pened. I have since realized that It would be a

perfectly easy thing to plant mines In these many

channels which would make It Impossible for hostile

ships to get inside of those reefs.

Our eight battleships all anchored together by

signal; that was a grand sight. And Immediately

the ships started to swing out their boats. This

looked terribly dangerous, because of the high seas

running. But so well drilled were those that han-

dled the boats that this work was quickly done and

without accident. The men of the ship's regiment

tumbled Into their boats; there was no confusion

here because each man had been repeatedly exercised

at this particular thing and knew just what boat he

was to get into. I was heavily encumbered with gun,

knapsack, canteen, and a rolled blanket swung over

my shoulder, but got into my boat without Incident.

And then, when all was ready, the boats started for

the main harbor of Vera Cruz, four miles away.

There was no disorder or uncertainty; the care-

fully prepared plans and organization prevented

this. There were in all perhaps fifty launches carry-

ing five thousand American sailor boys that dashed

at Vera Cruz that morning. The boats dived Into

heavy seas. Sheets of spray blew on to us. Our
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clothes were soaked; but the spirits of none of us

were dampened. Intense enthusiasm possessed all

of us. I must confess I didn't know what It was all

about. I had heard In a vague way that a German

steamer called the Ipiranga had entered, against

the protest of the United States, Into Vera Cruz,

with an enormous cargo of weapons and ammuni-

tion; that there was something wrong with this ship's

papers; and that If the United States went to war

against Mexico this cargo would be used to kill

Americans; that the purpose of this forcible landing

was not to make war upon Mexico nor to capture

Vera Cruz, but solely to seize the customhouse for

the purpose of preventing the cargo of the Ipiranga

from being landed. This cargo. Incidentally, was of

American manufacture, supplied by American deal-

ers. In short, the sole purpose of our landing was

not to make war but to protect the lives of Ameri-

cans. Whether this was so I did not know nor did

I care. My heart seemed to be bursting with excite-

ment and joy. What I did know, and that was all I

cared to know, was that in a few minutes I would be

fighting for my beloved country. And I tell you,

since I am writing this history, that there are times

when an American does feel he loves his country.

There are times when his heart seems to be bursting

with joy that he Is an American, and bursting with

pride that he has the grand privilege of fighting for
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and of defending America. This was the way I

felt that morning, and evidence was everywhere that

this spirit had seized every one of us. I have been

in a number of fights and was on board the Mon-

tana when she was utterly destroyed by the most

frightful convulsion of nature at sea that human

history has record of. That was on August 29,

19 1 6, In the harbor of Santo Domingo. I have

sometimes been asked how I felt when I was In a

battle or shipwreck,—if I were not afraid. I imagine

that I am a young man of average courage. Person-

ally, In times of battle or shipwreck I never thought

of fear. And I have, In such times, seen boys and

men I believed to be without much nerve as com-

pletely free from fear as others whom I knew were

men of indomitable courage. In such a case as this

a man's heart Is so filled with exhilaration or

weighed with responsibility, or he may be so strug-

gling with every sinew of muscle and of brain to

accomplish his purpose or perhaps preserve his own

life, that he never experiences fear. It is never In

battle surrounded by his own comrades that a cow-

ard shows his true colors. Then, strange as It may

seem, a coward is possessed by some stronger Im-

pulse that drives his natural cowardice, for the

moment, away.

I have had moments of terrible fear when, Inac-

tive myself, I have seen men killed and drowned and
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have been prevented from going to their help. Such

have been the most agonizing moments I have

known. But when a man is in battle he may see men
killed all about him, and for the time he is proof

against the horror of It on one hand or personal fear

on the other. He Is so filled and controlled with a

wild something that fills his mind and heart that

all other sentiments are crowded out and have no

place. I guess this is human nature. And this was

the spirit that animated our boys that blowy April

morning.

You may Imagine the Intense interest that pos-

sessed us as each minute we drew nearer the opening

of the breakwater, which was the channel leading

Into the Inner harbor of Vera Cruz. I have noticed

that Americans always spell the name of this city In

two words, ''Vera," the Spanish for true, and

"Cruz," the Spanish for cross; with the Mexicans It

Is just one word, "Veracruz." We always had

rather a contempt for their Ignorance In this re-

pect; but, as It was their city, perhaps they had a

right to spell Its name as they pleased. As a matter

of fact, however, Veracruz Is only a part of Its

name, its real name being, "Tres Veces Heroique

Veracruz," meaning. In English, "Three Times

Heroic True Cross," a silly name for a city, to my
notion.

This breakwater that Incloses the inner harbor,
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which we were approaching, was an engineering

work of stupendous magnitude. For several miles

vast quantities of huge rocks had been dumped in

deep water, upon which a wall well above the ocean's

surface, and forty feet broad at Its top, had been

built. This great breakwater protected the inner

harbor from the fierce northers. Here deep-draft

ships lie In safety while heavy northers, wild, un-

chained forces, urge angry seas against the protect-

ing wall.

We ran through the opening, about six hundred

feet wide, and Vera Cruz lay spread out before us.

It seemed a city crowded with buildings great and

small. To the right of us, as we entered, was the

famous old fortress of San Juan de UUoa, built on a

reef by the Spaniards three hundred and fifty years

ago. It was less than half a mile from San Juan de

Ulloa across the harbor to the city wharves. These

latter were all of stone, splendidly built; It might be

said that there is just one great stone wharf extend-

ing for miles around the entire water front of the

city. And now we were almost to our landing places.

There was no confusion in the landing, the boats

of each ship having been instructed just where to

land. The Montana's boats landed at the "Sanl-

dad" wharf. Immediately the boats landed, the

men in them ran up stone steps and were on the

wharf. Everywhere on this wharf, certainly for a
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distance of a mile, the American sailor lads were

seen scrambling up these stone steps. A half a mile

to the right of us were some pretentious buildings;

these consisted of office buildings and warehouses

and constituted the Vera Cruz Aduana, or custom-

house, a great government institution. Ahead of

where I landed, extending from the wharf for more

than a quarter of a mile, was an open space.

I was immediately conscious of hearing innu-

merable reports of rifle firing; not volley firing, but

separate discharges. Indeed, for the next two days

one heard constantly these reports. Each of our

ship regiments had its own particular job assigned

to it. Some of these regiments were sent directly to

the customhouse and took possession of it.

My regiment was quickly formed; and then we

were ordered to advance. The plan of the landing

force was to take possession not only of the custom-

house, but of the immediate region on all sides of it;

in fact, of the city's entire water front. The actual

result was that we captured, perhaps we had to,

Mexico's greatest seaport, Three Times Heroic

True Cross.

My regiment was ordered to advance across the

open space back of the wharf and seize a large

building which, as I afterwards learned, was the

Mexican naval academy. The reports of rifle firing

grew louder, soon becoming an almost continuous
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roar. Although when going Into battle the place of

an officer Is In the rear of his men, yet, at first, our

officers led us. Soon, looking at this large building,

I could see that Its many windows In the second

story were packed with people. And on the top of

the building were crowds of men, every one firing a

rifle or pistol, and shouting. Then we were halted

and ordered to fire at the windows and men on top.

Just at this moment Lieutenant Ransome doubled

up and went flat. Stretcher men ran up from the

rear and carried him away. He had been shot

through the right lung; I am glad to say that he

finally recovered. Within the next few minutes two

men of my company were killed and a number

wounded. All these were Immediately carried to

the boats and sent to the ship. And now, advancing,

we could see the housetops of Three Times Heroic

True Cross were blocked with men, all firing fran-

tically upon us. And then came the most welcome

sound I ever heard, prolonged reverberating roars

from heavy guns directly back of us and close to us,

coming in quick succession. It was the scout cruiser

Chester firing her five-Inch guns.

An amazing sight was presented to my eyes. The

Chester, which had anchored in the Inner harbor,

put a five-inch shell through each of those windows

and put several holes near different windows. The

Mexicans in the windows were simply annihilated.
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And panic seized the crowd on top. It vanished. I

have heard that the orders were not to bombard the

city and that that was not the purpose of the Ches-

ter's shots. She was simply protecting the lives of

American sailormen. It was the sniping from house-

tops that forced her to her action; this sniping was

the only resistance we met with. The sniping when

we first landed was by the wholesale, the entire

population of Vera Cruz seemingly taking part.

The sniping continued for three days, constantly

decreasing in amount. But this -sniping forced our

admiral to take possession of the entire city.

There were eighteen Americans killed that morn-

ing and several hundred wounded. I had fired my
rifle a number of times; the target was close and it is

not likely that I missed often, if at all. Hundreds of

Mexicans were killed. We ran into the naval acad-

emy immediately after the Chester had shot. No
living uninjured Mexicans were left. We immedi-

ately converted the building into a hospital and our

medical officers did what they could to the wounded

men found on our entrance.

Here we stopped. Outposts were established,

but we had gained our purpose. The entire water

front of the city was now in our possession. I

think, though I do not speak with authority, that

if the Mexicans had calmed down and ceased their

sniping, that we would have stopped there. But
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the town was in an uproar; as far as the eye could

see the tops of all houses were crowded with people;

and shooting by these was unceasing. So there was

nothing left to do but take control of the entire

city.

The bluejackets lunched while the officers formu-

lated plans; then, after a good rest, we were all

called into ranks and divided up into patrol squads.

By night every square in the city was under patrol.

Sniping from housetops and windows continued all

that afternoon and night; there was to be heard the

constant discharge of firearms, but never volley

firing. Our orders were to shoot any civilians seen

carrying arms, to search for firearms any houses

from which shots were fired.

All of the houses in V^ra Cruz are built solidly

together. It is the custom! in that city for people to

sit up on their roofs at night, so every house has its

stairway leading to the roof. These snipers would

run over the tops of the houses, shoot, and disappear

completely by the time any of us got to the roof.

Pinkham was my side partner on my beat, on Calle

(Street) Independencia. On the afternoon of the

second day the sniping had died down. Pinkham

had been perfectly happy the two days he had been

ashore. He may have been a bit slow in mentality,

but there was nothing backward in his natural cour-

age. It was pretty lonesome on my beat that first
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night. Pinkham and I walked up and down between

midnight and two in the morning. Every minute or

so I would hear a shot fired, frequently near to me.

I became quite nervous. I had been under a pro-

longed strain without rest and these sudden shots

startled me. But not so Pinkham. His nerves had

given way under Gash's abuse but were absolutely

steady this lonely, dark night when one never knew

what moment he would be fired at. We were fired

at repeatedly but were not hit, and Pinkham's cool

attitude did much for me. I could not help but feel

that although I had held him in a rather kindly con-

tempt, now, when the real test came, I was leaning

on him, not he on me.

The next evening at dusk Pink and I were patrol-

ling down our block; we were feeling easier, had had

rest and sleep and food; and the shots fired were

fewer. Besides, I think everybody was used to

them. Of a sudden I was startled by Pinkham's

screaming, "Oh, Ears!" At the same instant, he

jerked my arm with a strength I did not know he

possessed and jumped out beside me. As he was

doing this three shots rang out from a window in

the second story of a house across the street. Pink-

ham went down instantly in a heap. It has been my
experience that in a case like this a man acts auto-

matically with incredible quickness. I know I did

not think; but before poor Pink had struck the stone
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pavement my gun had spoken three times. And then

I turned to my dear friend. He looked up at me
and smiled; then, with ineffable sweetness, he

stretched out his hand and said, "Good-by, Ears,

good-by, dear friend, you have been good, oh, so

good to me." And holding my hand in his, his

beautiful soul flew to his Savior in the heaven

above. And now waves of grief swept over me ; for

a moment I had lost all self-control. The dear boy

had deliberately, seeing these miscreants about to

shoot, jumped between me and the murderers and

received the bullets aimed at me.

^'Greater love hath no man than this, that a man
lay down his life for his friend."

The entire squad was about me in a minute.

Then the house across the road was searched. I

went along. We found some very excited and

frightened men and women in the house; the house

was beautifully furnished and the people well

dressed. I was now almost beyond self-control so

great was my rage; and my comrades were in the

same humor. But these frightened women accosted

us as if we were their deliverers from a terrible

fate; and the men, though more composed, ex-

pressed the most fervent gratitude to us. It was

fortunate that I knew Spanish, though it was some

time before I could get a coherent story from any

of them. But the following is what they told me

:
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That the castle of San Juan de Ulloa, besides

being a Mexican naval station, was used, in a part of

it, as a national prison. That when our forces had

entered the harbor the previous morning, Major

General Hernandez, the prison commandant, had

thrown open all the prison cells except dungeons

where men were undergoing solitary confinement on

life sentences, told the convicts to help themselves to

rifles and ammunition, to leave by the great sea wall

and go and fight the Americanos. But that instead

of fighting Americans, these convicts, seven hundred

men of them, had been plundering and murdering

Mexicans in Vera Cruz ever since. They had ter-

rorized the city with their horrible actions and were

distributed in homes everywhere, committing rob-

beries and shameful brutalities upon the Vera-

cruzanos. That the three scoundrels I had killed

had been with them a day and a half and had terror-

ized them.

What they said was all true. These three men

were in their blue and white striped calico prison

uniforms; in their pockets were rings and breastpins

set with jewels, and much money, all of which they

had stolen. Later this was identified and returned

to the proper owners.

That night there was a funeral service for the

best friend I ever had. And later, in Boston, his
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home, his funeral was attended, I was told, by over

a hundred thousand people.

The next morning my squad went out beyond the

city limits to a place called "Los Cocos." This was

a station or depot of different oil companies. Here

I saw a horrible sight; the bodies of more than

twenty men hanging by ropes from several trees.

Each was in convict garb and on each was a placard

printed with the following words: "Ladron y

traidor," the words meaning, in English, "robber

and traitor." I afterwards learned that a large

number of these convicts who, instead of obeying

General Hernandez's order to kill Americans, had

murdered and plundered Mexicans, had been sum-

marily executed. They undoubtedly deserved their

fate. But we sailormen did not sympathize much

with the Mexicans because of their indignation at

the black ingratitude of these scoundrels who had so

ill-requited General Hernandez's kindness.



CHAPTER XII

CAPTAIN GAUNT GIVEN ADDITIONAL DUTIES

THREE days after we had landed found Vera

Cruz perfectly quiet. There was no more

sniping. The American bluejackets and

marines from the battleships were in full possession.

A few miles beyond the town was encamped a

Mexican force of about ten thousand soldiers com-

manded by General Maas. We went into Vera

Cruz believing the worst of the Mexican character.

Some Americans In Mexico had previously been

ruthlessly murdered. There were plenty of authen-

tic Individual Instances to abhor; and it was not

difficult from these Incidents to believe they were

characteristic.

Perhaps they were. I have noticed that In all

history when nations war against each other the

citizens of one country are eager to believe every

horrible thing said of the other.

And so we were ready to believe everything evil

of the Mexicans. We were prepared for outbreaks

and anything bad. But after the first three days

there was not a shot fired, no trouble of any kind.

176
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Indeed, reviewing the whole course of the American

seizure and occupation of Vera Cruz, it must be

agreed that the heroic city of the True Cross had

from the beginning to the end acted with courage,

dignity, self-respect, and good sense.

To begin with, our government was well justified

in what it had done. But a short time previously

the grand old man of Mexico, Porfirio Diaz, had

been driven from power by that dreamer of impos-

sible dreams, Madero. After a few troubled

months the latter was killed and General Huerta

seized the reins of power. Some Americans had

been killed. All Mexico was in revolt. American

officials had been thrust in jail. And now a great

cargo of arms and ammunition was about to be de-

livered at Vera Cruz. There was good reason

to believe it might be used against Americans be-

cause war was in the air. In the disorder, turmoil,

and anarchy that existed in Mexico, where there

was no authority that inspired respect beyond the

range of the rifles it was aiming, it was impossible

for our government to have diplomatic relations

with Mexico ; and at the same time our government

had an earnest duty to American citizens, the duty

of preventing the cargo of the Ipiranga from being

landed. And that was why we bluejackets took

Vera Cruz.

But consider the conditions of the citizens of that
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city. They saw descending upon them a host

of Invaders with intent to seize their town. The ten

thousand Mexican soldiers stationed there for their

protection were withdrawn to beyond the city limits.

And suddenly there was dumped into their city by

General Hernandez seven hundred convicts who
proceeded to rob and murder them. Left helpless,

abandoned by the army stationed there to defend

them, attacked in the rear and in their homes by

these vicious criminals, utterly without any organiza-

tion these Veracruzanos proceeded to defend their

city and their homes in the only way left to them, by

shooting their guns at the invaders.

Can I blame them? I did at the time; but now I

ask myself, suppose I were in New York and saw a

lot of boats filled with armed Mexicans descending

upon my city, what would I or any red-blooded

American do? Well, I am quite certain I wouldn't

use my rifle against sea gulls and clay pigeons.

As a matter of fact the resistance of Vera Cruz

against overwhelming odds, against the threat of

complete annihilation by the big guns of the battle-

ships, though pathetically feeble, was prompted by

the natural feelings of earnest, brave citizens. And
the city, with justice, might well have its name

changed to "Quatro Veces Heroique Veracruz**

(Four Times Heroic True Cross).
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As I have stated, the city was completely quiet

and orderly three days after we landed. Then the

shops and restaurants opened. A few days later a

number of regiments of American soldiers and ma-

rines, commanded by General Funston, were landed,

and the bluejackets were withdrawn to their ships.

On our second day at Vera Cruz a Mexican Gov-

ernment transport steamed into the harbor. She

was boarded by an officer of the American admiral's

staff. She had known nothing about our landing.

She had been engaged in convoying recent recruits

for the Mexican Army to Vera Cruz and had on

board of her one hundred and two recruits in charge

of a Lieutenant Rojas. The Mexican method of

recruiting, at least in this case, would not have been

approved of in our country. These men were all

criminals who had been undergoing confinement in

different jails in Tabasco province. Our admiral or-

dered that they be confined in the Mexican prison

at San Juan de Ulloa.

The fourth day after our arrival the Montana

was brought into the inner harbor and tied to buoys,

bow and stern, near to the fortress. My captain, Old

Grim Gaunt, was now given additional duties. He
was made commandant of the fortress and prison of

San Juan de Ulloa and also collector of customs at

Vera Cruz. He evidently had heard, through my
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riding exploits, of my youth spent on a ranch near

the Mexican frontier and had inferred that I spoke

Spanish. At any rate he sent for me.

"Quin," he asked, "how well do you speak Span-

ish?"

"Fluently, sir."

"I'm glad to know it. I shall take you ashore

to interpret for me."

First we went to the fortress. Here there was a

machine shop, foundry, and other shops, now all

abandoned. .And separated by a partition was the

part that had been used as a prison.

I could tell a lot about San Juan de Ulloa. I

was there every day for months. The whole was

surrounded by a great stone wall. On top of this

wall, which varied in width up to hundreds of feet,

there were emplacements for four hundred cannon.

In ancient days as many as four thousand Spanish

soldiers had been quartered at a time in this old

Spanish fortress. It looked old, as it was, and im-

pregnable, as it had been to ancient ordnance, for

its walls were of solid masonry many feet thick.

One day General Funston came over with a Russian

officer, his name sounded as if it were Colonel

Goldarnski; the latter knew all about this fort.

He said it was a perfect specimen of a Vaubin fort-

ress of the sixteenth century. Every part of it was

under the guns of some other part. There were
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salients and angles and different lines of gun emplace-

ments, each rear line being higher than the one In

front of It. And each line was furnished with an

exit leading to the rear. I Imagine if resolutely de-

fended it could not have been taken by assault In the

old days. But just one shot from a modern twelve-

Inch gun would tear the place to pieces.

When Captain Gaunt first took me to San Juan

de UUoa we were met by a marine officer who had

the prisoners in charge.

''Where have you put the prisoners?" inquired

the captain.

"In one of the big cells; It would hold a thousand.

But It's horrible In there, I'd like to take them out,

sir," replied the marine officer.

"I'll go Inside and take a look at them."

"It will make you sick, sir, you'll never be able to

stand It."

However, Captain Gaunt had the cell door

opened and we went into an enormous room; in this

room were the one hundred and two Mexican sol-

diers recruited from Tabasco province jails. Jt had

just previously been occupied by the seven hundred

convicts released by General Hernandez. It was

dark and damp and chilly. But that was the best

of it. At the far door was a small, heavily-grated

opening from which came all the light and air that

entered that sickening place. It would be no pleas-
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ure for me to tell the details of that prison. I

immediately became nauseated, as did the others.

We couldn't stand it and left. Captain Gaunt told

the marine officer to take every soul out of that

dungeon Into the open. They were a sad lot, those

one hundred and two. The captain picked out a

place formerly used as a soldiers' barracks for the

quarters of the Mexicans. The marine officer then

told the captain that there were five Mexicans In

dungeons who had not been liberated by General

Hernandez but were undergoing solitary confine-

ment for life. We went Into each one of these dun-

geons. They were absolutely dark; not a ray of

light or of air could enter. Each was about ten

feet long and five feet high. In each were at least

a billion great, black bugs scurrying about. And In

each, seated, was a human being, who, after having

been Incarcerated, never, for any reason, was al-

lowed to leave. I afterwards learned from a former

Mexican secretary of the prison that some prisoners

had lived as long as two years In these damp, dark,

bug-crowded dungeons. I shall not attempt to de-

scribe these horrible places; they were too awful

to describe except to say that compared to them the

spacious cell I have first spoken of was a place of

heavenly comfort.

Captain Gaunt ordered these five prisoners taken

out. Three were hopelessly Insane. After that,
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all day long, they sat in the open, but they never

spoke nor gave any indication of any sensation ex-

cept hunger. I always believed these three had lost

their eyesight. The other two were in a bad way
but gradually grew better. I should have stated that

most of these one hundred and two, as well as the

five undergoing solitary confinement, were of un-

mixed Indian blood; perhaps there were five or

six Mestizos, people of mixed blood, Indian and

white.

This fortress of San Juan de Ulloa was a huge

edifice on a small island within the enclosing break-

waters. It occupied most of the island; the interior

was a great, open courtyard. On the Vera Cruz

side this wall rose from the water's edge. On the

far side it was cut off from the rest of the island

by a moat, once deep, perhaps, but now almost filled

up ; the water in it was not more than three feet deep

anywhere.

We walked through a gate of the fortress to this

moat. Turning to the marine officer. Captain Gaunt

asked: "Have you any clothing here in the store-

rooms?"

"Lots, sir, evidently intended for prisoners."

"Very well. Have the storeroom opened ready

to serve out clothing. And have some marines

march all the prisoners here. And bring some salt-

water soap."
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The motley, filthy, sad recruits for the Mexican

Army were soon on the sea wall by the moat.

"Quin," said the captain, "tell all of these people

to strip and jump in the water. And have each of

them receive a slice of this soap."

Some threw off their clothes with alacrity and

jumped into the water. Others protested, would not

strip, and were pushed in. But immediately there

were howls of joy; the water was warm and clean

and never was there such a soaping. And never was

soaping more needed. But later it proved difficult

to induce the prisoners to come out; they were so

happy in the water and shouted and screamed with

delight. After getting out they were all dressed in

new clothing—straw sombrero, shirt, trousers, and

canvas shoes. One doesn't need much clothing in

hot Vera Cruz; there clothing is worn for looks,

not for warmth. After that the prisoners were all

sent in swimming every day.

I became well acquainted with each of the pris-

oners, as I was with them talking to them every day.

Bates came with me the second day I was there;

they heard him call me "Ears." After that they

all called me "Don Yres." You see I have never

been able to live my ears down.

In one of the rooms used by Mexican and Spanish

troops as quarters, probably to sleep in, were racks

on which clothes may have been hung. But the
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hanger, instead of being made of wood, was a human

thigh bone. There were hundreds of these thigh

bones sticking out of these hat or clothes racks.

It was a morbid sight and made me disgusted with

the Mexican character. But for the next few days

we were overrun with sightseeing parties of Ameri-

can bluejackets. At the end of the first day there was

not a single thigh bone left; every one had been

wrenched from its position and carried away by an

American bluejacket, perhaps to send to his sweet-

heart. Who knows? But I felt I either had to

think better of the Mexicans or worse of the Ameri-

cans than I wanted to.

There were lots of horrors about the old fortress.

There was "Execution Alley" ; here we found rude^

painted crosses on the stone wall and literally thou-

sands of bullet marks on or near these crosses. A
man condemned to be shot would be stood up with

his back to the cross. Later the former secretary

of the prison, Gomez by name, told me that in the

year previous to our taking possession he had re-

corded over eight hundred executions in this alley.

I hope he was fooling me.

I never tired of exploring this fortress and al-

ways was coming across something new. There were

many prison cells, big and little. And many store-

rooms where all manner of military and naval sup-

plies were kept. Many of these were issued to our
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ships, but a strict account was kept of everything

taken from the fort. The only looting ever done

was of some ancient, human thigh bones.

Besides barracks and prisons and workshops and

ramparts and hundreds of other things there were

officers' quarters. Those that had been ocupied by

Major General Hernandez were beautiful. They

were composed of large, spacious rooms built on

top of the great wall, overlooking the sea, having

every comfort and convenience, and surrounded by

flower gardens. And directly beneath him, far down

in a dungeon, without air or light, lived a sad wretch

wit4 myriads of horrible big bugs for his only com-

panions.

Captain Gaunt was in the fortress every morning

before eight o'clock, inspecting and giving orders to

some of his officers to whom he had given special

duties at the fortress.

Captain Gaunt was a busy man those days. There

was no let-up in ship work, and besides this there

were daily inspections to be made of the fortress.

And every day there was an enormous amount of

work at the customhouse. He took me with him to

the customhouse the same day that we first went into

San Juan de Ulloa. The officers of this institution

were in an imposing building, beautifully decorated,

which was situated directly on the water front. In

this building was a great hall or audience room and
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off this hall many different offices for the collector,

heads of departments, and hundreds of clerks. Also

rooms where were kept many thousands of books

containing the customhouse records. Everything in

the institution was in complete disorder and con-

fusion. The place had been hurriedly abandoned

by the Mexican officials and employees; some records

had been carried off with them.

Then extensive looting had been done, the Mexi-

cans said by the Americans, the Americans said by

Mexicans. Undoubtedly for three days American

bluejackets had messed and slept in the custom-

house. Thousands of books and records had been

torn from their shelves and littered up the place.

Captain Gaunt's job was to reestablish the custom-

house as a working concern as soon as was possible.

The Mexican officials had all left, no one knew any-

thing about the records. There were a number of

great warehouses containing merchandise valued at

many millions. Then the wharves and docks and

water front and entire inner harbor of Vera Cruz

came under Captain Gaunt's orders. He had to

create the organization of a big institution, con-

cerning the working of which he was absolutely

ignorant, out of nothing. About him was chaos.

He was ordered to administer the customhouse in

strict accordance with the Mexican laws and regu-

lations that had governed the Mexican officials,
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none of which he knew; nor did he understand the

language, Spanish, in which they were written. He
had to select and appoint hundreds of officials to

carry out the detailed work of this enormous and

complex institution; and it was known that the Mexi-

can Government had forbidden any Mexican to ac-

cept employment from the Americans. It looked to

me as if he had a task so vast and so helpless that

it could never be accomplished.

But, in spite of this, in less than a week the

customhouse was running with perfect efficiency.

Captain Gaunt met an American refugee in Vera

Cruz, a Mr. Ralph Elliot, who had been twenty

years in Mexico and knew all of that country that

an American could know; also a former cashier of

the customhouse, a Senor Remys, who had been em-

ployed there for twenty-eight years. Other Mexi-

cans, in spite of their country's prohibition, accepted

employment, as also did many Americans who had,

for safety, fled from other parts of Mexico into Vera

Cruz.

I did lots of interpreting for my captain those first

few days in the customhouse. Mr. Remys knew all

about the records and books and the Mexican or-

ganization and every detail of the workings of the

customhouse. But he was much worried because,

as I interpreted for him to the captain, certain rec-

ords and papers concerning a great shipment but
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recently received of hardware and machinery for

foreign merchants could not be found, and In addi-

tion the records of moneys due the customhouse

were missing. He told the captain this would cause

much trouble.



CHAPTER XIII

A NIGHT VISIT TO SAN JUAN DE ULLOA

SHOULD any one think that I were attempting

a history of the American occupation of

Three Times Heroic True Cross, or Vera

Cruz, he would have reason to say that I fell far

short of accomplishing my task. But that is not

my purpose. I am simply setting forth, as recorded

at the time in my journal, the events that I happened

to be mixed up in. There were lots of things, more

important things that happened, that I do not refer

to. But these events that I am relating were full

of interest to me. My favorite reading has always

been American history and I felt that now I was

actually participating in an act that for all time

would be part of my country's history. And being

called upon to interpret for my captain, I saw and

heard much that ordinarily I would have known

nothing about.

Of the prisoners at San Juan de Ulloa there was

but one who had any knowledge of English. In the

customhouse amongst the hundreds of Mexicans

there employed there were hardly any that knew
190
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anything at all about English. I was with the cap-

tain at the fortress and also in the customhouse every-

day. I think many people thought him hard and

severe and unfeeling. I did so myself at first; but

though he never grew at all confidential with me I

came to view him from a different angle. He had

heavy responsibilities and was acting under explicit

instructions and regulations.

Daily different people made requests of him, fre-

quently to be flatly and curtly turned down. Now a

man might have spent hours and days in thinking of

a matter which seemed reasonable to him, before

bringing it to the captain's attention, and the latter

would take only a second in saying no; the unsuc-

cessful applicant was likely to think the captain was

unreasonable, when, as a matter of fact, he was

simply carrying out an explicit order. The captain

never felt it was incumbent upon him to apologize

for an order he was carrying out nor to explain his

action. It was yes or no with him. He was always

brief, because there were always so many things

awaiting his consideration and action. As collector

of customs he was under General Funston's orders;

as commandant of San Juan de Ulloa he was under

the admiral's.

In this way he was strict in his orders at the fort-

ress. The latter was full of all manner of stores

and supplies; there were small engines in store, type-
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writers, tools, and a host of things. But he never

allowed any looting. He was willing that any naval

captain should have anything and everything he

wished from the San Juan de UUoa storehouses if he

signed a receipt for what was taken. The only

articles ever taken away from San Juan de Ulloa

without receipt during the American occupation were

several hundred thigh bones.

The weeks now passed rapidly; every day was full

of interest. I was on board my ship only for meals

and at night, being excused from all ship duties. I

formed many friendships among the Mexicans.

Many Mexicans soon lost the manner of personal

hostility which they naturally at first had for us.

Effective means were taken by General Funston to

avoid irritating them. The American soldier boys,

ten thousand of them, were now in Vera Cruz

spending money liberally; and parties of bluejackets

were ashore on liberty every day. There never be-

fore was so much money let loose in the city of the

True Cross.

It must be realized that the majority of Mexicans

are Indians; these are very poor; they are apprecia-

tive of kindly treatment and will do anything for

one who treats them well. The Mexicans of the

ruling class are of white or mixed white and Indian

descent. Lots of Mexicans are fine people. But I

think that most of them, perhaps nearly all, have an
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antagonism towards Americans. Mexico has a na-

tional day of mourning; this is called "The Murder

of the Innocents." At the battle of Chapultepec,

during the war between Mexico and the United

States, the Mexican military cadets, boys fifteen and

sixteen years of age, were put on the battle front and

a majority of them were killed. The Mexican an-

guish of that dreadful day is revived in full force

every year. And every Mexican schoolboy is taught

that the Americans in that war robbed his country

of its richest province, the Golden California. Nor,

though courteous in manner, is it likely that the

Mexicans ceased to resent the rude way we had

taken possession of their city. However, the Vera-

cruzanos were discreet, the Americans were required

to be careful; after the first few days there was

never a clash, and really we Americans had a good

time at Vera Cruz.

At this time General Huerta was the provisional

president of Mexico, but there was a revolt against

him headed by Carranza; severe battles were fought.

Officers taken prisoners in a Mexican battle always

face a firing squad and after being shot are given

the "tira de gracias"; that is, the officer in charge

of the firing squad empties his pistol into the head

of the man who has been shot. The private sol-

diers captured, who are invariably Indians, are

always taken into the ranks of their captors, and
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fight as whole-heartedly and as bravely for their

captors as they had previously fought against them.

It is an interesting sight to see a Mexican Army
leave for a campaign. It leaves in railroad trains

composed of freight cars. Each private soldier

takes his wife and frequently his children with him.

The men are to be seen on the tops of the box cars

and swinging in many hammocks underneath the

cars, the women and children being inside the box

cars. The soldiers will not go without their women,

because the latter find and cook the tortillas and fri-

jolas (corn cakes and beans) for their husbands.

And this plan has its advantages because the govern-

ment does not have to bother with the need of pro-

viding food for its soldiers.

A short while after we took Vera Cruz General

Maas, with his ten thousand Mexican soldiers, left

his station near Vera Cruz to fight for his father-in-

law, Huerta, in some other part of Mexico. After

this, reports came to Vera Cruz indicating that the

Carranzlstas were gaining in strength. Mexican

patriotism shows itself in the way the Mexican re-

fers to himself; he is patriotic to some one -leader

rather than to his country. The followers of Huerta

were known as "Huertistas," of Zapata, as "Zapa-

tistas," of Carranza, as "Carranzlstas." One of

the causes of Mexico's troubles is that Mexicans are

generally devoted to some particular leader rather
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than to patriotic purposes, and the leader has not

always been an unselfish patriot. But it should never

be forgotten that, after thirty years of complete

power, Mexico's grand old man, Porfirio Diaz, died

in poverty.

In August battles between Huertistas and Car-

ranzistas occurred near Vera Cruz, and later in that

month a party of a hundred of the latter, including

nine officers, came running into the American lines

and asked for protection. They had been defeated

by the Huertistas and had there not been an Ameri-

can force in Vera Cruz to whom they surrendered,

they must have been captured by the Huertistas;

this would have meant execution for the nine of-

ficers and service in the Huertista army for the

ninety private soldiers with them, all of them

Indians.

By the rules of international law (I learned this

from listening to General Funston and Captain

Gaunt talk) when a combatant surrenders to a neu-

tral the latter must intern him; that is, he makes a

prisoner of him, preventing harm coming to him,

and also preventing him from again going to war

against his enemy. General Funston wanted a safe

place to keep these Carranzistas, so he saw the

admiral and obtained orders for Captain Gaunt

to confine them in San Juan de Ulloa. Captain

Gaunt took me in a tug to the terminal dock
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where the prisoners were In charge of a company

of marines.

"Quin, tell the officers to come here," directed my
captain.

I repeated the order in Spanish, in response to

which nine gaunt, haggard, ragged, war-worn men
anxiously faced Captain Gaunt. They said, in an-

swer to a few questions, that they had tramped

from northern Mexico; they had undergone ter-

rible physical sufferings, had been parched with thirst

on the desert and had been starving for over a year,

and fighting continually. Two of the officers,

Colonel Beltrano and Major Lara, were evidently

men of education and culture.

After a moment's talk Captain Gaunt said to

them: "I have orders to intern you in accordance

with the international rules of the Hague Conven-

tion; direct your men to go aboard the tug and fol-

low them, please."

Soon the tug shoved off and pointed towards the

landing place of the grim old fortress. When the

Carranzistas saw this they seemed overwhelmed

with consternation. Colonel Beltrano came running

to my captain.

''Surely," he cried, "you do not Intend to confine

us in that terrible San Juan de Ulloa? Oh, mi capi-

tan, every Mexican is brought up all his life long to

regard San Juan de Ulloa with horror! We know
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about its slimy, underground dungeons where prison-

ers are confined, and where they become shrieking

maniacs in a few months; we know the unspeak-

able tortures in those chambers of horrors ! Oh, mi

capitan, these few officers and men are all that are

left of my noble regiment; for two years we have

fought and starved and died of thirst; we have been

baked in the desert and frozen on the high plateaus.

But send us back against our enemy; let us all be

killed as men by our enemy rather than be put in

those frightful dungeons."

The colonel was overcome with emotion. This,

then, a San Juan de Ulloa dungeon, after two years

of fighting and sufferings, was to be the end of the

remnant of his once proud regiment. "My God,

my God, why hast thou forsaken me !" he cried.

The Mexican officers and men were transfixed

with horror when this fearful fate dawned upon

them; there were shouts of grief and despairing

cries.

"I must obey my orders, gentlemen," remarked

Captain Gaunt.

We disembarked in a moment more. Then, tell-

ing a marine officer to keep the private soldiers to-

gether, he beckoned the officers to proceed with him.

We walked first through the huge gate, then across

a space used for shop purposes and came into the

great prison yard, or court. The officers with fear-
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ful eyes glanced everywhere about them. Not one

had ever seen San Juan de UUoa before. But to

their surprise instead of descending into a horrible

dungeon Captain Gaunt walked up some stone steps

that led to the top of the great wall; and we pro-

ceeded along this wall towards its end. Then Cap-

tain Gaunt's purpose dawned upon me. He was go-

ijng to give General Hernandez's spacious home to

these officers for their prison quarters. We went

through a pleasant walk surrounded by gorgeous

flowers and plants and then into the general's house.

Here, Captain Gaunt, having heard that these

Mexicans had been without food for days, had had

prepared for them a bountiful repast. On a table

laid with a white cloth were different meats and veg-

etables, smoking hot, with cooled drinks, all pre-

pared by Mexican cooks.

"Gentlemen," said the captain, I translating as

usual, "this is your home while on San Juan de

Ulloa. I hope you will be comfortable here.

Colonel Beltrano, I request that one of your officers

always be on duty as officer of the day in charge of

your soldiers, to carry out any order I may give.

If each of your officers will give me his personal

word of honor that at no time will he attempt to

leave the fortress without my permission, you will

all be allowed the freedom of going anywhere in San
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Juan de Ulloa. Your men are now enjoying a good

meal and later will be served out new hats, shoes,

and clothing."

I doubt if ever men were so quickly changed from

unutterable woe and misery, from the depths of

hopeless despair, to wild happiness. They had been

starving, and here before them was a feast un-

doubtedly of transcendent beauty to their famished

eyes. For two years they had suffered every con-

ceivable privation; most of their comrades had been

killed; and for a few moments they had believed

that they were to be confined in the foulest dungeons

ever conceived by man. But instead they were given

a beautiful place in which to live, and now every

comfort and convenience was theirs. The transition

was too much for Colonel Beltrano and Major Lara.

Tears rolled down their cheeks, but they were tears

of joy; the others simply shouted with happiness.

The Mexicans are a warm-hearted people, keenly

sensitive to kindly treatment; their gratitude to

Captain Gaunt was so overwhelming that the latter

taciturn man was embarrassed by it. And I, Dan
Quin, an unimportant seaman, came in for much,

though my only part in the affair had been to act

as a phonograph for my captain. And not many

weeks had elapsed before this kindly feeling was of

signal service to Captain Gaunt.
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We never had but one trouble with these officers;

a week later at night Captain Gaunt went to their

quarters and found with them a Mexican clerk of the

customhouse. As no Mexican visitors were ever

allowed into the fortress and as Captain Gaunt

had believed it utterly impossible for a small boat

to approach San Juan de UUoa at night without

being hailed and warned and then fired at by a

marine sentry on San Juan de UUoa, he was both

displeased and perplexed. The moon was full and

brilliant that night, the marine sentries had been

doubled because of alarming reports of an intended

attack by Huertistas; and the marine officers

were absolutely certain no one had landed since

sunset.

"He may have secreted himself in some boat that

came this afternoon," suggested Major Parker.

"Not a bit of it," returned Captain Gaunt sharply.

"He was in my office in the customhouse till after

seven to-night, working on a special report; this

seaman, Quin, talked to him there at that time. I

tell you one of your marines on post was asleep; he

got by him."

"Captain, I intend no disrespect, I give earnest

attention to what you say; but I inform you, sir,

that no one has landed on San Juan de Ulloa since

sunset to-night. I and two officers have been con-

stantly inspecting posts. Special outlook has been
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kept on the water front. I report that no one save

yourself and orderlies has landed at San Juan de

Ulloa to-night."

Captain Gaunt turned savagely on the Mexican

clerk, Tomas Rivera. "How did you come here to-

night?" he asked. But Rivera stood mute. He ut-

terly refused to open his mouth.

"Colonel Beltrano, how did Rivera come here to-

night?"

"Mi capitan, Sefior Rivera is an old friend; but

I had no idea he was in Veracruz. I did not know he

was coming. He suddenly appeared without warn-

ing in this room. I was as delighted as I was

astounded to see him."

"Colonel Beltrano," rejoined the captain, in se-

vere tones, "I asked you a question you have not an-

swered. I demand an answer."

"Mi capitan, I recognize my duty towards you,

it is my purpose and hope that I shall not fail in that

duty; and in addition I bear towards you personal

sentiments of deep gratitude. I will tell you every-

thing that I have a right to tell you. I cannot believe

you will demand more from me."

"Which means that you know how Rivera got into

the fortress. I demand and insist that you inform

me of the nature of the purpose of Rivera's visit.

Did he come to discuss miUtary matters of any

nature?"
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"I give you my word of honor, sir, that Sefior

Rivera has not talked about mihtary matters."

"I believe you, Colonel; now just one more ques-

tion which it is important that I should know and

which, I hope, you may answer. Did Rivera's com-

ing here unseen indicate lack of watchfulness on the

part of any sentries at San Juan de UUoa?"

"Not in the slightest, sir," was the instant re-

sponse. "It was impossible for any marine to have

seen him come no matter how watchful."

The captain walked away with the marine officer.

"He must have been dropped by an aeroplane,

Major," he remarked. "Now, let's go beyond the

moat; perhaps an aeroplane may have landed on that

smooth sand bank."

This was their opinion as to how Rivera had

landed. But there were two things that puzzled the

officers: one was that no one had heard the buzzing

of an aeroplane engine; the other, why the Mexi-

cans, seeing that Rivera's presence was discovered,

should have persisted in making such a mystery of

his means of getting into the fort.



CHAPTER XIV

BURIED TREASURE

TO go back a week; the day following the con-

finement of the Carranzlstas at San Juan

de Ulloa, a Senora Melendez, who was an

American by birth, asked for a private interview in

the customhouse with Captain Gaunt. I was not

present as they spoke In English, but later, after I

came to know Senora Melendez, she told me what it

was about.

She informed the captain that she had been forced

to leave her home in Mexico City by the old Indian,

General Huerta, because of her known friendship

with Carranza; that for years before that a Doctor

Lara had been her physician and Intimate friend;

that this Doctor Lara for over two years had been a

major in the Carranzista army, and that she had

heard he was now a prisoner at San Juan de Ulloa;

also that his wife, son, and two daughters were

living In Calle Mendocino on the outskirts of the

town. Neither husband nor wife had heard from

each other for a long time, nor had either any idea

where the other was.

203
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A bell rang which called me to the captain's

office.

*'Quin," he said, "jump in a launch, go to the fort-

ress, and deliver this letter to Major Parker; he will

send back with you one of those Mexican officers;

my automobile will be at Sanidad wharf for you.

Take the Mexican officer to number 183 Mendocino

Street; and when he is finished there return him to

San Juan de Ulloa."

Major Lara was greatly surprised at this sum-

mons; at the time I knew no more about it than he

did. But in a few minutes I saw a wonderfully

happy family reunion. On the way back the major

wanted to be grateful to some one, he was so full

of joy, and he picked me out as the one to be grateful

to, although as usual I was merely a messenger.

I have neglected to state that early in my ram-

blings about San Juan de Ulloa I had heard rumors

from different sources that General Hernandez, the

night before he abandoned the fortress, had hur-

riedly buried a vast amount of gold somewhere on

San Juan de Ulloa. The former secretary of the

prison, Gomez, told me he had seen him, with a

couple of men, go out the back gate over the bridge,

across the moat, carrying a large tin box; and that

the sentry at the gate had been instructed to allow

no one to go through the gate after him. He said

one of these men had a spade with him. The secre-
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tary scouted the idea of there being treasure in the

tin box, "nothing but a lot of papers," he said, "mili-

tary records I believed at the time. You may be sure

that General Hernandez never left a cent behind, he

wasn't built that way. He had plenty of means

of taking away with him what gold he had." It

should be remembered that General Hernandez did

not leave San Juan de UUoa until the day after we

landed at Vera Cruz.

The rumors about this buried treasure came to us

soon after Captain Gaunt took charge of San Juan

de Ulloa; I first heard of it from a Mexican named

Carvajal. This man had, under the Mexicans, been

in charge of the meteorological station at San Juan

de Ulloa and he continued in that position; so I saw

him and talked with him every day. Carvajal was

very friendly with me. And after a week or so he

told me of the great secret of General Hernandez's

buried store of gold. Soon several of the prisoners

told me this same secret. I think the secret spread

everywhere; I know soon it got to the bluejackets

of the ships. Every day it was the custom of a

party of bluejackets to visit the famous old fortress

and frequently the party's purpose was not sight-

seeing, but treasure-hunting. I will confess that I

myself dug up dozens of likely places outside of the

fortress beyond the moat. It was wonderfully excit-

ing, this hunting for buried treasure. Bates always
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accompanied me on these digging expeditions; we

read Stevenson's "Treasure Island" and other au-

thoritative works on how to find hidden gold. But

the great trouble was that we did not have the

essential thing that every gold-hunting party always

has, an old Spanish map in which the treasure is

buried a stated distance in a given direction from a

rock or a tree or something recognizable. We were

all right about the other essential, the treasure is al-

ways hidden on an island, and the island must be

Spanish. Bates and I selected some tree or a prom-

inent mark, and how we did dig! There was no

digging inside the fort, because in that vast edifice

there was no dirt to dig in; it was all masonry, and

no one ever heard of a treasure being hidden in some

place in an old building; it must be buried in the

earth. I don't know where all the different rumors

about the buried treasure started from, but there

were many such rumors and they were implicitly be-

lieved in; the marines stationed at the fortress were

digging every day; the persistent digging never

stopped. It was interesting to speculate on whether

the money would be in Spanish doubloons or pieces

of eight; no one doubted but It would be one or the

other. And jewels would be found, too; emeralds,

diamonds, rubies, and pearls. They always are. No
one who has never dug for hidden treasure can have

the slightest conception of the tremendous excite-
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ment that seizes hold of the digger. He always

feels that the next stroke of his pick will sink into

an old black box with iron bands.

One amusing thing about this great secret was

that everybody knew it, everybody told it to some

one else sworn to secrecy, who, on his part, told it

to only one or two. There was a large acreage on

San Juan de Ulloa outside of the fortress which was

dugup, every possible promising part of it, as never

since the time old Cortez landed there in the year

15 19 and used San Juan de Ulloa as the base of his

operations for the conquest of Mexico. I recall

now the way rival digging parties glared at each

other, and the indignation that Bates and I felt

when we saw visiting parties, allowed in the fortress

solely for sight-seeing purposes, spend all their time

digging.

As far as the prisoners were concerned Bates was

the most welcome American that came to the place.

When not at work they, in daytime, were allowed

the freedom of the courtyard; and in crossing this

court Bates good-naturedly performed different ac-

robatic tricks for their amusement. They would

scream and shriek with delight at his various antics.

Captain Gaunt was amused at all this treasure-

hunting; he didn't take any stock in the rumors

though some navy officers did; and I saw more than

one party of officers digging.
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But there was one part of the secret which I

knew and which I told only to Bates; that was what

Gomez, the former prison secretary, told me. That

General Hernandez had buried a black box was, in

my mind, certain. That this black box contained

gold and jewels was also, to me, certain. Bates felt

just as I did. So there was many an afternoon when

the captain did not need me that I spent with Bates,

digging. Never did my excited interest abate one

jot; and always I believed that I was just about to

find the treasure.

Late in August these hidden-treasure rumors were

given renewed life. One evening Captain Gaunt

told me he would make a night inspection of the

fortress, the marine guard, and the prisoners. We
went over at nine o'clock. The marine guard were

mustered in ranks and inspected; those on watch

being so accounted for.

"Keep the guard here In ranks until my return.

Major," directed the captain. Then we went to

the barracks where the Tabasco province prisoners

were kept. These were mustered and all were found

to be present, as was also the case in the other large

room where the Carranzista prisoners were quar-

tered. From here we went to the top of the wall

where Colonel Beltrano and his officers lived. These

gentlemen always greeted Captain Gaunt with enthu-

siasm; each of them felt that the captain had done
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much for his comfort. So these officers laughed and

chatted with him as if he were an old friend.

While this was in progress we were all startled

by a stentorian shout of: "Halt, who goes there?"

Again the hail was repeated; then a shot, followed

by a fusillade of shots, broke the stillness of the

night. Captain Gaunt rushed out of the room we
were in on to the wall. It was a fairly dark night;

from the top of the wall we saw sentries rushing;

and over the wall, on the outside, we saw three men
running on the sea beach towards the Vera Cruz

side of the fort. Marines ran through the court-

yard to cut them off; two of these men escaped and

disappeared. The third tripped and fell; he jumped

up immediately, but now marines were between him

and his companions. He turned and rushed into

the water; but some shots were fired ahead of him

which evidently frightened him for he stood up in

the water, his hands above his head, and shouted

repeatedly, "Amigo! Amigo! Amigo!" the Span-

ish word for "friend." He then waded ashore and

was brought before Captain Gaunt who questioned

him. With him the marines brought three picks.

To my great surprise I recognized Gomez. Evi-

dently he had had two companions who had van-

ished as if they had been swallowed up. The ex-

plana-tion natural to believe, and the only one that

occurred to any of the Americans, v/as that these
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two had made their escape from San Juan de Ulloa

by swimming over to the Vera Cruz shore, not half

a mile distant. We felt it must have been by swim-

ming, because it was certain that no boat had shoved

off.

Gomez was perfectly self-possessed. Captain

Gaunt was disposed to be severe with him.

"You must realize," he said, "that you run a great

risk in disobeying the military orders of the occupa-

tion; the relations between Mexico and the United

States are unsettled and strained, and sentries chal-

lenge and then shoot. You were challenged and

failed to halt as directed. Had you been killed it

would have been your own fault."

"But, mi capitan," returned Gomez, smiling, "I

wasn't killed and I have had an exciting evening."

"What did you come here for?"

"Why shouldn't I come here, mi capitan? I

worked here for years as secretary of the prison,

I'm very fond of this old place; it is part of Mexico

in spite of your temporary occupancy. Really, mi

capitan, you should not blame a Mexican for want-

ing to have an occasional glimpse of this famous old

fortress; I am particularly interested to see what

you Americans are doing here."

"That's all nonsense. Why did you come secretly

at night and endanger your life? You haven't been
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inside of the fortress. And why did you bring those

companions, and why did you have the picks?"

"Mi capitan, you must come to your own conclu-

sions about that. I beg you to pardon me, but I

must ask to be excused from answering your ques-

tions." That was all Gomez would say on the sub-

ject. Captain Gaunt sent him over to General

Funston with a report of the circumstances. He was

put under guard and kept all night and the next day

was discharged with a warning. General Funston

did not wish to inflict a military punishment upon

him because he was a prominent Mexican, now

the editor of "El Diario," a daily paper; and it

was the American policy to avoid irritating the

Mexicans.

I had previously told Captain Gaunt what Gomez
had said about seeing General Hernandez go outside

of the fortress, carrying a large black box; this was

convincing evidence, I believed, of the existence of a

buried treasure on San Juan de Ulloa. That Gomez
and his companions had come for the purpose of dig-

ging for it was proved by the fact that they had

brought picks with them.

Captain Gaunt ordered the marines and also my-

self not to talk about this episode. But it all leaked

out. Somebody who knew, perhaps in great secrecy

told some one else, and that some one else confided
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it to his particular friend; and immediately there was

great revival in the digging. More treasure-seek-

ing parties came over than before. Everybody was

now absolutely certain of the existence of this treas-

ure. Captain Gaunt did not forbid this digging; I

heard him say once that he judged from watching

different digging parties that there was no pleasure

or interest in Vera Cruz that compared with it. But

ever after there were always marine sentries about

when digging went on. This showed that Captain

Gaunt did not entirely disbelieve in the possibility

of the existence of this buried treasure.

By this time matters in Vera Cruz were in a very

comfortable condition. Many personal friendships

were formed between Americans and Mexicans. We
came to know there were lots of fine Mexicans, and

perhaps some of the Mexicans learned that all

"North Americans" were not bad. Many of the

Mexicans held aloof from us, particularly those de-

voted to General Huerta. But the Carranzista Mex-

icans hated Huerta, and in Vera Cruz were many

Mexicans whose homes were in Mexico City and

who had been forced to leave that town because of

their sympathy with Carranza. Amongst these many

friendships were those formed by American officers

and there was some interchange of courtesies, such

as social calls, dinners, and greetings, friendly in

appearance.
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The commerce of Vera Cruz revived somewhat;

merchant ships came In with cargoes, discharged,

loaded, and steamed away. And the railway service

between Vera Cruz and Mexico City was resumed.

But there were constant complaints by merchants of

the American administration of Vera Cruz customs.

Not that Its efficiency was attacked, the trouble was

it was too efficient.

As I have stated. Captain Gaunt ran the custom-

house affairs exactly in accordance with Mexican law

and regulations; these were his orders. And he col-

lected the Import and export duties that were pre-

scribed by Mexican law. But the Huerta govern-

ment wanted those Import duties. One of the big-

gest sources of revenues to Mexico Is the Vera Cruz

customhouse duties.

Huerta protested vigorously about that, so I

heard, but to no avail. So he created another Vera

Cruz customhouse In a little town some miles back

of Vera Cruz. All railroad freight from the latter

'city had to pass through this second customhouse,

and so the merchants had to pay customs duties

twice. As all of the big Importers and exporters

were foreigners in Mexico they did not receive from

her the sympathy native Mexicans would have had;

what Mexico wanted from them was customs duties

and she didn't care how often they paid them.

A source of great trouble to Captain Gaunt was
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the fact that the records he was in greatest need of

were missing. These, as I have previously stated,

were noted to be missing soon after Captain Gaunt

took charge of the customhouse. These missing rec-

ords contained the statement of the accounts of all

importers who had merchandise in the customhouse

warehouses. These merchants used these ware-

houses for storage purposes, spaces for the purpose

being rented at specific charges. In these ware-

houses, on our taking charge, was merchandise val-

ued at many millions of dollars, importations of all

kinds of manufactured goods from America and

Europe, including a vast amount of machinery for

mines, for oil wells, for railroads, and for sugar and

coffee plantations. The law was that no goods could

be drawn from the customhouse until the duties had

been paid. But it was permissible to pay the duties

and leave the merchandise in storage until wanted.

These missing records were statements of the ac-

counts of the merchants who had goods in storage;

these merchants were not of Vera Cruz, but of the

City of Mexico. Captain Gaunt, after searching

books and records for months, could not get a scrap

of evidence to show whether duties had been paid or

not on any of the merchandise in storage in the

warehouses when he took charge. Seiior Ascaragua

was appealed to but refused peremptorily to give

Captain Gaunt any information on this matter, nor
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would he say what had become of the missing rec-

ords. His beautiful home in Vera Cruz was thor-

oughly searched, which caused him great indigna-

tion, but the records were not there. The confusion

caused by this state of affairs can readily be imag-

ined. Every one of the importers having goods at

Vera Cruz protested against paying Captain Gaunt

customs duties.

I did lots of interpreting on these matters; it

looked to me as if there was much justice with these

importers. But in deciding Captain Gaunt had with

him a navy paymaster named Radford. Mr. Rad-

ford was the living image of President Wilson. He
seemed to know everything about customhouse mat-

ters, finances, law, and everything else. Strange as

it may seem, he practically forced the lawyers to ad-

mit they were wrong in every stand they had taken.

He showed that by the Mexican law these custom-

house duties were due the customhouse itself and not

the government. The United States was responsible

and was keeping a strict account. If not due to the

customhouse, were they due to Huerta, the military

usurper, or to the Madero faction, the last regular

government now represented by the Carranza

faction?

Secondly, the duties had not been paid; if so, let

them show the receipts for the same. Senor Ascara-

gua had refused information to the Americans;
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but why not get Ascaragua to testify he had received

these duties?

Thirdly, the recently established customhouse was

created by the act of a military usurper who had

seized power by force and who was not acting in

accordance with Mexican law or the country's

constitution.

Captain Gaunt decided after hearing the evidence

and the arguments that the importers must pay the

duties. With one firm of importers this amounted

to one hundred and twenty thousand dollars. An in-

dignant howl went up when the decision was an-

nounced. They protested they never would pay it.

"Then, gentlemen," announced Captain Gaunt,

"you are informed that you default by the Mexican

law. And in accordance with the Mexican law that

governs I will sell at public auction your merchandise

now in the Vera Cruz warehouses on October first

coming."

This was a paralyzing blow to the importers and

their attorneys. They had been trying to save one

hundred and twenty thousand dollars; but what they

faced, if this auction were held, was the sacrifice

of over half a million. They showed by their white

faces the consternation that came to them.

"We protest; we will appeal to our country to

demand the justice from your country which is our
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right and which you refuse," shouted one of the

principals, beside himself with rage.

"You will do whatever you please, sir; I am obey-

ing my orders as I understand them; and if my un-

derstanding is not correct there is time between now
and October first to have me set straight."

I have gone into detail in describing this affair

first, I suppose, because it was so extremely inter-

esting to me. It seemed strange that I, an unim-

portant seaman of the navy, just an American boy

of no particular experience or training, should act

as interpreter in a matter where such a great amount

of money and, perhaps, also International complica-

tions were involved. Besides this, though the af-

fair was known to very few, neither the admiral nor

General Funston having any part In or knowledge

of the matter. It was actually one of the most im-

portant matters that happened at Vera Cruz.



CHAPTER XV

A STARTLING DISCOVERY

ALTHOUGH I was used by Captain Gaunt

each day to interpret for him, there were

many times when he excused me, which gave

me opportunities of going about Vera Cruz; thus I

came to know the old town very well. Sometimes I

would be ashore at night but then only on duty,

because no bluejackets were allowed liberty after

sundown. There were bluejackets on shore leave

every day and a bluejacket patrol at night. These

last would arrest any sailormen who had missed their

boats back to the ship and perhaps were encounter-

ing heavy weather and running into rocks and shoal

waters. It was interesting to see Vera Cruz at

night, when the whole population seemed to be in

the streets. Thousands were always down on the

great Sanidad wharf. Here, every night, were hun-

dreds of carriages, their occupants listening to the

strains of soft music, walking about, and greeting

friends. Many hundreds of camp chairs were placed

on this wharf, rented for ten centavos each. The

heat of the day was over, the breezes were soft and
218
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balmy; and everybody, Veracruzanos, also Ameri-

cans, seemed to enjoy themselves and each other.

Back from the water front, the parks, or plazas,

were crowded; here also music was heard. The
many cafes were also filled; and as one went farther

back it seemed that people not going afar would

place their chairs in front of their houses. It must

be realized that the front of every house in Vera

Cruz is right on the sidewalk—none are set back;

there is no such thing as a yard in all Vera Cruz,

though the handsomer homes have an interior court

called a patio in which will be found flowers, plants,

walks, and perhaps a fountain.

So a stranger, seeing crowds of people out of

doors laughing, talking, visiting, is likely to feel

that every night at Vera Cruz is for everybody a

time of social pleasure. The houses are frequently

hot inside and the weather outside is certain to be

cool and pleasant. I think this accounts for the

fact that to an American the interior of a Vera Cruz

home looks stiff and uncomfortable. Undoubtedly

the occasional inclement weather in the United States

and the long, hard winters serve to keep people much

of the time inside the house, which results naturally

in the homey and comfortable way our homes are

fitted up.

Occasionally I would drop into a church; there

one would always see a number of poor Indian
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women, always with small children about them.

These women would sit there all day long looking

the sadness that was but too plainly in their hearts.

Outside of the church was for them suffering, hun-

ger, violence; the life of the lower class Mexican

woman is a record of suffering. But inside the

church was the hope of happiness, the only hope

these poor women had. I have never known a

church at home to be used as these churches at Vera

Cruz were. Some of our churches are open only

when services are being held. Others may be open

every day and people may go in to pray. But in

Vera Cruz a Mexican woman will sit in the church

all day long, her babies about her, with the belief

in her sad heart that here and here only is peace

and hope.

I think Americans have a wrong understanding of

these Mexican Indians. We hear of acts of violence

by them, and there are many such acts. But there

are good things, too; they are warm-hearted and

generous and susceptible to kindness; they will fight

for one who treats them well. They are also quick-

tempered and capable of cruelty; what they need

is education. And there will never be permanent

peace in Mexico until the big mass of Mexicans, the

Indians, are trained to have a national rather than

a local patriotism, to be patriotic to national prin-

ciples rather than to some particular leader who
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may not be worthy of their devotion, trained to be

willing to settle their disputes by an appeal to the

law rather than by recourse to the knife and gun.

The laws of Mexico are all right, but a great trouble

is that violence rather than law frequently settles

disagreements.

Within a week after Captain Gaunt's meeting

with the attorneys for the importers there had been

discovered, on two different nights, parties of men

on San Juan de Ulloa outside the fortress. These

had been challenged by a sentry and then had disap-

peared, and though a search was made, no trace of

them was found. I believed that they were Mexi-

cans who knew where General Hernandez's gold was

buried and were determined to get it. These men

ran a big chance of being shot by a sentry; and the

fact that they took repeatedly this chance was im-

pressive evidence that they believed in the existence

of this treasure. We believed they swam to San Juan

de Ulloa, and on being discovered swam back to

Vera Cruz. We, Bates and O'Reilly and others who
discussed the matter, felt glad of these Mexican

attempts because It meant two things to us : that the

treasure had been buried, and that it was not yet

found. So we were encouraged to continue our

search, always expecting to find It, always In a fever

of excitement, never losing hope nor Interest.

The attorneys for the importers had a number of
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rather hot interviews with Captain Gaunt. He re-

peatedly flatly refused to discuss with them the right

of the customhouse to receive customs duties that

were owed that Institution before the Americans

took charge of It. But he finally agreed, after a

stormy meeting on September twenty-eighth, that if

he could not prove by October first that the duties

had not been paid he would release the merchandise

on that day without collecting the duties. I always

have believed he had received orders to take this

course and that it was much against his advice.

This decision was particularly Important because it

affected the entire contents of the warehouses in ad-

dition to the particular case I have spoken of, and in

the aggregate the amount involved was great. The

attorneys and Importers were delighted. They

knew the records that Captain Gaunt was so much

in need of were not in his possession and that with-

out them he was absolutely without means of know-

ing or proving what duties were still unpaid. They

plainly showed they felt they had won a great vic-

tory. And Captain Gaunt was grumpy and irritable.

Again was a complete search made in the custom-

house; all volumes of records were examined, but

nothing was found. Soon Ascaragua received a per-

emptory military order to deliver these military rec-

ords or tell where they were. This he would not do

though he risked by his defiance a serious punish-
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ment; however, nothing happened to him. There

was no secret about this search; it was too thorough

for secrecy; and the Importers knew of Its failure.

So they were happy and Captain Gaunt was ut-

terly chagrined. He was chagrined because he knew

In his heart that the Importers had not paid, and he

felt that his Inability to prove what he believed to

be the facts meant that he had failed to perform his

duty properly; a bitter thought for so conscientious

and so proud a naval officer as he was.

Captain Gaunt in manner and appearance showed

an intense dissatisfaction on September twenty-

eighth, the day he agreed not to force the importers

to pay the duties unless he could prove they had not

been paid. His tones were harsh to whomever he

spoke.

On the last day of September he knew that fur-

ther search was hopeless. The Importers probably

had friends among the employees of the custom-

house, because they had learned how futile the

search had been. In the afternoon of this day they

called on the captain for a final talk before the set-

tlement which was to occur on the next afternoon.

They were triumphant in manner. They had won
their case and knew it. "You'll be prepared to re-

lease our goods to-morrow. Captain?" they asked.

"I will, and you will be prepared to pay the duties.

Bring your cash along with you."
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"All right, Captain," smilingly returned the chief

attorney, "but we don't pay unless you can prove

we have not already paid, and you can't prove that."

"Don't be too sure about that; I don't admit I

will be unable to prove you have not paid those

duties. You know you haven't paid them, you have

actually never claimed you have paid them, you

wouldn't dare put Senor Ascaragua on the witness

stand to testify. He knows, although he has up to

the present refused to make any statement. Your

consul knows, too; he has refused to make any state-

ment. You know you don't want a statement of the

facts from the people who know."

The attorney just laughed. "That's all beside the

point. Captain," he rejoined, "we don't have to sub-

mit matters to you that occurred before you came

here and we don't propose to do so. If you make

a claim about something you had no Interest In and

knew nothing about it's up to you to prove your

claim. You haven't produced one scintilla of evi-

dence to prove it and you know you can't do so."

Captain Gaunt was in an angry mood the rest of

the day, so angry that I feared him.

At nine o'clock that night he sent for me; he was

at the gangway about to leave in his gig for the

flagship to see the admiral who was anchored some

miles out In the outer harbor. He remained there

all night, I didn't see him again till next afternoon.
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*'Quin," he said, "go to see Colonel Beltrano, tell

him to have a list made of clothing needed for his

soldiers to be served out to them to-morrow after-

noon. I want them completely outfitted; and you

be there to-morrow afternoon when the clothing Is

given to them. The paymaster has orders to serve

this out of the storeroom In the fortress."

I secured an electric flash light because It was dark

at San Juan de UUoa and then was sent to the fort-

ress by the officer of the deck who gave me the coun-

tersign. At the landing I was challenged.

"Halt, who goes there?" was the hail by a sentry

who stood some twenty feet from me. He looked

ready for business; his right hand was raised; in It

there was an ominous-looking pistol, ready for use.

"Commandant's messenger," I shouted, standing

stock-still.

"Advance, commandant's messenger. Halt!"

The sentry approached me slowly, pistol upraised.

Then, when close, he whispered, "What is the coun-

tersign?"

"Allies," I replied In a low tone.

"Pass, commandant's messenger."

I was challenged In this same way by sentries three

times before I arrived at Colonel Beltrano's quar-

ters. The United States Marine Corps is always

on the job.

The Mexican officers greeted me, as usual, with
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warm cordiality. I delivered my message and then

sat and chatted for more than an hour. By this time

these officers had grown tired of their inaction.

They were restive; their early enthusiasm and con-

tentment had been replaced by a longing for a

change. News was received from time to time that

Carranza was steadily gaining; it now looked prob-

able that soon Huerta would be overwhelmed and

that Carranza would succeed in capturing Mexico

City. So naturally Colonel Beltrano and Major Lara

and the other seven Mexican officers were eager to

get all the scraps of news I could give them. I had

brought with me some newspapers from the City of

Mexico which they devoured. And as they saw their

side winning they were wild to be out fighting rather

than be forced to stand idly by, doing nothing. They

asked many questions of Captain Gaunt's intentions

towards them, which I could not answer because the

captain never told me anything. Then Colonel Bel-

trano gave me a message to be delivered to the cap-

tain which surprised me.

"Senor Queen," he said, "please express to the

comandante our appreciation to him for his con-

siderate treatment of us. He has done everything

possible for our comfort; this we shall never forget.

But say that we feel we must join our army; we

cannot sit here doing nothing when our great chief,

Carranza, needs us. We must get to him^*' So tell
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him that we take back our parole; we shall attempt

to make our escape."

^Tll give the captain a message from you that you

would like to see him, but that is all, Colonel Bel-

trano. He would not permit you to withdraw your

parole by a message through me; you must give him

that in person."

"Very well, then ask el comandante if he would

do us the honor to see us at his earliest conven-

ience."

I talked quite a while with these officers on this

subject, showing the difficulties and dangers of an

attempted escape, but made no impression on them;

they were all excited and talked volubly. What they

particularly longed for were dangers and difficul-

ties. They were satiated with their present com-

forts and inaction. Withdrawing their parole would

probably cause Captain Gaunt to remove them from

their present quarters to rooms where they could be

securely confined; if they were determined to escape

it was up to him to take effective measures to pre-

vent them from so doing. But none of this deterred

them. And yet, determined as they were to escape,

the idea of making an attempt to, of taking ad-

vantage of the trust Captain Gaunt had put in them,

by attempting to leave before they had been re-

leased from their word of honor, was not considered

by them. This word of honor was stronger in keep-
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ing them at San Juan de Ulloa than bars of steel

could have been. They might easily have crept out

of their quarters, descended from the wall of the

fortress, and swum ashore as we knew the treasure

hunters from Vera Cruz repeatedly had done. But

they could not do this until they had canceled their

parole.

This sense of personal honor is one of the finest

qualities of a man. Not every one has it, yet I sup-

pose that most men have something of the kind in

their make-up. And it must be a quality particularly

necessary to men occupying positions of responsibil-

ity, whether in business, in legislative halls, or in

military and naval service. If a man has not this

sense of personal honor he cannot be trusted; and if

not to be trusted he is not fit to be charged with im-

portant matters; and this unfitness is certain, sooner

or later, to become known.

I was filled with these thoughts in thinking how
faithful these Mexican officers were to their parole.

I left them some time after ten o'clock, walking on

top of the wall of the fortress towards the Vera

Cruz side; there was a stone ladder there by which

I could descend.

The night was like all nights in the Caribbean Sea;

yet there was an intensity of clearness. There was

no moon; far out in the harbor were the lights of

the battleships at anchor. On the reefs that
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abounded were lighthouses, some red, some white,

some green, some steady, some revolving, some flash-

ing. The kind of light tells the navigator just what

light he is looking at so that there will be no con-

fusion where there are a number of lights. My
early Idea of a lighthouse was that It illuminated

the surrounding area so that one could see the land

and water. But this isn't it at all. The light is seen

and identified on the chart and the navigator then

knows where his ship Is and how to steer a safe

course.

I walked slowly along the wall. Vera Cruz was

brilliant in light. The music from Sanldad wharf

came floating across the quarter mile of water; it

was beautiful to hear, and the night was so quiet

that every note was distinct.

Near to the Vera Cruz side I sat down on the

wall facing the sea, my legs hanging over the edge.

Soon I heard a ship's bell strike. "Five bells," I

thought, "half past ten; there'll be a boat at the

landing at six bells, I'll catch that." While I was

so thinking, hails from the marine sentries sounded

clear in the night air. "Post number one and all's

well." These were given In loud calls, each sentry

passing the hail In turn. Some sentries passed the

words in short, crisp accents; others In singsong

tones; one made a lingering wail out of the "all's

well." Then all was again silent save the strains
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of music from Sanidad wharf. I sat here quietly,

many things coming to my mind, when suddenly I

was startled by hearing a noise directly below me as

if a door were creaking while being opened. It was

not imagination. Some peculiar sensation seemed

to jump right into my head, perhaps something like

fright. I never had that sensation either in battle

or shipwreck. I leaned over, looking between my
knees; it was quite dark, but my eyes could make out

objects dimly. This creaking noise continued; I

saw that directly under me, close to the ground,

something moved. And then I saw three dim fig-

ures crawl, one after the other, out of this wall,

over a heap of rubbish, and beyond, at a distance

of a hundred feet or so, the wall changed in direc-

tion. I saw these dim figures make their way to

the corner of the wall and then disappear. I was

so excited for a moment that I simply could not do

anything; I never had anything happen to me just

like this. I was just about to give a yell when I

heard a sentry's challenge ring out on the clear

air of ''Halt, who goes there? Halt! Halt!"

This was followed by several shots; then three men

came running around the corner, went over the pile

of rubbish, and disappeared just beneath me into the

dark wall. I heard a creaking door closed. And
then I heard marines running and sharp orders given.

I lay as flat as I could and kept perfectly still; I
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did not want a marine to see me and shoot at me.

And now my wits came back. I was at the begin-

ning of a startling discovery; I had accidentally stum-

bled upon a great secret. I instantly resolved that I

would follow this up myself and would see where it

led me.



CHAPTER XVI

BUILT BY OLD SPAIN

SOON I saw marines with a lantern come

around the corner of the wall and here they

stopped. This corner was close to the sandy-

beach; Indeed, In running around the corner the men

had run Into the water. As I learned the next day,

the marines saw their footprints lead straight to the

water and judged the men they were after had

escaped from San Juan de UUoa, as they had sev-

eral times previously, by swimming over to Vera

Cruz. A number of thoughts crowded Into my mind

as I lay stretched out on the wall. One was that I

had happened on a very Interesting thing; another

was that I didn't Intend, by giving an alarm unless

I had to, to have the marines get the glory of being

the discoverers. I felt that should I call the marines

I would have to divide with them the credit of my
discovery if they did not get it all. Another thing,

I wanted to know more about what I had found.

I was Intensely curious. I had rambled a hundred

times about the fort and frequently had discovered

rooms I had previously not seen. At different places

232
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on the outside of the wall of the fortress were what

evidently had been window places. Some were

bricked up, others covered by heavy boards. Some

one told me that these were old dungeons, long dis-

used, which had been sealed in these ways. My idea

now, as I lay on the wall, was that some of the

marines had discovered some such old dungeon, had

knocked out or made a door of the boards nailed

on the outside of the window, and used this room as

a base of operations at night to hunt for the buried

treasure. I was full of glee at the fun I would have

in bursting upon these marines. It suddenly oc-

curred to me that this did not explain how Gomez
had got into the fort, but it was easy for me to be-

lieve that that Mexican had been smuggled in in the

afternoon; perhaps he had planned the whole affair.

Near to me there was a break and fissure in the

wall, where I easily descended. I was now on the

outside of the fortress; in a moment I had crawled

over the pile of rubbish; and there, before me,

surely enough, was an ancient window closed by

some boards. The boards actually formed a door

which, with a little effort, I was able to swing open;

I slowly and fearfully crawled through the door.

I was instantly struck by a chill current of air. I

will admit I was intensely excited; I breathed so

hard that had there been any one near me I must

have been heard. I listened intently for a moment,
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and hearing nothing, In fear and trembling I turned

on my electric flash light. Then I perceived I was

In a small room and was lying on a stone floor.

The room was bare ; I shuddered ; it might have been

an old dungeon. In a corner of the room, next to

its side, I saw an opening; I crawled painfully to this

opening and saw that stone steps led down from this

opening. The steps looked black and old and slip-

pery. Some time previously I had said that In battle

or shipwreck I have not felt fear, but I was cer-

tainly scared at this moment; the Idea of going down

those narrow, steep, slippery steps Into that black

hole filled me with horror. I was really frightened.

I did not know Into what unknown dangers I had

projected myself. But looking down that black hole

was most fascinating; in a moment I grew calmer

and got control of my nerves.

"Those fellows went down here, I guess I can do

what they did," I thought. I suddenly determined

to see farther into that hole. I found I would

slip if I tried to walk down, so instead, I sat on a

step, stuck my feet out, then lowered myself to the

next step, sitting on each step as I went down,

using both of my hands on the stone steps. This

caused me to put my flash light in my pocket. At

each few steps I stopped, turned on my light, and

looked about. Nothing could have been more som-

ber and gruesome ; I was going down a circular stone
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stairway; the walls were of rough-hewn stone that

had been there probably for hundreds of years;

the mold of centuries was on them. Startled great

black bugs, millions of them, each fully two inches

long, ran in all directions, all of them frightened

almost to death; and not one frightened more than

I was. However, despite my fright, I had myself in

good control, and gritting my teeth together I said

to myself: "Dan, get hold of yourself; you're going

to see this thing through."

Several times in my life I have been in places

where I have shot men who were shooting at me;

in such times I never worried or had fear or was

mentally uncomfortable. I was sustained by an

exultant excitement; besides, in such times, the com-

panionship of men doing the same thing is mighty

comforting. But here the only excitement was

caused by fear. There was no action. There were

no comforting, supporting comrades. All about me
was this deadly silence with fright-inspiring sur-

roundings. I have since then felt I was entitled to

real credit for persevering, considering the fear that

gripped and chilled my heart.

Down, down, down I went, one step at a time, and

sitting on each step. I was a mess of slime and ooze.

It was all over my clothes and hands and got on my
face. But I stuck to my job, stopping on each step,

listening intently, hearing nothing. The stairway
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turned constantly to the right as I descended. I

wondered if it would ever come to an end. Down,

down I went. I lost all sense of direction except

downwards. Of a sudden my heart seemed to stand

still; I heard voices. Now I proceeded with utmost

caution, feeling carefully each step before I sat on it.

I made no noise ; nor did I turn on the flash light. But

come what might I was now determined to proceed.

The hearing of voices in a way reassured me. Now
I heard the sound of voices more distinctly, I judged

some men were quarreling. In a moment I was

at the bottom of my stone stairway and, looking out

from the jet blackness which enveloped me, I saw

three men, Gomez and two Mexican Indians.

Gomez was urging them to return to make another

attempt; he promised them twenty pesos each if they

would, but they refused. He scolded and threat-

ened, but with no results. The two Mexicans had

had enough; one had been shot through the arm and

had stopped in a space which ran off from where I

was sitting while his arm was being wrapped up with

a handkerchief. At their feet was a lantern which

gave off a brilliant light. The Mexicans were fright-

ened; they hadn't enjoyed that stairway more than

I had; and besides they had been shot at and chased.

Gomez looked pretty white, too, but he was ani-

mated and sustained by the treasure hunter's fever.
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This made him anxious, in spite of the danger, to

try it again. He pleaded and begged with the men.

"I know just where the box is," he said, "come, I

will give you fifty pesos each. The North American

soldiers will not expect me again to-night; and this

time we will crawl on our bellies every foot of the

way, one at a time. Come, my friends, there will be

no danger, we will not be discovered."

But the two Mexicans were not to be wheedled

or coaxed. Gomez continued to plead with them;

they did not answer him except to say "no."

When the man's arm was well tied up and the

handkerchief about it knotted, the one who did the

tying picked up the lantern, cried, "Vamonos," ^ and

strode off in the direction opposite to me; the other

Mexican followed him. Gomez stood Irresolute,

looking at the men, then back at the black stairway

entrance as if he were trying to muster up courage

to return alone. My hand had come in contact with

a loose stone which I held; I determined, should he

come back, to throw this at him and let out a yell

at the same time that would make him believe a

demon had descended upon him. But he turned

and followed the men, now fifty feet away. I could

see by the lantern that we were in a narrow, cylin-

drical passage; and like a stroke of lightning It

* "Let's go."
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flashed over me that I had discovered a secret

tunnel.

As I saw Gomez vralk away I could have shouted

with joy; my burden of fear and fright and horror

that had lain so heavily upon me went bounding

away. Never had I felt so light-hearted, or so con-

tented with myself at having persevered in spite of

the fears that had enveloped me.

I have often thought of this experience, how
paralyzed for a few moments I was with fright,

and how, with no change of conditions or circum-

stances, I became utterly fearless. It might be

difficult correctly to analyze why I should have been

so fearful one minute and so fearless the next. Per-

haps there are some obscure physical conditions that

affect one and cause such sudden changes. But I do

know that, as I started a moment or so later to fol-

low Gomez, I was a changed youth. My fear was

replaced by a particularly happy boldness. I had

not now the slightest hesitation in following Gomez,

though I was still cautious. For a while I could

see the loom of the light from the lantern carried

by the Mexicans, but they walked faster than I did

and soon I lost it altogether. I did not want them

to know they were being followed, so I walked care-

fully and made no noise. I knew that if I could not

see their light mine would be hidden from them, so

I turned on my flash and now took a bit of interest
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in looking at the tunnel through which I was passing.

It was a hollow cylinder of stone built to last for-

ever. Undoubtedly the Spanish had constructed it

when they built the great fortress of San Juan de

Ulloa. One could imagine in those old times that

the tunnel might be of great service. Before the sea

v/arriors of ancient days could capture the city of the

Heroic True Cross the great fortress must be de-

molished; and here was a means of escape from

the fortress after the rude invader had captured or

destroyed it. Besides, it may be imagined that in

those old days of despotism it might have been a

valuable matter for the commanders of the fortress

and of Vera Cruz to have had a secret tunnel by

means of which they could communicate with each

other. As I walked slowly and carefully along I

was conscious of a slight descent of the tunnel. When
I started there was ooze under foot, a nasty, slimy,

black, thick ooze; this soon grew deeper and was up

to my ankles. It was really cold in that tunnel; I

shivered, and soon my teeth were chattering; the

sides of the tunnel were cold and damp. After some

minutes this ooze was almost up to my shoe tops and

w^alking was hard, but I was glad to see that it grew

no deeper; and in a short time I realized the tunnel

was now bending upwards a bit. This meant I was

halfway through. The rest of the walk was much

like the first part. Finally I came to the end. Here
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was a circular stone stairway which I cautiously

ascended; at its top was a trapdoor which I pushed

upwards without trouble ; I found myself in a corner

of a small room which was filled with rubbish. I

crawled over this and then recognized where I was;

I found myself in an old building, now in complete

ruins, adjoining one of the customhouse ware-

houses.

It is impossible to describe the exultation that

possessed my heart when I got out Into the open

air. This had been a real adventure that had come,

to a most satisfactory conclusion. I felt that I had

shown good qualities of courage and determination

and this pleased me. And I drew an intense pleas-

ure in picturing to myself the interest this would give

to Captain Gaunt. I determined that I would not

breathe a word to a soul about that tunnel until after

I told Captain Gaunt about it. After what I had

been through I was entitled to that and I did not

Intend that I should be robbed of that pleasure and

privilege.

I directed my steps toward the Sanidad wharf

where I hoped I might find a boat to take me to the

ship. I had no idea what the time was, but felt it

must be late; it seemed as if It had been hours since

I had been sitting on the wall of the fortress. Then

seven bells struck. "Whew!" I exclaimed, "only

half past eleven."
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"What are you doing out at this time, what is

your ship?" demanded a harsh, loud voice be-

hind me.

I turned and saw that Chief Gunner's Mate Gash

had addressed me.

"My ship is the Montana. My name is Quin; you

know me, Gash."

"Yes, I have that bad luck. And you're a disgrace

to the ship; there was never such a filthy object as

you in the navy since the days of John Paul Jones.

Come, answer my question; what are you doing

here?"

"I'll not tell you."

"Won't you? If you haven't recognized this belt

I'll inform you I am on patrol duty. Now will you

answer my question?" I could see that Gash was

trembling with anger. I knew he disliked me in-

tensely and he felt that I was now refusing to recog-

nize his authority.

"I'll not tell you. Gash."

"Have you been ashore on duty?"

"I don't know whether I have been or not. Cap-

tain Gaunt will decide that to-morrow."

"Oh, you're going to work your pull with the

captain, are you? You're in arrest, do you under-

stand that?"

"I understand that you have put me in arrest."

"Get into that motor launch,"
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During this conversation I was perfectly cool and

at ease. I well knew that Gash was doing his duty

in arresting me, also that I would be commended

for what I had done. So I was not worried.

I had hardly seen Gash for months and had not

held a word's talk with him since I forced him to

stop abusing poor old Pinkham. In fact, I had never

thought of him. He had passed from my mind, and

as he was in a different part of the ship from where

I was assigned, and as I had been out of the ship on

my special duties every day since we had been in

the inner harbor, there had been no occasion for us

to meet.

We were on the Montana's quarter-deck In a few

moments, standing before Commander Honan.

"I report Quin for being out of the ship in the

city of Vera Cruz at half past eleven to-night, sir.

I found him wandering about the streets in this

filthy, dirty condition, so I placed him In arrest and

have brought him on board."

''What were you doing ashore In Vera Cruz,

Quin? You were sent to the fortress by the captain

at nine o'clock; had he given you orders to go to the

city?"

"No, sir."

"Then you jumped ship; bad business, Quin. I

did not expect that of you. How did you get ashore?
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And how Is It you are such a sight? Never In my
life, In the navy and out of It, have I seen such a

dirty sallorman; you are just one mass of filth!"

"Commander, may I speak privately to you?''

*'Yes. You may go, Gash. Now, what Is It,

Quin?"

"Sir, I accidentally have made a great discovery

which brought me Into Vera Cruz and caused me to

get into this dirty condition. I was not acting un-

der orders, but I am certain the captain will say I

have done well and he will be greatly pleased. I

wish to tell him myself, sir, if I may."

"Huh ! Is there any reason why you shouldn't

tell me ? The captain is not on board."

"No, sir. I shall if you order me to; but oh,

Commander, will you please not order me to? This

Is such a wonderful discovery that I want him to be

the first one to know about it."

"If you were to tell me would It cause me. In the

captain's absence, to give any orders or take any

action?"

"No, sir, not one."

"Very well, Quin, keep your wonderful discovery

for the captain's ears. I hope you will convince him

you were justified in being in Vera Cruz to-night.

He left a memorandum with me that you were to be

In the fortress to-morrow afternoon at one o'clock
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to see about putting the Carranzista prisoners into

new clothes."

"Yes, sir; I understand."

"Very well. Be there."

I went below, scrubbed myself, threw all of my
clothes and shoes overboard, and turned into my
hammock as wildly happy a sailorman as the little

old U. S. N. ever had.



CHAPTER XVII

THE TREASURE FOUND

AT one o'clock that afternoon I did some inter-

preting for the Carranzlsta prisoners while

they were drawing clothing from the store-

house In the fortress.

Shortly before two o'clock I fairly ran, without

knocking, Into Captain Gaunt's private office In the

customhouse. Mr. Radford was In close conversa-

tion with the captain. Each of them looked angry

and disappointed as if they had suffered disastrous

misfortune. A bolt of anger shot out of Captain

Gaunt's eyes as I came In. "Quin," he said in for-

bidding tones, "you have entered my office without

permission and are guilty of disobedience of orders.

You were ashore last night without permission and

were In a disgraceful condition; you are here now
without permission and your clothes are dirty. You
will do no more duty for me on shore

;
go back to the

ship Immediately."

"Oh, Captain!" I gasped breathlessly, placing on

the desk before him a parcel wrapped up in brown

paper which I had carried. "I've brought you the

245
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hidden treasure, the treasure buried by General Her-

nandez at San Juan de Ulloa."

"What nonsense!" ejaculated the captain.

"Where did you get this box?"

"I can't tell you except when you are alone, sir,"

I cried desperately, "but General Hernandez's

treasure is in it; please open the box right away. I

am certain it has the treasure in it."

"Step outside, Quin, wait till I send for you!" he

directed.

The anteroom seemed quiet and the minutes

passed slowly. At nearly half past two through

the open window I saw the importers and their at-

torneys approaching the customhouse. They were

in high humor; soon an orderly came to Captain

Gaunt's office, knocked, and entered. Then Cap-

tain Gaunt and Mr. Radford came out; the captain

came directly to me. To my amazement he grabbed

my hand, patted it, and said: "Good boy, Quin,

come into the courtroom." That was all he said,

but it was a lot from Captain Gaunt; and with these

words there gleamed from his steel-blue eyes a mes-

sage of good will that went to my heart. I knew

by this that there was no mistake about there being

treasure in the box I had given him. Mr. Radford

also shook hands with me. His face was fairly

beaming with happiness; I wasn't so particularly

pleased with this, because I felt that Mr. Radford
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imagined he was going to get part of the treasure.

I was momentarily indignant, because he had no

claim whatever to it.

We went into the courtroom. The importers and

attorneys all shook hands with the captain and Mr.

Radford; there were also present Senor Ascaragua

and the consul of the country the importers were

citizens of. The importers and their attorneys and

the consul were certainly happy; they laughed and

were full of glee.

"Well, Captain," began the chief attorney, "are

you ready to release our merchandise without collec-

tion of duties?"

"I am ready to keep my part of our agreement,

gentlemen, and I presume you are ready to keep

yours," returned the captain.

"Oh, certainly, I have a hundred and twenty thou-

sand dollars in this suitcase ready to be used if neces-

sary; but it won't be necessary to-day, not to-day."

The number of "ha ha's" and "ho ho's" and "he

he's" that went out from the importers' throats

would have made one believe that the chief attor-

ney had uttered a great witticism.

"Gentlemen," remarked the captain, "let's get

down to business. Our agreement is that we will

consider only one question in connection with the

collection of duties on merchandise you have stored

in the customhouse. We will not discuss the matter
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whether or not I should collect duties due the cus-

tomhouse before I assumed charge here, neither the

question as to whether this customhouse or the re-

cently established Vera Cruz customhouse some dis-

tance from here is the one that should collect duties.

The only question before us is whether or not the

duties on the merchandise under discussion have

been paid. If I prove they have not been paid you

will then be required to pay these duties or else your

goods will be sold at auction."

"That's all right, Captain, with full understand-

ing that we reserve our rights on those other points

and protest your decision in those respects. But we

refuse to pay unless you prove the duties have not

already been paid. You must prove that fact, but

you cannot prove it. You can produce no evidence

that the duties are not already paid. And failing

to produce this evidence, a matter you had no con-

cern with because these goods were already here

when you took charge, you have no right to take it

for granted the duties have not been paid. We
refuse to give any evidence on the matter. You

have agreed that the burden of proof was on you,

so produce your evidence if you have any, Cap-

tain."

*'Very well. Sefior Ascaragua, you know whether

or not these duties were paid you. Will you please

state whether they were or not?"
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**Captain, I regret that I must beg to be excused

from making any statement whatever in connection

with this matter."

"Mr. Consul, I notice your signature and the seal

of your consulate are on all documents recording

collection of duties from citizens of your country

and therefore you know the facts in this case. Will

you please state the facts to me?"

"I refuse to discuss this matter, sir."

"Very well, gentlemen. Senor Ascaragua and

Mr. Consul, please step here and examine these

documents. Senor Ascaragua, here is your signature

with the customhouse seal. Mr. Consul, this pur-

ports to be your signature with the seal of your

consulate. These are the regular official documents

attesting the fact that these duties were not paid

when the goods arrived, and never yet have been

paid. Any comments, gentlemen?"

If there ever was an unexpected bombshell this

was one; the dismay that overwhelmed the importers

and attorneys and consul is beyond my power of

description. It was as overwhelming as an ava-

lanche; and so quietly, so quickly, so unexpectedly

had it come that they were literally struck dumb.

They gazed helplessly at one another; it seemed as

if even their wits had been blown clean out of their

minds. Finally, after some minutes of speechless-

ness, the chief attorney cried, in hoarse tones,
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"What does this mean, what papers are you pre-

tending to bring into this matter?"

"It means that you will please pay the treasurer

of the customhouse immediately one hundred and

twenty thousand dollars. These papers have every

appearance of being genuine, original customhouse

documents; they prove the duties in question have

never been paid."

"We deny that. We claim those documents are

forgeries! We protest! It is up to you to prove

those documents are genuine and bear on the case."

"I will prove their genuineness if any evidence is

presented to show they are not genuine. Seiior

Ascaragua, you have examined this document, it

bears your signature. Have you any reason to

doubt its being genuine?"

"I beg to be excused from making any statement."

"I believe," continued Captain Gaunt, "that this

document is absolutely genuine and on the strength

of my belief I shall require or force, call it what you

will, the importers to pay these duties. If you have

any reason to believe I am doing them an injustice

you will please say so."

But Senor Ascaragua said absolutely nothing.

"Mr. Consul, on the strength of this paper bear-

ing your signature and official seal, I shall collect

these duties. I ask you now if there is anything

fraudulent in this document."
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"I refuse to acknowledge that is my signature or

seal."

"Do you deny that It Is your signature and seal?'*

"I refuse to discuss this matter at all; you will

have to prove the genuineness of those documents."

"Now, gentlemen, the signatures of all of you

owning this merchandise is here. Is there one of you

that will deny your signature?"

In reply to this there was just one chorus of angry

howls. They would deny nothing; the genuineness

of the documents was not proved, they were not

even Identified. They protested. They would not

submit to this robbery. They would appeal to their

government.

"Gentlemen," remarked the captain after some

minutes of these tumultuous cries, "you are stating

all manner of things that you are going to do, but

there is one thing you have not done, not one of you

has denied the authenticity of your signature.

These documents are genuine and you know it.

You have not paid those duties and these papers

prove without any doubt whatever that you have

not. In accordance with the agreement you forced

upon me I now demand that you live up to that

agreement; you will please pay me one hundred and

twenty thousand dollars In cash Immediately."

"Not one centavo," snarled the chief attorney.

"Very well. Here Is a copy of a notice I am
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sending out broadcast announcing the sale by public

auction of your merchandise; if the amount received

by this sale exceeds one hundred and twenty thou-

sand dollars the difference will be sent to you. After

my signature is on this notice you are prevented by

the Mexican law that still governs this customhouse

from changing your mind. Unless this sum is paid

in cash to the treasurer, Mr. Radford, by five

o'clock this afternoon, I will sign the order for the

auction.

"That's all, gentlemen, I bid you good day."

The importers paid the money before five o'clock.

They were a rueful lot, those gentlemen. They had

been so certain that it would be impossible for

Captain Gaunt to find the records that they were

utterly unprepared for what he had so suddenly

sprung on them.

I never had done such quick interpreting since I

had been with Captain Gaunt and I was never more

keenly interested in any subject that occupied my
attention. I heard afterwards that the importers

protested and that the matter was reviewed by our

own government, who upheld Captain Gaunt in

every decision and action he had.made. I could not

help but realize that naval officers at times get into

all sorts of queer situations, very different from the

ordinary course of their duties and training; this

customhouse administration certainly brought
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strange responsibilities to Captain Gaunt, and I

believe he handled them well.

"Come to my office, Quin," he remarked as he

left the courtroom.

"Now tell me all about it," he said, when we

were there. "But first let me thank you; you cer-

tainly discovered a hidden treasure and got it to me
in the nick of time. When you came in with that

wonderful treasure I was beat; I was utterly with-

out means of proving the truth of the situation; I

was without any hope. No one will ever know the

feelings I experienced when I opened the box you

brought me and saw that the papers In It were the

missing records I had needed so greatly and hunted

for so long. Your treasure was worth hundreds of

thousands of dollars, because the documents give the

facts concerning all merchandise in the warehouses.

I thank you for the government, Quin, and I thank

you for myself. Now tell me the whole story."

I then started in; first I told the captain all the

details of how I had stumbled upon the tunnel. This

interested him extremely. He asked many questions

concerning it, and concluded by saying, "Quin, you

did exactly right in exploring that tunnel; orders

don't always cover every situation, there are times,

and that was one, when a.man must have the courage

to take a course of action which may even be against

orders. You knew that your captain, under the
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circumstances which had so suddenly arisen, would

have expected you to follow these men; and this

knowledge Is your justification for having been in

Vera Cruz against my orders, last night.

"Now tell me how and where you found the great

treasure you brought me."

"I didn't find it at all. Captain, I had nothing to

do with the finding of It. I wasn't thinking of it at

the time I obtained it. It was given to me by Colonel

Beltrano. You remember I was ordered to be at

the storehouse this afternoon at the time clothes

were to be served out to the Carranzlsta soldiers. I

went there at one o'clock and met Colonel Beltrano

and Major Lara. They gave me the box and In-

sisted I bring it to you at once, which I did, though

at first I refused. That's all I know about the

treasure, sir. They did not tell me where they had

found it."

"Tell me everything they said, Quin."

"Well, sir, after the soldiers had received their

clothing Colonel Beltrano said to me, 'Senor Queen,

shortly after you left me last night there was

another treasure-hunting party on San Juan de

Ulloa. You heard the shooting, didn't you?'

" 'Yes, what about it?' I replied.

" 'Then you must have waited In San Juan de

Ulloa until after the marines finished their search?'

asked the colonel.
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" 'Why does this matter interest you, Colonel?' I

asked him.

" 'For an important reason which you will know

in a minute,' replied Colonel Beltrano. Then he

continued, 'My lieutenant, Mojica, informs me that

he was in the main gateway to the fortress last

night from half past ten until midnight and that you

did not pass through the gate in that time. Also,

Major Parker told me this morning that you had

been arrested in Vera Cruz at half past eleven last

night. So the only way you could possibly get to

Vera Cruz was through the tunnel. I want you to

believe that I know about the tunnel.'

" 'Hold on, that's enough,' I said to him. 'I don't

care to talk with you about this matter ! Whatever

I know I shall tell the captain; and I most earnestly

advise you not to breathe a word of what you sus-

pect except to him.'

"The colonel said he had known of this tunnel for

several weeks and that no one at the fortress except

himself and Major Lara knew of it. Then he

handed me the box and asked me to get it to you at

once; and for the purpose of saving time and inter-

ference to go with it through the tunnel.

"I refused to do this. Captain; I said I wouldn't

go through the tunnel again except by your order.

The colonel insisted, but I told him frankly I would

not do it. Finally he told me the box contained the
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hidden treasure I had been hunting for and that It

was vitally Important you should have It at once,

that great Interests In your charge demanded you

should have It Immediately. I had no Idea the box

contained the missing records. So I took the box

and an electric flash light and ran through the tunnel

to your office. That's all I know about the treasure,

Captain."

"That's a lot, QuIn," remarked the captain. He
then asked me many questions; finally he said, "You

have your flash light, QuIn?"

"Yes, sir."

"Come, we'll go back by your tunnel."

"You'll get your clothes dirty. Captain," I ven-

tured.

"I expect to; come along."

The captain followed me and soon we had en-

tered the tunnel from the Vera Cruz side. Captain

Gaunt was tremendously Interested In the architec-

ture of the tunnel; he stopped repeatedly to examine

the stones, so well laid centuries ago. He said the

tunnel was built In true old Spanish style, that It

would last for hundreds of years; he frequently

broke Into exclamations of admiration; he saw lots

more In that old tunnel than I did. Finally we

emerged on San Juan de Ulloa ; he remarked there,

"QuIn, I have seen many Interesting things; but

none can compare In Interest with this tunnel and
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the use you made of it this afternoon. Now let's go

to see Colonel Beltrano."

Captain Gaunt was given an enthusiastic greeting

by the latter.

"I've come to thank you, Colonel," began the

captain; "you have been of greatest service to my
government, also to me, personally. I assure you

of my earnest appreciation."

"You are most welcome, mi capitan; we Mexi-

cans here are grateful to you for your considera-

tion; we are happy to be of some service to you,

mi capitan."

"You have indeed been that; I am desirous of

knowing everything about that box, how you came

to have it, also how long you have known of the

tunnel."

"Do you remember the night you found Tomas
Rivera here, mi capitan? He came through the

tunnel; I think many Mexicans have heard legends

that there is such a tunnel, but I never thought about

it until Rivera so suddenly appeared and told me
about it. He said there were not more than six

people in all Vera Cruz who knew of it; its exist-

ence was a secret carefully kept. The collector of

customs, Seiior Ascaragua, knew of it. After you

Americans assaulted Vera Cruz that gentleman

boxed up these records of duties unpaid and sent it

through the tunnel by Tomas Rivera to General
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Hernandez, asking the latter to hide them. Tomas
was with the general when they were hidden in an

old ruined building outside of the fort. Later,

Seiior Ascaragua heard there was digging for a

supposed treasure, so Tomas told me the night he

was here; so he sent the latter over to get them and

deliver them to me for safe-keeping. Yesterday

morning I received word, from one who spoke with

authority to me, to deliver the box to you; that it

was imperative you should receive it before half past

two. I was particularly cautioned that no one except

yourself and Seiior Queen should know where the

box came from. It is evident Senor Queen is con-

sidered a young man of discretion. Now that's all I

know about the matter, mi capitan."

"Thank you again, Colonel. May I ask if it was

Senor Ascaragua who told you to send the box to

me?"

Colonel Beltrano smiled. "You may be sure he

is a gentleman, even if a Mexican, mi capitan," he

replied, "and he tells me that you are a gentleman

even if you are a North American. I hope you

won't find it necessary to ask any further questions,

mi capitan; and I have a request to make, that you

will not, while here, disclose, unless you have to,

anything about how you received the records, par-

ticularly the fact that any Mexican was connected
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with getting them to you. Also, I must ask you, if

I may, to keep secret the existence of the tunnel."

"You may depend absolutely that no one will at

present know from me anything about where the

records came from. Colonel; and except my execu-

tive officer, no one, except by necessity, will know
about the tunnel. One more thing. You have

known of that tunnel for weeks; at any time after

that, then, you and your officers could have left by the

tunnel; there was nothing to prevent your going

except that you had given your parole and could not

break your word of honor?"

"Surely, mi capitan, even a Mexican may keep his

word."

"Yes, but there Is no occasion to Intern you In San

Juan de UUoa, Colonel. I will still hold your parole,

but the limits of your internment are extended to

anywhere in the city of Vera Cruz. I would like

one of your officers, they may take turns, always to

be in the fortress on duty In charge of your soldiers,

and will ask you to report to me daily In the custom-

house. I know you wish to withdraw your parole,

but I'll talk with you later about that. Good night,

my good friend."

Commander Honan was at the gangway of the

Montana when I stepped out of a launch and fol-

lowed the captain on board.
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"Your gig is waiting for you at the customhouse

dock, sir. How did you get to the fort? No boats

have come over to San Juan de Ulloa for two

hours.

"And, Captain, I have two reports against Quin

which I will ask you to consider now. One is for

being In Vera Cruz at half past eleven last night;

this is in violation of your standing order. Then to-

day when he left the ship for the fortress I gave

him orders he was not to go to Vera Cruz except by

your specific direction; I am Informed he was at

Vera Cruz this afternoon. I have no knowledge of

how he could have gotten there ; no boats go direct

from the fortress to the city."

Captain Gaunt pulled the commander to one side.

"Honan," he said, "what I am about to tell you Is

not to be repeated to any one. Last night there was

a party of treasure hunters on San Juan de Ulloa."

"Yes, sir, I heard the firing and turned the

searchlights on the water, also sent a launch to

search. Several treasure-hunting parties have been

discovered and have vanished; they are supposed to

have escaped by swimming."

"The supposition is wrong, Honan. Quin fol-

lowed them through an ancient tunnel from the

fortress to Vera Cruz. He made a great discovery

last night, Honan."

"A tunnel! Why, of course!" ejaculated the com-
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mander, in astonished tones, ''but have you seen the

tunnel, sir?"

"Oh, yes, indeed I have. I traveled through it

from Vera Cruz to San Juan de UUoa this after-

noon; it is of amazing interest; I will go through it

with you to-morrow, Honan. I'll ask you to fill up

both entrances with concrete. The first report

against Quin is removed."

"Of course, sir. And the second one?"

"This afternoon he got hold of the treasure that

many of our young men have been for so long in-

dustriously searching; because of a special circum-

stance there was urgent need of getting it to me
immediately, so he rushed through the tunnel with

it. He showed excellent judgment and did his duty

properly."

"The treasure?" exclaimed Commander Honan
slowly; "I am astounded. Captain. Do I under-

stand you to say that Quin found the phantom treas-

ure that you and I have laughed about?"

"Yes, Honan, Quin got hold of it and delivered it

to me."

"What was the treasure worth. Captain?"

"As a rough estimate about half a million dollars.

But it really is property of the customhouse; neither

Quin nor any one else will get a cent of it."

Commander Honan looked shrewdly at the cap-

tain and smiled. "I don't wonder," he re-
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marked, "that the treasure was not in gold, silver,

and precious stones, but that In these modern days

was composed of documents. Perhaps you may

have Immediately realized from some of these docu-

ments as much as a hundred and twenty thousand

dollars!''

Captain Gaunt laughed happily. "QuIn has been

of Invaluable service to the customhouse and to me.

But for certain good reasons the matter of the

treasure must not be talked about. It must not be

known that QuIn found It or that I received It.

QuIn will not speak of It, neither will you nor I nor

Radford."

"I won't, sir, and I think I can speak for this

young man QuIn. I have good reason to believe he

does not discuss matters he has learned while inter-

preting for you. But it was fortunate those Mexi-

can officers did not know of the tunnel; It would

have been awkward to explain how they had

escaped. We couldn't have told and it would have

looked like inefficiency on our part."

"Honan, those Mexican officers had known of

that tunnel for many weeks. But they had given

their parole and, being honorable men, they were

faithful to their word. I think you'll have to revise

your opinion of the Mexicans, Honan."

"Huh ! Ho ! I certainly will. I've had a series
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of surprises in the last few minutes. And I'll be

interested to see that tunnel."

"Quin," said the captain, ''I thank you again.

You have done well and have been of good service to

your country and your captain."

Bates, Strauss, and O'Reilly were waiting forme.

*'Say, Ears," said Bates, ''I hear you've made a

record, jumped ship twice in less than twenty-four

hours
;
good work, old boy, I'm proud of you. What

did the 'Old Man' give you, a summary court?"

I was burning to tell them all about it. I was

consumed with happiness in the thought of the real

service I had given. One of the greatest trials I

have ever passed through was the fact that I could

not share the joy that was in my heart and mind

with my closest friends.

I said as carelessly as I could, ^'Oh, no, I didn't

jump ship; it's all right, I was on special duty foi;

the captain." This did not satisfy them at all;

they fired all manner of eager questions at me
which I dodged as best I could, but they were not

convinced.

Finally Bates suddenly said, "Fellows, there was

one thing I never would have thought of Ears. I

wouldn't have thought he was a hog. He's found

the treasure and he's afraid he will have to divvy

with some one. Say I'm wrong. Ears, say you
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didn't find any treasure and I'll apologize on all

fours.''

Now here was a mix-up; I didn't know what to

say; there was lots I couldn't say and I feared that

what I might say would not be believed. I didn't

want my best friends to Imagine I had found a

treasure and was greedily keeping It all; and worst

of all I dreaded the possibility of Captain Gaunt

hearing gossip In the ship to the effect that I had

found the treasure; he might think I had been dolnr

some foolish talking. After a moment's reflection I

said, "Fellows, please don't talk any more of this

until I come back, I'm going to attend to this matter

right away." I went aft and got permission from

Commander Honan to see the captain; and to the

latter, In Commander Honan's presence, I explained

the predicament I was In. He listened sympathet-

ically. "I am glad you have told me this, QuIn," he

said; "If I hear you are accused of having found a

treasure I'll know just how the rumor started and

that you have not been talking."

"Captain," I replied, "you have said kind things

to me; I am taking a great liberty, but the danger of

the loss of the good will of my best friends embold-

ens me to ask a favor. They know something has

happened. You said to Commander Honan that

you Intended to seal up the two entrances to the

tunnel with cement. Will you not let me and my
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friends do that job, sir? Somebody must do it, and

I think Chief Gunner's Mate O'Reilly has worked

at the cement trade in civil life. I believe they

would not speak of the tunnel if you cautioned them

not to. And may I take them through the tunnel

now, sir?"

"Yes, Quin, you may."

''Huh," remarked Commander Honan, 'Til go

along too. Bring your mates to the gangway, young

man."

This trip naturally proved to be of great interest

to those with me. It also restored me to good-

fellowship with my chums. In a few days we quietly

sealed the entrances to the tunnel. But the word

seemed to have run through the ship that I had

found the great treasure; this was somewhat of a

nuisance, but I did not worry about it, because I knew

that Captain Gaunt would not imagine I had

blabbed. No one that I heard of, except Comman-
der Honan, connected the recovery of the missing

customhouse documents with the treasure some sup-

posed I had found.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE LAST WORDS OF GASH

BY this time war had been raging In Europe for

nearly two months.

Before the outbreak of the war there had

been warships of England, France, and Germany

moored In the Inner harbor of Vera Cruz; these

ships took turns in giving "smokers" where officers

and sailormen of different countries met and frater-

nized with greatest cordiality. It was difficult after

the war was on to realize that these officers and men

of one nation were, after so many friendly meet-

ings, as eager to destroy each other as but a short

time previously they had been having good times

together. One time in July the British admiral,

Craddock, came to the customhouse with a German

admiral. Von Spee, and invited Captain Gaunt to go

tarpon fishing with them. Each had an orderly to

look out for their tackle and anything else, and

Captain Gaunt told me to come along; we were out

in a launch, having fine sport, all the afternoon.

The British and German admirals were evidently

warm personal friends and laughed and talked at a

great rate. I can see in memory now Admiral Crad-
266
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dock, with his slender figure, his eagle eye, his brown

beard, standing up in the launch playing a gigantic

tarpon, and the way Admiral Von Spee joked him

for losing it. It was difficult for me to realize a

few months later that it was this same German ad-

miral. Von Spee, who utterly destroyed a British

squadron off the coast of Chile, sending his former

good, personal friend, Admiral Craddock, to his

death in the Good Hope.

Although we were intentionally at the time sin-

cerely neutral in purpose and hoped to remain so, it

was nevertheless the navy's job to be ready for bat-

tle. And so our ships in the harbor were constantly

exercising. Aboard the Montana our crew was kept

busy every day at their different drills, yet our ship

was at the great disadvantage of never getting under

way. This I knew was a matter of great concern

with Captain Gaunt. I heard him speak of it many

times. But his work of organizing the customhouse

and administering its affairs was of such great im-

portance that it kept him and his ship in the inner

harbor. And until the matter of the duties on the

merchandise in the warehouses was settled he could

not leave. But now, on October first, that this was

settled, and customhouse matters running smoothly,

he insisted on being relieved from all other duties so

that he could take his ship out and practice with her.

I was sorry to leave Vera Cruz. Indeed, I will
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confess my heart ached; however there is no use in

going into that. I had been intently interested in

Vera Cruz matters, my job as Captain Gaunt's

interpreter brought me into the midst of so many
important matters. It also increased my general

knowledge of affairs in the city, both of our army

that was ashore and of the Mexicans.

I could write a lot about Vera Cruz, its ancient

buildings, its hot streets, its bright lights at night, its

laughing cafes, its crowds of happy, friendly, music-

loving people, its poor Indians, its courteous, kindly,

dignified upper classes.

But I am going to finish my story about Vera Cruz

by saying it's a fine old town with a lot of good

people in it.

In a few days the Montana had a station some

ten miles outside of where she had for so long been

moored. I have never been kept so constantly at

drill as in the six weeks we were there. The ship

was under way for short trips, practicing different

exercises with her guns and torpedoes every day and

every night. I was back at my station in the han-

dling room, where I was almost a stranger. I was a

bit sore at O'Reilly and Bates. Perhaps they had

been a little jealous of the wonderful times I had

been having out of the ship. O'Reilly required me
to take the most unimportant position in his han-

dling-room crew; this was all right, perhaps, because
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his crew had been drilling every day and each man
of it was trained to wonderful expertness in handling

the ammunition, shells and powder. Two things

were required; certainty in handling and speed.

When the bell would ring, the way the handling

crew sprang into action was amazing. Powder bags

and shells weighing fourteen hundred pounds were

pitched out of the magazines and shell rooms with

a swiftness and sureness possible only as a result of

having done the same exact things many thousands

of times. Once more I found myself a rookie as far

as this drill was concerned; and in a good-humored

way O'Reilly was unsparing in his criticisms of me.

The sting in his criticism arose from the fact that it

was justified.

''Me bye, me bye," exclaimed O'Reilly, "whin the

dim rays of understandin' enter that clouded brain

av yourn, I'll hope fer better things; but in the

manetoime I'll give ye first honors in The Fumblers'

Club. An' try to remimber that yer not to be

afeard av the powder charge, don't make a face at

It whin it's comin' towards ye; an' don't grab it an'

hug it as If It were yer sweetheart, an' don't hold It

longer than ye would yer mither-in-law, remimber a

tinth of a sicond be a long time whin It comes to

gettin' a gun ready to shoot."

I'll confess the drills seemed long and tiresome to

me, but there was no let-up; gradually I Improved,
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but I never became nearly as expert in these duties

as was Bates. His quickness and certainty were so

marked that he was in line for promotion to the

rating of "gunner's mate, third class," which he

received a year later.

There was a contented feeling in the handling-

room crew. O'Reilly knew his job thoroughly and

inspired his men with his own enthusiasm; he was

good-natured, but never was satisfied with anything

that could be improved. The net result was that he

had trained his crew to a high state of efficiency.

Turrets and torpedo crews and engine-room per-

sonnel on all our warships are constantly put to the

test and results are reported and receive careful

scrutiny.

Any turret or engine room that falls down is

immediately called to time. Captains and other

officers are changed in duties if they fail to deliver

expected results, as also are petty officers; so it

naturally happens that every man on every ship in

the navy is constantly striving to give the best that

is in him to his ship. There are many influences

urging him; the spirit of rivalry and competition

are on him as strongly as if he were a member of his

college baseball team, striving for championship

honors. Then, also, there is the steady, continuing,

sober influence of feeling that on him and his com-

rades depend the honor and fortune of his country.
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Further, there is the absolute certainty of promotion

if he Is worthy. And last, and not least, is the

certainty of lack of promotion If he fails to make

good, with probability of punishment and disgrace

in varying degrees If his failure Is culpable.

I am quite sure our handling-room crew was a

sample of the crews of every battleship In our fleet.

O'Reilly had a great habit at most times of as-

suming a brogue, a harmless and amusing affec-

tation.

He still Insisted on keeping a strict watch on the

magazine at night, though this watch had been aban-

doned In the other handling rooms in the ship. We
argued against this; it was pretty hard to be drilling

all day and half the night, and spend the other half

in a senseless watch on a locked magazine.

"It wouldn't have bin sinseless that night that me
ex-frind, Cobra di Capello Gash, bad cess to him,

tried to git in, would it, Ears?" he demanded.

"Most people take precautions after the need av

precaution has gone. We know that some one tried

to break into the magazine one night; how do you

know an attempt will not be made again?"

"Pat," I cried, "do you think it was Gash?"

"Shure I think it was that skunk."

"Why do you think so?"

"Why? It was a mane snake that did It—wasn't

it—the manest snake av the ship; that's right. 'TIs
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me belief that Gash is that manest snake; I can't

prove it, but them be me ideas."

"What could have been his purpose?"

"His purpose? Why, to blow us to kingdom

come, av course; what other purpose could he have?

Ask Strauss what he thinks."

The quiet Strauss said immediately: "We know
some one tried to get into the magazine; it wouldn't

be just to say there is any evidence against Gash, but

there is something wrong with that fellow, I am
convinced of that. Have you seen him recently?"

"A few days ago at night, but I noticed nothing

special about him; my mind was too full of the

tunnel I had just discovered. Except that once I

haven't seen him since we arrived at Vera Cruz.

And I never want to see him; I've no use for that

chap."

As a matter of fact I doubt if I had thought of

Gash except that once for months. In fact, except

as a place to eat and sleep I had not thought much

of the ship itself. But now a flood of disagreeable

reflections bounded through my mind; the recollec-

tion of his false statement, his meanness, his heart-

less cruelty to dear Pinkham, came to me fresh and

vivid. Then I thought of that-to-me-meaningless

expression, "Five for Trinity, too. Won by Dewey.

Backing on same trail. Repeat reverse," which,

when repeated to him, had simply overwhelmed him.
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While these uncomfortable thoughts were cours-

ing through my mind I was surprised to see Gash

come into the handling room; he looked like a

different man, he had become thin and haggard.

But the most remarkable thing was his face; heavy

lines had come into it; one would have said he was

weighed down mentally by some oppressive burden.

He approached O'Reilly, glancing about in a furtive

way; he saw me and instantly looked away. "Pat,"

he said, "I want to be friends with you and the

fellows here; won't you let bygones be bygones?

I'm sorry for what happened between us, I know I

was wrong "

I was amazed at the expression that came Into

O'Reilly's face. Ordinarily it was. kindly and good-

natured in appearance, but Gash's presence brought

up something from the past that carried agonizing

memories; O'Reilly's face showed sudden distress.

His hands opened and shut convulsively; he made no

reply to Gash, but suddenly left the handling room.

Gash then approached me; he seemed to be

breathing hard as if under strong emotion. If ever

there was a man that looked utterly unhappy it was

Gash at that moment. His eyes seemed sunken with

great, heavy rings beneath them; there was agony

in his face. As he spoke his voice at first trembled,

then had a wistful, pleading ring.

*'Quin," he began, "I ask you to listen a few
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minutes; please don't go away as O'Reilly did,

though God knows you have plenty of reason to. I

am a beaten and broken man, Quln, and I am suffer-

ing mental tortures that each day grow heavier. I

have come to you to tell you that from my heart I

beg your pardon for my treatment of you. But that

treatment Is the smallest Injury I have done you.

Could you try to forget that, Quln?"

The agonizing entreaty that poured out of his

eyes upon me affected me deeply even If It was Gash.

I have never taken pleasure In seeing any one suffer,

and Gash was certainly suffering. As he spoke I

found that my resentment slipped away. Indeed, I

hadn't any left at this moment. So I replied, "Gash,

I am perfectly willing to forget anything unpleasant

that has occurred between us. You appear to be In

distress, which I would be glad to relieve if I could.

But I'll tell you frankly I cannot forget that you

made a false statement at the 'mast' when I first

saw you
;
you never went overboard that night. You

saved me, perhaps, but by telling a lie. I bear you

no gratitude for that. Another thing, you had a

paper with a sentence that had no meaning to It, but

the handwriting was that of my uncle, Henry La

Tourrette. I don't understand that. I have not

written him about it because he is such an excitable

Frenchman that he might Imagine all sorts of things.

And lastly, Gash, I found a man one night, as every-
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body knows, trying to get into this magazine; I

chased him up the next turret and he kicked me on

the head and knocked me down. Were you that

man, Gash?"

"Yes, Quin, I was that man. But that is the

smallest part of the confession I have to make."

"I shall report that to Commander Honan, Gash;

I cannot receive that statement from you and keep it

to myself."

"I expect you to, and you will have a more serious

statement than that to make to him after you have

heard all that I am going to tell you. Oh, Quin,

can't you see I am going to make all the reparation

in my power? Don't you see that I am suffering

tortures that have completely broken me? I have

but one purpose now, I must clear my soul of the

wickedness that has filled it and must accept whatever

punishment is given me. But I will be more con-

tented in prison stripes than I have been of late. I

wish to rid my heart and soul of the weight that is

on it, and then to begin anew and endeavor not to

stray from the teachings my good mother so ear-

nestly tried to instill into me."

"Great Scott, Gash, I can't conceive what you are

talking about. That blow you gave me was a mean
thing to do, but that was months ago and "

At this instant the "general alarm" was sounded;

bells in all parts of the ship were heard ringing their
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clarion notes violently, a most Imperative order for

every one to go to his battle station Immediately.

Also, shrill whistles reverberated, signifying that all

water-tight doors would be shut; and everywhere In

the ship the water-tight doors, In all there were

hundreds of them, which were operated by an elec-

tric lever on the bridge, started to close.

Gash had been speaking in a voice full of emotion

that frequently broke.

When the "general alarm" was heard he gasped,

"QuIn, I'll have to go to my station, I'll see you

again as soon as I can to tell you everything. Quin,

could you, would you, be willing to say that you will

try to forgive me?"

"Yes, Gash; I haven't the faintest idea of what

you are driving at, but I will try to forgive you."

"Quin, would you be willing to shake hands with

me, I don't ask your friendship, but to encourage

me? This would help me. Could you, Quin?"

The genuine entreaty, the broken, halting voice,

the unsuppressed emotion, all affected me deeply. I

took his hand and pressed it. And then he ran away.

All of this occurred after eight o'clock at night.

The cause of the "general alarm" was practice at

an unexpected torpedo-boat destroyer attack. "Se-

cure" was not sounded until after eleven. And then

I turned into my hammock and immediately went to

sleep.
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We were turned out at five the next morning and

after coffee got the ship ready for coaling. This

meant that all the ship's boats had to be hoisted out,

coaling booms rigged, coaling chutes put in place,

bunkers opened, coaling bags brought out of the

hold, and a host of other things made ready.

We began to coal ship at half past eight from the

collier Cyclops. Three years later this same Cyclops

left the West Indies for the north with many pas-

sengers on board, civilians and enlisted men. She

has never been heard from since nor has ever the

slightest trace of her nor of anybody on board been

reported.

This coaling was the most uncomfortable I have

known. It was particularly hot that day as we lay

anchored beyond the outer reefs of Vera Cruz har-

bor. Everybody knows the brilliant Intensity of the

sun's direct rays In tropical waters. There was no

awning to protect one, nor did a breeze blow that

day until late in the afternoon. The sea was glassy;

to make the matter worse the coal was simply dust

of the dirtiest kind. A bag would be suspended and

this dust dumped out; there was no wind to blow the

dust away. So everybody sweltered under the hot

sun, breathed coal dust, ate coal dust. But in spite

of all this the usual ship enthusiasm was not wanting.

Coal was shoveled with alacrity far down In the

deep holds of the Cyclops Into coal bags. These,
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when filled, would be hoisted up and out, and then

swung over to the Montana's deck. Then a chain

would be hooked Into the bottom of the bag, the

hoisting chain slacked, and this would "up-end" the

bag and the fine dust would drop out. Some bags

would not be *'up-ended" but would be loaded on a

small truck to be carted and pushed across the deck

to a chute not reached by the coal boom. My job

was to handle one of these small trucks. A bag

would be put on my truck and then several of us

would run It across the deck, tumble off the bag, and

then run back for more coal.

The Cyclops was on the starboard side. At four

in the afternoon I was standing waiting for another

load. A tall, thin man walked by me, and then

stopped. "Oh," he said, "it's you, Quin." Through

the dust I saw It was Gash. "I will see you after

supper to-night. I've a shameful thing to tell you,

Quin; my only comfort Is that Jesus Christ forgave

the dying thief on the
"

I heard a shout of warning. The hooks of the

wire rope that was hoisting a bag had been discon-

nected from the bag and the boom was swung

around with a jerk. The rope at the same Instant

should have been run up clear of the deck, but It

wasn't. This wire rope was snapped across the deck

with tremendous speed. The hook caught Gash

squarely under his chin and jerked him off the Mon-
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tana's deck as if he had been shot by a catapult.

To my horrified gaze I saw him hurtling through the

air, going down into the forward hold; he struck

on his head after a fall of forty feet, and was in-

stantly killed.

I have always been comforted in the thought that

I shook hands with Gash that night. He had sinned

deeply, but was bent on making amends; and he

died with repentance and the thought of forgiveness

on his mind, and the name of Christ his Savior and

Redeemer literally on his lips.



CHAPTER XIX

BATTLESHIP LIFE

I
DOUBT if it has often happened in times of

peace that a young man with as much money as

I had enlists in the navy. Practically every-

body who enlists needs a job and must work some-

where; and recruiting officers ever are zealous in

making known the advantages of naval life to pos-

sible and desirable recruits. There are many things

which are likely to be appealing. The young man

on the farm who has had an uneventful, prosaic life

may be attracted because he possesses an adven-

turous spirit which circumstances always have kept

strapped down. Then there are the possibilities of

foreign travel, the glamour of the uniform, with

good pay and a good job thrown in. And besides

this there are real opportunities for promotion to

be regular officers. Indeed, many officers enter the

navy as apprentices. There are drawbacks, of

course. There is more time spent in coaling ship

than in riding about the streets of a foreign port;

and one gives up to a large extent one's personal lib-

erty. But I believe it certain that from a money
280
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standpoint the average young man who enlists In

the navy makes more than If he had become a clerk

or a mechanic, or stayed on the farm. And In addi-

tion, after a number of years of service, while he Is

still In his prime, he Is entitled to retirement on a

living pension. After he gets well broken Into the

naval life he finds it full of Interest, his pay Is good,

future reward for satisfactory service is certain.

Many therefore naturally remain permanently In the

service.

But In my own case the need of money or a job did

not exist; I had enlisted on an Impulse; and though I

did not regret this step and ever found the navy

full of interest, I had no intention of making the

navy my permanent vocation. This feeling grew

with me while we were outside of Three Times

Heroic True Cross; but with It came the idea,

through Interest or curiosity, to learn everything I

could about the navy while I was In It. And I

learned much on board the Montana.

The organization of the crew to care for a multi-

tude of different things was a matter that ever Inter-

ested me. Here were twelve hundred young men

cooped up in a comparatively small space. Put that

many untrained men, without officers, aboard a bat-

tleship and one can conceive of nothing but-hopeless,

helpless confusion. No one would know how to

operate the guns or torpedoes or machinery. With
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a trained crew the guns will hit with certainty a

target eight miles away; the torpedoes will run true

to aim for ten miles and then explode. The engines

will send the battleship, which weighs more than

thirty thousand tons, at a speed of twenty-five miles

an hour through the water. To achieve these gen-

eral results requires incessant training; and this, like

the brook that flowed by Philip's farm, goes on

forever. So while I was drilling in my handling

room, others were drilling In the turrets operating

the guns, some were far down In the engine and

boiler rooms; some were engaged In distilling fresh

water from the sea (twelve hundred men will use a

lot of water In the course of a day) ; again, others

were making Ice. Some were exercising with the

wireless telegraph apparatus; there was much work

daily for the cooks and butchers and bakers (for

twelve hundred men eat a lot) . It would be easy to

fill up a book telling of the thousands of different

things that are occurring every day on a battleship.

This was all of consuming interest to me. When
finished with my own tasks I often watched other

work In progress. So I came In time to have a good

general Idea of what a modern battleship was made

up of. I never failed to admire the precision with

which everything worked. Sound one kind of an

alarm and perhaps it means a fire In a hold or some

compartment; but every man jumps Instantly to his
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station and in less than a minute there are many

heavy streams of water on that fire. Sound "colli-

sion quarters," and immediately all water-tight doors

throughout the ship, and there are hundreds of

them, automatically close, the ship's boats are

hooked to a crane ready to be swung out and low-

ered to the water and the crew is ready to "abandon

ship." If a man falls overboard there is sure to be a

life buoy, with a lighted torch at night, dropped

within a few feet of him, and a lifeboat a minute

later will be in the water pulling for him.

I am only mentioning a few of the activities

aboard a battleship. The drills are so constant that

the young men act almost automatically. There is

no hesitation, no fumbling; everything acts with the

certainty of a well-oiled, smoothly-running, perfect

machine.

Pat O'Reilly was unfailing in his cheerful willing-

ness to explain things to me; I never could have

made the adjustments to a torpedo, but I learned its

main features and understood its machinery. One

day off the Vera Cruz reefs I said to him, "Pat, I

hear a lot about the 'plotting room'; won't you take

me there and tell me how the guns are fired?"

"Shure I will, me bye," he replied; "come on."

The plotting room was as far down in the ship as

one could get.

"Now, Ears," he began, "I'm goin' to give ye a
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regular lecture. A hundred years ago ships in battle

had to get within a few hundred feet of each other

because their shot wouldn't carry farther. Now in

battle, ships are certain to be about eight miles

apart; to hit you must know exactly how far away

your enemy is, because at that great range you must

point your gun high up in the sky and if you haven't

got the right range your shot will drop short or go

over your enemy without hitting him, even if your

aim is correct. Again, your shot may take twenty

seconds to travel the distance your enemy is away

and neither he nor you will be where you were at the

instant you shot. You must shoot quickly and you

must hit; you must know automatically at every

instant just how far your enemy is away, how fast

and in what direction he is traveling, and you must

get this information to the men at the guns. That is

where the 'plotting room' comes in. When you get

ready to go into battle the 'spotters' at the top of

the cage mast will send you information of the dis-

tance of the enemy, at intervals of a few seconds.

They will get this from the range finders; perhaps

the correctness of this range will be tested by a shot

from a gun. You will plot these ranges on this

scale here, and soon you will know the range and its

rate of increase or decrease. Then you start these

range-keeping clocks here, correct them from time

to time, set them ahead or back. These clocks are
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connected to the turret guns; before the eyes of the

pointer In the turret Is a dial which at each Instant

shows the range transmitted by the clocks In the

plotting room. All that the pointer has to do is to

keep his gun elevated to the exact angle correspond-

ing to the range; corrections are mechanically made

to allow for the speed of the enemy and our own

speed. All the man in the turret does is to keep his

gun aimed and elevated correctly. In the top of the

cage mast is an officer who has dials that tell him if

the guns are correctly aimed, and at the proper

instant he presses a button that discharges the twelve

fourteen-lnch guns simultaneously. The spotters

will notice by the splash of the shots as they fall if

the salvo is a straddle; that Is, If there are some

splashes over the enemy and some short. This is

what is desired; but if all are over, or all short, or

the splashes are to right or left of the enemy, infor-

mation Is sent to the plotting room and necessary

corrections are made to the range-keeping clocks."

"Well, Pat, It seems to me that It is all mechan-

ical, that but little is left to human intelligence;

everything is done by these machines."

^'That's it, Ears, me bye; human error, human
intelligence, human natural hesitation are all elimi-

nated. If the spotters get correct information down

here there is no occasion for human Intelligence

other than the ability to operate these clocks and
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other instruments correctly. But It took an almighty

lot of human intelligence to make it possible for our

fourteen-inch guns each to throw a shell weighing

fourteen hundred pounds, and every thirty seconds

hit a target eight or nine miles av/ay. And it takes

a lot of intelligence to get the correct range and

change of range, and lots of intelligence to operate

these complicated clocks and other instruments. In

a battle the work of hundreds of men is all to one

purpose, each is doing some vital thing, all are

parts of the machine; and if the machine is to oper-

ate correctly all parts must do exactly what is ex-

pected. Everything in the navy to-day depends

upon organization and teamwork."

O'Reilly was a type of the modern official chief

petty officer. He trained his own crew to expert-

ness in their particular duties and besides was always

glad to give any of us that asked general infor-

mation.

Life on a battleship is a complicated affair;

twelve hundred men were on the Montana crowded

into a restricted space, the works and duties of each

man depending on all the other men; these duties

so intertwined that unless everything went properly

the whole effect would be a hopeless snarl. The

proper working depends on many things; two of

them of first necessity are an organization so perfect

that it amounts to a machine where each man, in
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effect, is one element of the machine; the second is

that each man is so drilled in his special different

duties that he acts automatically with mechanical

precision. In spite of the complication, confusion

aboard a battleship never occurs.

We were drilling outside of Vera Cruz for about

six weeks, generally being under way for several

hours every day. Toward the latter part of this

period the squadron of eight battleships frequently

maneuvered together. It was amazing to see those

great sea monsters, each displacing over thirty thou-

sand tons, steam in close formation, there being but

a distance of three hundred yards from the stern of

one ship to the bow of the next. A string of flags

would flutter from the yardarm of the flagship;

hauled-down helms would be put over, the ships

would turn, twist, spin around, countermarch—do

whatever the signal required. It was more than

amazing; it was appalling. I found myself nervous

when on deck watching the maneuvers. "Suppose

the helm is put over too early or too late, or too

much, or not enough," I whispered one time to

O'Reilly, "what would happen?"

"Perhaps a collision. Ears, but you must realize

the officers handle the ship just like you do your

powder bag; they do each thing so often that it is

pretty certain to be done well. Some time ago a

British ship, the Victoria, was rammed in a maneu-
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ver and sank, losing over four hundred men; but

this has never happened In our navy. You see an

accident would bring such a terrible disaster that It

simply Is not allowed; If orders and Instructions are

obeyed a collision Is impossible."

At this moment the ships which had been In col-

umn, with the flagship leading, all swung ninety

degrees to the right.

''Look there, Ears," remarked O'Reilly, "don't

you see the officer of the deck was too anxious? He
put his helm over too soon; we are out of position."

"Is there any danger, Pat?"

"No harm done except to the reputation of the

officer of the deck; now watch the flagship."

A moment later a lot of flags were run up on the

flagship. I could have spelled them out slowly, but

to O'Reilly they were as clear as print.

"I thought so," said Pat. "Badly done, Mon-

tana'^ Then came a semaphore signal which

O'Reilly repeated. It was "Report name of officer

of the deck and place him in suspension for five

days."

During these maneuvers the decks are crowded

unless drill is going on; signals are read and every-

thing of note that happens Is observed by many and

discussed. Everybody down to the ship's cook is

keenly Interested, and every incident is personal to

each one. This atmosphere of ship life and ship
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interest gets hold of one thoroughly and undoubt-

edly is educational In effect. O'Reilly had been

many years In the navy and was soaked with It. I

have thought that perhaps some enlisted men like

him knew as much about the navy as some officers

do, because one must learn not only from reading

books, but from seeing how things actually work out.

Pat talked much about the responsibilities of the

commander In chief. "He plans his war game or

battle on the assumption that the ships will be capa-

ble of equaling what Is expected of them in speed,

maneuvering, and shooting. The Navy Department

provides everything necessary; the ship has been

tested, and if she falls down when on service It

means that those on board have not kept her up to

the mark. If the ship does well the captain gets

first and chief credit, his spirit Is supposed to ani-

mate the ship and be Its moving impulse; he will

pass out credit to his officers and men as Is their

due. And if his ship falls down he gets the chief

blame. Perhaps he may feel he has done everything

that could have been expected of him. But no mat-

ter what the circumstances, if a ship fails, the cap-

tain rarely Is excused. That is navy custom."

I learned a lot from O'Reilly in just such ways

as this.

We had a great gun target practice while off

Vera Cruz. I didn't see any of it, because I was
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busy pitching powder bags out of the magazine, but

I heard a tremendous noise. A fourteen-inch gun

fired by Itself makes a fuss; twelve of them fired

together kick up a real rumpus. Later O'Reilly

told me we had fired at a range of eighteen thousand

yards, nine miles, and had "straddled" the target

several times. Every man In the ship was jubilant

over the good record made.

In the middle of November we learned that the

American forces were to abandon Vera Cruz in a

few days; this actually occurred on the twentieth of

the month. Transports came In for the soldiers on

shore. Our people did not turn the town over to

the Mexicans; they simply abandoned it, went to the

docks, got Into boats, and sailed away. Mexican

soldiers followed at a discreet distance and Mexican

authority was thus reestablished in the ancient city

and fortress.

Common report stated that this had all been

unofficially arranged. However this may have been,

although the Mexicans followed our soldiers to the

docks where the latter embarked in boats for the

ships, there was no hostility evinced by them and

the evacuation of Vera Cruz by the Americans who

had held control of the city since the preceding April

was accomplished In an orderly and peaceful way.

Before this was done a grand "war game" had

been planned by the Navy Department. The sol-
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diers all embarked in transports, which steamed

away. And our squadron, anchored off Vera Cruz,

now grown to a great war fleet, followed. It was a

beautiful day, this November twentieth, in the year

of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and four-

teen. There were some of us that had sad hearts

when leaving Three Times Heroic True Cross. But

this is naval life, constantly becoming attached to

new friends and constantly saying good-by forever.

The great war game had been planned, but we

enlisted men were not given the details of what was

to be done. However, news has a great way of.

leaking out aboard a man-of-war. Perhaps an ofli-

cer here and another there may make some remark

and be overheard; perhaps the servants of officers

may, while serving meals, listen to discussions.

Then again, newspapers are received which may
contain statements of what is to be done. Whatever
the source, we of the battleship Montana knew that

the greatest war game ever planned for our navy

was now to be carried out. We left Vera Cruz in a

fleet composed of sixteen battleships, thirty-two tor-

pedo-boat destroyers, cruisers, and scout ships, and

many auxiliaries, such as colliers, provision ships,

and others; the greatest American fleet ever assem-

bled. At the time our government's policy was that

of strict neutrahty towards the warring countries in

Europe.
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Though we didn't wish to fight anybody, we felt

we had to be ready to defend our interests. And
this fact occasioned the great naval war game of

November and December, 19 14.

The general plan of the war game was that our

fleet, acting as the enemy, should steam from Vera

Cruz far into the Atlantic, lose itself, and then

attempt to get to some point on the Atlantic coast in

a force superior to the fleet employed in defense.

America is so situated that before an enemy can

gain a foothold he must cross a wide expanse of the

ocean. And America's first line of defense is her

battle fleet, which must be strong enough to prevent

an enemy's fleet from securing a foothold on Ameri-

can soil. The purpose of an enemy fleet would be to

destroy the American fleet and thus make it possible

for hostile armies to be landed, unopposed by our

warships. In this war game the ships that had been

at Vera Cruz took the part of the hostile fleet. Our

purpose was to dart in to some port of the American

coast in greater force than the defenders could

bring against us.

The job of the defenders was diflicult. They had

to defend and protect thousands of miles of coast

line.

I am giving merely a faint general idea of the

purposes of this war game. There were hundreds

of points to be weighed and considered by the oppos-
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Ing admirals and many orders to be given. One

great drawback to us was the fact that our ships

burned daily huge quantities of coal and soon, with

continuous steaming, would have their bunkers

emptied. We were to steam out into the Atlantic

and then come back; and using coal all the time we

wouldn't be able to be out a long time. We had a

number of colliers with us, averaging a cargo of

twelve thousand tons of coal each; but ships cannot

coal at sea. Because of the waves and swells a ship

cannot at sea be put alongside another ship.

But that November morning, 19 14, the naval

ships followed the transports away from Vera Cruz

at a much lower speed than the transports were

making. When the latter were out of sight the ships

were stopped and the battleships were taken in tow

by the colliers and auxiliaries. On the Montana

our anchor chains were shackled together, a bight

was taken around the forward turret, the ends of

the bight were taken through the hawse pipes and

shackled to a single chain outside, which was taken

to the stern of the collier Cyclops. We were towed

at six knots, a deadly monotonous speed after one

has become accustomed to twenty. But the result

was that the battleships got somewhere in the region

of the Bermuda Islands with lots of coal in the

bunkers.

We were out at sea on the war game for a month.
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If there Is anything more unexciting than being

towed at sea I don't know what it Is. The general

plan was that we were to lose ourselves, keep our

position at sea hidden from everybody so that the

ships defending the Atlantic coast would not know

where or when to expect us, and to strike the de-

fending fleet with superior force and superior

strategy and tactics.

Our admiral picked out some position In the ocean

where steamships ordinarily do not travel, a position

not on any steamer track between ports. After

arriving there, except when exercising, our battle-

ships and auxiliaries kept bunched together. De-

stroyers and scout ships were stationed to warn off

any steamers from approaching within sight of us,

also to warn them from giving any information con-

cerning us. All merchant ships at sea were warned

by the Navy Department against sending any wire-

less messages concerning us or giving any informa-

tion of us after their arrival. No wireless messages

were sent to or from our fleet except between our

admiral and the Navy Department, and these by a

special cipher.

The destroyers were kept In coal by taking bags of

coal which had been put from the colliers Into fifty-

foot motor launches. Some coal was transferred to

the auxiliary ships by the same means.

The second day after this tiresome towing began
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we had bag inspection. So, with others, at the

order, I ran to the bag alley and carried my bag to

the port side of the forecastle. Here I took every-

thing out of my bag and arranged these articles on

the deck. Each piece of clothing was neatly rolled

in a bundle and tied according to regulations. My
white hats, shoes, overcoat, were all laid out ready

for the inspecting officer; about me were hundreds

of my shipmates all doing exactly the same thing.

I was not a little pleased with the general neat and

clean and orderly appearance of my belongings and

knew my bag would pass a satisfactory inspection.

Lieutenant Calkins walked along the line of bags

examining them for cleanliness; to see that all arti-

cles were marked with the owner's name; and to give

orders that the bag should be filled up to the re-

quired quota of articles.

He did this quite rapidly until he came to my bag,

but with me he took plenty of time. He had me
unroll each piece of clothing and looked at it crit-

ically. When he finished this he pointed to my
locked tin box and said, "Open that up, Quin, let's

see what treasures you have."

So I took the key which was attached to a cord

about my neck and opened the tin box.

"Aha—that's a nice watch you have there, and a

fine ring, and quite a roll of bills. Why don't you

keep them with the paymaster?"
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"I used to, sir, but have kept them in my bag since

soon after we were at Vera Cruz. I bothered the

paymaster so much wanting them and then return-

ing them to hirh that he said I was a nuisance; so

since then I have kept them in the box. I feel they

are perfectly safe here, sir."

"Ha—what else have you in that box?"

"Just some old letters, sir, a few trinkets, a foun-

tain pen, and a safety-deposit box key."

"Ha—let me see the fountain pen."

He examined this carefully as if it were interest-

ing, handed it back, and said, "Let me see your

safety-deposit box key." I handed it to him.

"Quin, this is marked 'Federal Trust.'
"

"Yes, sir. I have a safety-deposit box in the Fed-

eral Trust Company at Chicago."

"What have you there in your safety-deposit

box?"

"I have some bonds, sir."

"Would you object to telling me how many bonds

you have there?"

"I have bonds amounting to three hundred and

forty-one thousand dollars there, sir. Three hun-

dred and twenty thousand came to me a couple of

years ago when my mother died and I have bought

the remainder since then."

"Whew! You're a billionaire, my son. With all
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that money you needn't have shipped in the navy.

Why did you enlist?"

"Just on an impulse, sir, but I've never regretted

it. I've had an interesting time and have learned a

lot about men and things and war. I do not intend

to remain in the navy, but I'm glad I enlisted."

"That's good. Now about this key, where is the

duplicate? The Federal Trust Company gave you

two keys, didn't it?"

"Yes, sir, my uncle in Chicago has the other key.

He is my legal guardian."

"What is his name?"

"Henry La Tourrette, sir."

"Has this key ever been out of your possession?"

"No, sir, never. I have seen it every day. Ex-

cuse me, Mr. Calkins, but Is there any special reason

why you are asking me all these questions about that

key and the safety-deposit box?"

"You have a fine-looking bag, Quin, everything

shipshape and Bristol fashion."

He did not answer my question, but passed to the

next bag.

I was suddenly chilled to the heart. A vague

alarm shot into me and filled me with apprehension.

I left my bag Immediately and went to the executive

officer. Commander Honan, who was on deck.

"Sir," I said, "may I have permission to speak to
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the captain on a matter that may be of great impor-

tance to me?"

"Huh, ho—all matters that touch you, Quln, to

the best of my knowledge are of great Importance.

Huh—yes, you may speak to the captain."

"Sir," I said to Captain Gaunt a moment later,

"my bag has just been inspected. Lieutenant Calkins

asked me so many questions that I am worried.

Could you tell me, sir, if I have occasion for alarm?"

"I hope not, Quln, but I do not know. A cipher

telegram came from the Navy Department to the

commander In chief asking for information; I di-

rected Lieutenant Calkins to obtain this Information

from you, and not to alarm you If he could help it.

This telegram, deciphered, reads as follows:

" 'Ascertain and report immediately to Navy De-

partment if Seaman Dan Quin aboard Montana
has in his possession his safety-deposit box key

issued by Federal Trust Company of Chicago, also

if key has ever at any time been out of his posses-

sion. If he has an uncle in Chicago by name of

Henry La Tourrette and if latter has key to same

safety-deposit box and what valuables were in

box?'"

This telegram made me sick. I cannot describe

its effect upon me. Captain Gaunt was kind and

sympathetic. He asked me many questions about

myself personally; something, much as I had been

with him in Vera Cruz, he had never before done.
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But he could not relieve the sickening anxiety that

took possession of me. When a terrible misfortune

or evil is about to descend upon a person he almost

always knows the nature of the evil. There may be

no comfort in that, but he at least knows what to

expect and can think clearly. The nature of this

telegram filled me with fear, and yet I didn't know
what to fear or what to think. The fact that it was

sent by the Navy Department to my admiral at a

time that no telegrams except those of extreme im-

portance were sent was ominous to the limit; and to

make matters worse it would be a month before we
would arrive in port, before news would come, or

before I could do anything at all.

In the answer that Captain Gaunt sent to the tele-

gram he added:

"Quin greatly alarmed by the Department's mes-
sage requests he be informed occasion for it and if

anything has happened to his safety-deposit or his

uncle Henry La Tourrette."

The captain told me that it was unlikely that I

would receive further information until we reached

port; he said this war game was a great movement

of national importance and personal interests were

of secondary consideration, that the Navy Depart-

ment would undoubtedly protect my interests, but

that it would probably not attempt to send me news

or relieve my anxiety. He was correct. And the
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four weeks that followed were full of anxiety and

fear for me, made Infinitely worse because I had not

the slightest notion of what had happened. I con-

jured up all sorts of possibilities, but ever remained

in a state of fearful, anxious uncertainty. And how
the days and nights dragged

!

Gash came In mind. And I was staggered in re-

calling that the night before he was killed he was

about to tell me of some great wrong he had done

me. Then, too, like a slap in the face, came the

recollection of seeing him Intent on reading or study-

ing that cryptic paper, unquestionably in my Uncle

Henry's pronounced handwriting. What business

had Uncle Henry and Gash to be writing to each

other and neither informing me of the fact? I

certainly had a right to believe that Uncle Henry

should have told me. I bitterly regretted that I

had not asked an explanation from him—I had de-

ferred because he was such an excitable Frenchman

that he might have imagined all sorts of things. I

had not written, intending to talk the matter over

with him face to face. And again, what could the

message from Uncle Henry to Gash possibly have

meant? Try as I might I could make no sense

of: "Five for Trinity, too. Won by Dewey. Back-

ing on same trail. Repeat reverse."

I heard that the inventory taken by a board of

officers of Gash's effects reported that Gash was
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believed by some of his messmates to have two bank

books, but that these could not be found. He had a

locker in the chief petty officer's compartment which

was filled with clothes and personal belongings. An
inventory of all of his possessions was made and

these were boxed up to be sent to his father's ad-

dress. Some months before he was known to have

these bank books, but a careful search failed to dis-

cover them.



CHAPTER XX

MANEUVERS

WHILE we were out on this war game we
did much exercising in squadron maneu-

vers and frequently would run at full

speed. My worries nearly came to an end one dark

night. I was on messenger watch and was standing

by the ship's port side holding on to a stanchion at

the break of the bridge. The squadron of eight bat-

tleships was steaming at twenty knots in a rather

heavy sea; the Montana was rolling and pitching

considerably. I was within reach of the voice of the

officer of the deck, ready to run on any errand.

The Montana was third ship in column. It was

interesting to watch the foam churned up by the ship

ahead and to see these great, dim, black monsters

rushing through the heavy seas, their swaying lights

showing how they pitched and rolled.

"Hello, Ears, that you?" I heard a voice just

overhead say.

"Yes, Pat," I answered, recognizing O'Reilly's

voice, "what are you doing there?"

302
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"Oh, Fm killing time, I've got this watch and

I'm shifting a water breaker here."

At this instant the Montana rolled heavily to

port; the ten gallon water breaker slipped from the

lashings that had been loosened by O'Reilly, tum-

bled, and fell on me, knocking me clean off the ship

into the water. It was a terrific blow and I must

have been stunned, because I never knew when I

struck the water. However, an instant later I real-

ized where I was; I couldn't have gone down very

deep; I came up gagging and choking but perfectly

clear in mind. I looked about; to my joy I saw not

forty feet away a life buoy with a brilliant light on

it, so I began to swim for it. And then, close to

me, I heard the most welcome voice that ever

greeted my ears. It said: "Hello, Ears, are you all

right?" And then good, old Pat O'Reilly got hold

of my left arm and helped me swim to the life buoy.

Although the sea was heavy it was not choppy and

we did not have much difficulty in gaining the life

buoy. Pat assisted me to get inside the ring of the

buoy, he remaining outside holding on to it. I knew

now that I was perfectly safe and began to look

about me. The life buoy was a circular ring or pipe

of copper, which was filled with air that kept it

afloat. On one side, extending upwards, was a

slender pipe from the end of which a brilliant flame

was burning. This flame had informed me where
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the buoy was and It now informed the ships where

we were. In a few minutes a number of search-

lights from different ships were thrown on us, almost

blinding us.

"Oh, Pat!" I gasped, "what happened?"

"Well, Ears, me bye, nothin' much, just an evenings

diversion. Ye see that measly, tin gallon water

breaker slipped, or was thrown by a heavy roll to

port, an' knocked ye clean overboard. I saw ye go,

an' thin busted me lungs In shoutin' 'man overboard.'

1 heard a call from the officer av the deck, 'Let go

the life buoy,' an' thin, blessed If I kin explain It, I

fell overboard mesUf.

"But are ye hurt. Ears? That's what I want to

know."

"Not a bit, Pat. I must have had a heavy knock,

but I don't feel It now."

"That's folne. Ears, me bye. Now watch the

ships. Whin ye wint overboard the Montana evi-

dently turned on her 'man overboard' signal and

all ships turned accordin' to the rules, keepin' out of

each other's way. They were all runnin' at twinty

knots, an' it will be some minutes before we will be

picked up. But don't worry. Ears, we're as safe as

if we were In our hammocks on board ship."

As a matter of fact, there was nothing at all to

worry about and I rather enjoyed the sensation I
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was having. We watched the lights of the battle-

ships; they had all turned. After some minutes had

passed Pat said: "Ears, a lifeboat Is headin' this

way; look In the direction I'm pintin', it's comin',

shure thing."

In a few moments Pat and I were hauled into a

lifeboat from the,Montana, which then also took

the life buoy, and .before many minutes we were

safe on board our ship, none the worse for our

adventure.

O'Reilly and I were immediately taken to sick

quarters where we were examined by the surgeon; he

found that neither of us had sustained any Injury.

However, we both were put to bed and kept in sick

quarters the rest of the night; the next morning we

were discharged and at half past eight entered our

handling room. Here quite a crowd were waiting

for us, all of the handling-room crew and many of

the turret crew. Bates had planned a warm recep-

tion for Pat. When the latter appeared Bates gave

a shout of "Now, boys, give it to Pat."

The crowd immediately jumped into a line, Bates

facing them, waving a baton. With a flourish that

would have been a credit to Sousa, and with a vigor

and heartiness that made up for any absence

of melody, the crowd burst out into the fol-

lowing:
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"O'Reilly—O'Rei-i-i-lee,
There was nfver a name like O'Reilly.

There's the Murphys, O'Briens, Donahues, McAvoys,

An' there all of thim names of some very fine byes,

But the divil a name in th' Timple of Fame
Can compare wid th' name of

O'Reilly."

That sight will ever be fresh in mind. I can tell

what happened then, but in writing about it I find

myself quite unable to picture the feeling that burst

out of the hearts and eyes of those who were singing.

Here was a shipmate who had just eloquently shown

himself ready to make the supreme sacrifice for a

friend. This unselfish bravery had gone deep into

the heart of every one of them. O'Reilly was

touched to the core. He tried to laugh, but tears

were in his eyes, and his voice quavered as he said:

"Oh, come, byes
"

But Bates interrupted him. He had turned poet

during the night.

Waving his baton he broke out into a song, sung

to a weird, mournful tune. Everybody present

joined him in the chorus. The song was:

"Come gather round, ye messmates,

And a yarn I'll spin to you.

Wherever you go

And the storm winds blow,

This is a yarn that all should know
Who sail the ocean blue.
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Chorus:—
"Come swell the chant, my hearties,

'Tis a chant that will beguile ye;

A rollicking, froUicking, roaring chant

Of the navy's Pat O'Reilly;

A heart-aching, tear-making, prideful chant

Of the navy's Pat O'Reilly.

"Now C and S was Patrick^

From royals down to keel;

With never a strain

Of the yellow stain

In his sturdy heart or his Irish brain

Nor yet in his Donnybrook spell.

Chorus

:

—
"On his mug a crop of freckles grew

And a carroty mop he wore

—

When it comes to that

Don't bet on Pat

For beauty, mate, or he'll bust you flat;

But Inside he had it galore.

Chorus:—
" 'Twas In the forward handling room

Our hero was the king.

At his 'Tumble lads'

You can bet your scads

We'd sure develop some tumbling fads

Like animals in the ring.

Chorus

:

—
"If you didn't do your duty

With a jump and a grin and snap,

No matter how big

You couldn't renig

Or If you did it was you for the brig

And you'd better belay your yap.

^ Clean and Sober. (A term much used in the navy.)
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Chorus:—
"But for all of his bull and bluster,

For all his bully and drive,

If you needed a friend

Who was it would lend

A helping hand to the bitter end?

Was it Pat? Oh, man alive!

Chorus:—
"Our Pat's division boasted of

A gob by the name of Quin,

With a Texas face

And a Texas grace

With his feet on deck and his Ears in space

Who got under Patrick's skin.

Chorus:—
"Now overboard Dan Quin was swept

One night in a nasty sea

And there we stood

Like men of wood
But Pat never stopped for a would or a should,-

Straight over the side went he.

Chorus:—
"The lifeboat's crew discovered Quin
By the buffeting billows stunned

—

To the buoy made fast

By Pat who cast

His last half-hitch for his mate—then passed

On his way to the Great Beyond.

Chorus:—
"So this is how O'Reilly kept

The tradition of the sea!

Your life you prize

But blast your eyes

It's not worth a snap when a shipmate cries

In the sea's fraternitee.
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Chorus:—
"So swell the chant, my hearties,

'Tis a chant that will beguile ye.

A rollicking, frollicking, roaring chant

Of the navy's Pat O'Reilly.

A heart-aching, tear-making, prideful chant

Of the navy's Pat O'Reilly."

The crowd, with the last word of the song, just

jumped for Pat and hugged him.

"Stop it," he shouted, "no more of yer songs,

Bates. What be ye tryin' to do? Is it a G.C.M.^

for murder that ye're timptin' me to? Don't ye be

a circulatin' slanders about me, tellin' as how I was

out there in the black wather over me wadin' dipth

castin' half-hitches. Be that all ye've larned from

me Iloquint illucidations aboard ship? Me to be

lashin' a man to a ring buoy wid a half-hitch I An'

me anoldtinie C.P.O.? Ouch! Murder! A half-

hitch! Me riputation be ruined foriver!"

"Aw—g'wan, ye Ignorant spalpeen," rejoined

Bates with a merry smile. " 'Tis plain to see ye're

not acquainted wid poetic license. I had to drown

ye in order to build ye up to epic stature."

I was full of gratitude for O'Reilly, but he

wouldn't listen to me when I tried to tell him so.

He Insisted that his carelessness had resulted In my
being knocked overboard, and that he had just nat-

urally fallen after me.

^General court-martial.
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When under way, the crew of a lifeboat on a naval

ship always stands by the boat, day and night. If

the call "man overboard" is given, the life buoy is

instantly dropped; at night a charge of calcium car-

bide causes it to be lighted. At the same call the life-

boat's crew jumps into this boat, the trigger of the

detaching apparatus is pulled, and the boat drops

into the water. I have known of a number of acci-

dents where sailormen fell or were knocked over-

board; and in almost every case one or more of his

shipmates dived from the ship's deck to give assist-

ance. The American sailorman can always be de-

pended upon to help his shipmate.

O'Reilly received a Medal of Honor from the

Navy Department for his brave act. To jump over-

board at night into a heavy sea from the upper deck

of a ship steaming at twenty knots certainly showed

O'Reilly to be a man of unselfish courage. I have

repeatedly noticed that though men of wealth are

frequently generous in giving money to public char-

ities it is rarely that one hears of them risking their

lives to save some one in danger. The acts of great-

est generosity, which require giving up one's life, are

likely to be done by men or women who are not rich

when measured by dollars. But when measured by a

more correct standard, that of greatness of soul, a

man like O'Reilly must rank high. Great names of

our naval service are carried by torpedo-boat de-
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stroyers; and not all of these great names are those

of admirals. There are the "Farragut," the "John

Paul Jones," the "Sampson"; and there are also the

"Litchfield," the "Wasmuth." The latter are not

the names of admirals, but of humble sailormen, en-

listed men of the navy and marine corps. These

last may not have been great in authority but they

were great in unselfish, courageous acts for the bene-

fit of others.

One afternoon a week later, our squadron was

exercised at tactical maneuvers. The ships turned

and twisted and went into different formations ac-

cording to flag signals from the admiral's flagship.

First a signal is hoisted. Each ship, when she under-

stands the signal, runs up an answering pennant

showing she is prepared to execute the order re-

quired by the signal. Then, when the signal is hauled

down, each ship does what is required. To one who
does not know the sea and would wish to understand

just what these maneuvers are, I would say try to

imagine that the great Flatiron Building in New
York City, followed at distances of but a few hun-

dred feet by seven other great enormous buildings,

all on wheels, was tearing down a widened Broadway

at a speed of twenty-five miles an hour; and picture

these buildings twisting and turning and doubling

and changing direction constantly. One can believe

that unless these buildings were directed by skill and
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nerve there would be mix-ups, collisions, disasters,

and unimaginable confusion. And these would be

the results of operating a squadron at sea were not

the battleships properly designed, built, and

equipped, and were they not controlled and directed

by men of experience, nerve, and skill.

Those In charge of the detailed control of each

ship must carry on in exact accordance with the

prescribed instructions and also must be prepared

for any unexpected emergency. The distance from

the centers of each ship is a quarter of a mile, so

that between the stern of one ship and the bow of

another the distance is nine hundred feet. And it is

imperative that this distance be exactly maintained.

This is possible only after much training, because

ships are likely to forge ahead or drop behind their

correct position. Whenever this happens the flag-

ship hoists a ''position pennant" on the ship out of

position which is In effect a reprimand to the captain

and officer of the deck of the offending ship.

On the day I started to speak of we were having

tactical maneuvers. At one time we were In column

when an order came for "ships right about." This

meant that each ship was to turn completely around

so that when the maneuver was completed the ships

would be steaming In the opposite direction. It

was learned later that just before the signal was

hauled down, the West Virginia, the ship ahead of
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the Montana, had dropped back of her position and

our ship had forged ahead; also, that the West Vir-

ginians helm had been put over too soon and the

Montana's helm too late. And then, to complete a

series of mishaps, the fVest Virginia's helm jammed

in its hard-over position of "full right rudder."

At the time I was on my watch on the bridge as

"officer of the deck's messenger." I saw the signal

hauled down and the great ships all start to swing

around. Then I heard Captain Gaunt shout rapid

orders and I knew something was happening. The

West Virginia bore at her masthead the "break

down" flag, which meant she was not under con-

trol, because, as we afterwards learned, her rudder

was jammed. And instantly I realized, watching the

rapid swinging of the West Virginia, that we were

in imminent danger of a disastrous collision caused

by the two ships being too close, the helm of each

ship not having been put over at the correct instant

and the jamming of the West Virginia's rudder

in its hard-over position. Just imagine the eight

Flatiron Buildings on the widened Broadway in this

position.

Captain Gaunt gave quick orders to the helmsman

and handled the engines himself; he sounded "coUi-

son quarters," that terrible siren, with its fear-inspir-

ing, blood-chilling, shrieking notes. Every man of

the twelve hundred was jerked to his station; water-
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tight doors throughout the ship were shot shut. The
electric cranes were manned by men stationed at

them, ready to hook on and hoist out boats should

the order "abandon ship" be given.

I could see by the ocean of foam thrown up by the

West Virginia's propellers that her engines were at

full speed astern; but the tremendous momentum of

her thirty thousand tons speeding through the water

at twenty-five miles could not be immediately over-

come. Our engines were at full speed ahead. On
came the West Virginia; it seemed certain that she

would strike us in our middle and would literally

cut our ship in two. And then, to my amazement.

Captain Gaunt swung our helm from "full right rud-

der" to "full left rudder." Our stern swung out

away from the West Virginia's bow; the West Vir-

ginia just slipped by our ship; her engines at full

speed astern began to slow her down. My heart was

in my mouth. It seemed to me that a terrible disas-

ter was imminent. But our stern swung out as the

West Virginia's bow came swerving in. She was so

close that our port lifeboat was crushed. But other

than this the two ships did not touch each other.

In a moment they had swung clear and all danger

was over. A thousand men were on deck and saw

so suddenly averted what would have been the great-

est disaster that had ever happened to the American

Navy. Never had there been so narrow an escape.
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Captain Gaunt signaled to the flagship, "No dam-

age except crushed whaleboat; ships themselves did

not touch."

Then came the most prized signal ever received by

an American warship. Immediately there fluttered

from the flagship's yardarm a string of flags which

spelled, "Well done, Montana.'' Right after this

another signal was sent to the JFest Virginia and the

Montana, which was, "out boats and abandon ship."

It was amazing to see the quickness with which the

boats were swung out of the ship Into the water;

immediately each boat was filled with Its "abandon

ship" crew and shoved off from the ship; this was a

fine drill. The whole incident enormously increased

my respect for my captain and for the efl^iclency of

the ofl^cers and crew of my ship. Later I learned

that It was the opinion of all officers of the squadron

that a seemingly inevitable collision had been averted

by the correct judgment and quick action of Captain

Gaunt. It Is because so much depends upon the cor-

rect action of a captain in using his authority, which

Is complete, that when a ship does well he gets most

of the credit, and when It does poorly, he gets most

of the blame. In this instance if Captain Gaunt had

made the slightest error in handling the engines or

helm we must have been sent to the bottom with

enormous loss of life and a ship that cost more than

twenty millions of dollars.
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This Incident took my mind off my worries for a

while. But it went back to them with full intensity

and no permanent relief came to my anxious soul.

Every day we drilled preparing for the encounter

with the defending ships on our Atlantic coast.

Finally we were on our way to attack. While on

this homeward bound trip Bates and I, one after-

noon, were on the bridge on messenger watch.

Bates had been on some message about having a

chest of one hundred gallons of alcohol moved to a

place on the deck just outside of the deck paint shop;

the alcohol was to be used to mix with some paint.

This paint shop was on the deck some feet aft of the

bridge.

Of a sudden there was a cry of "fire." Some

chemical In the paint shop had exploded. Great

clouds of white smoke came pouring through the

open doorway; and while the bells, bugles, gongs,

and alarms were ringing "fire amidships," I saw

Bates do a circus stunt that was well worth while.

We were on the upper bridge, forty feet above the

deck; Bates jumped to the hand raihng that went

around the bridge and from here gave a leap. I

expected to see him strike the deck and get badly

hurt if not killed. But below the bridge was a wire

rope, stretched from the smokestack to an electric

crane, which he caught gracefully with his hands,

and immediately swung off to another wire rope used
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as a clothes line that was stretched across the deck.

He Instantly dropped to the deck, grabbed the

handle of the alcohol chest just as a sheet of flame

burst out of the paint locker, and dragged the chest

out of harm's way. Three seconds had not passed

from the time Bates had been at my side to when

he was tugging at the chest's handle. In less than a

minute six heavy streams of water were being thrown

into the paint shop. The damage was not great.

Two men were severely burned, but they eventually

recovered from their burns. I could not help feel-

ing there was no danger of a fire gaining headway

aboard a ship In spite of Its hundreds of tons of

explosives and its stores of alcohol, turpentine, and

other combustibles, because there are means always

on hand to put the fire out and the constant drilling

at "fire quarters" makes the crew particularly expert

at fighting fire.

We were now making our dash Into the coast. I

never understood the real points involved and I was

in too worried a state of mind to be interested in

the technical details of our strategy and tactics.

The umpires decided that our hostile fleet was de-

feated at every point. The general idea I gathered

was that the defending admiral, I heard his name

was Knight, had correctly judged exactly what the

hostile fleet would attempt to do and where it would

go, and, like General Forrest of the Confederate
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Army, had ''alius got thar fustest with the mostest

men."

The Montana was then ordered to Norfolk. We
anchored at Old Point Comfort early one morning,

late in December. Soon a tug brought many bags

of mail to the ship. I was almost faint with excite-

ment and apprehension, for I knew that soon some

terrible news would reach me.



CHAPTER XXI

''win dan quin's friendship"

I
WALKED nervously about; mail would not be

ready for distribution for an hour, I was told.

Before many minutes the mail clerk directed me

to leave the vicinity of the post office, where he had

a dozen men assisting him to sort out the letters.

He said I was bothering these men.

I wandered to the forecastle, where after a while

O'Reilly found me. "Down into the magazine with

you, Ears; we are shifting our fourteen-inch powder

tanks, getting the empty tanks out to be sent

ashore."

Much of our target-practice ammunition had

been shot away and it was routine to get out the

empty containers and send them to a shore ammuni-

tion depot to be filled with more powder. So I went

to the magazine and was soon hustling these empty

tanks out into the handling room; from there they

were whipped up to the main deck and placed on a

tug that was alongside.

O'Reilly was very methodical; no one could have

been more precise and exacts As he came to each

319
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empty copper tank he first took off the cover, looked

Into It, and then passed the tank to Strauss or myself

to be rolled out of the magazine.

We had so handled all of the empty tanks except

one when O'Reilly gave a sudden shout. "Some one

has been violating magazine regulations," he called

out, "this tank is not empty." He put the cover

back on It; and then, looking much concerned, said,

"Strauss, I want you to notice that I have not

touched the Inside of this tank. Ears, find Mr,
Oxnard and ask him please to come to this magazine

Immediately."

I ran away and found Mr. Oxnard in the turret

talking to the Montana^s navigator. Lieutenant

Commander Fethrus. I was soon back in the maga-

zine with him; Mr. Fethrus accompanied Mr. Ox-

nard Into the magazine.

"Mr. Oxnard," said Pat, "In passing out these

empty tanks I have found one that has some articles

In It; I do not know who is responsible for doing

this. I wish you to be present before I touch the

things In this tank."

Just then I heard a call In the handling room of

"mail ho," and out I rushed; there was nothing in

the world I wanted so much as letters.

"Here you are. Ears, here's a lot of letters for

you," was said to me, as several thick envelopes

'were handed me,
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I retired to a corner of the handling room; and,

seated on a chest under an electric light, breathing

with an effort, my heart thumping like a steam ham-

mer, I arranged those from Uncle Henry according

to the dates postmarked. And then I opened the

one of the earliest date. The first thing I read was

a newspaper clipping from the Chicago Tribune. It

was as follows

:

"And When He Got There the Safety-Deposit

Box Was Bare."

"Yesterday morning a wild excited Frenchman
broke into the district attorney's office, so inco-

herent that it was difficult to understand him. The
sum of his story was that he is guardian for his

nephew, Dan Quin, who is' a seaman on the

battleship Montana. He said his own name was
Henry La Tourrette, that Quin had a safety-

deposit box in the Federal Trust Company in

which were kept bonds aggregating in value to

more than three hundred thousand dollars. La
Tourrette stated that he had just come from the

Trust Company, where, upon unlocking the box,

he found it empty. Three hundred thousand

dollars and more in bonds had been stolen from it.

"Frenchmen are said to be frog eaters, but the

opinion of the district attorney's office, judged

from remarks heard there, was that La Tourrette

and his story were fishy rather than froggy in

flavor. He was locked up to await investiga-

tion."

There were many other clippings; I read fever-

ishly and soon had the whole story. Uncle Henry's
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letters were those from a tortured, agonized soul.

He wrote that he had opened the safety-deposit box

for the first time in seven months for the purpose

of cutting coupons from the bonds; and to his horror

he found the box absolutely empty. He had rushed

to the Trust Company's offices and had reported the

fact, and to the office of the district attorney. His

story, both by his own account and those in the

clippings he sent me, had occasioned a most careful

Investigation. An official of the Trust Company

stated that he positively remembered that my uncle,

Henry La Tourrette, had entered the vault, had, in

the company of this official, unlocked and opened

the safety-deposit box, and had taken from it the

bonds that were in it. He distinctly recollected

Uncle Henry's pronounced appearance, his black

hair, his black mustache and beard, his birthmark.

Uncle Henry, in his letter, told me this was false.

He had not, so he vehemently wrote, opened the

box at that time, he had never taken anything out

of the box. He was utterly guiltless of the charges

made against him. But the box was empty, there

was no doubt of this fact; every cent on earth that I

had, the ample fortune, the proceeds of my father's

life work, left me by my mother had disappeared.

There was no doubt of that. There were but two

keys to my box, one held by my Uncle Henry and

one by me. The Federal Trust Company stated
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emphatically that one of these two keys must have

opened the box; further, that the box could not have

been opened except in the presence of an official of

the Trust Company, who, before the box could have

been unlocked by either of the keys held by Uncle

Henry and myself, must have used on the box the

Federal Trust Company's master key. This official

was present when the box was opened and the papers

in it taken out. He remembered all about it and

was sufficiently impressed at the time to send word

that many valuable financial documents were being

taken from the .safety-deposit box, apparently with

authority. Uncle Henry was positively identified by

this official and by the detective employed by the

Trust Company. The State of Illinois immediately

took action because of my status as a minor under

the super-guardianship of the state. Uncle Henry

was confined in jail and an indictment was found

against him. The Navy Department had been com-

municated with and had telegraphed that Dan Quin,

a seaman of the Montana^ had stated to his captain

that his key to the safety-deposit box had never been

out of his possession.

This was the story that Uncle Henry's letters and

the newspaper clippings they enclosed brought me.

There was much printed about the matter; it created

great interest. And condemnation of Uncle Henry

was unlimited. It seemed the only friend he had
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left, the only man who believed In him, was his

partner, Mr. Shard. The latter's attitude towards

Uncle Henry was that of a devoted, sympathetic

friend. He refused to talk about the matter to

newspaper reporters who besieged him, though he

was not reported to have expressed belief In the

innocence of his partner. But he was assiduous in

his attendance upon him, secured a lawyer for him,

and was constant in his attentions. His attitude

brought warm praise from different newspapers

who frankly stated that though Mr. Shard was un-

doubtedly a devoted friend, yet there was lacking

any evidence to indicate that he believed in his part-

ner's Innocence. But my fortune of three hundred

and forty-one thousand dollars had absolutely dis-

appeared, leaving not a trace behind it. The papers

were scathing in their denunciation of my poor

uncle. He was pictured as a monster, as a thief of

the most contemptible kind. There was no one to

defend him.

Poor Uncle Henry! Violent grief, wild incohe-

rence poured out of his letters. He could explain

nothing; he knew but two things; one was that my
bonds were gone, the other that he had not taken

them. He could offer no explanation. He had in

jail been visited daily by police officials who shame-

fully and cruelly abused him. They threatened him,

they cursed him, they showered unlimited abuse upon
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him demanding that he confess; and his asseveration

of his innocence brought violent shouts of denuncia-

tion upon him. His lawyer did not believe in him;

he urged him to tell the truth. Mr. Shard was

kind, but told him he preferred not to discuss the

question of his innocence. His only comfort was the

God of his Huguenot ancestors. Perhaps you, had

you seen all of those newspaper clippings, even had

you read his letters, might not have believed in him.

But I knew he was innocent, because I knew Uncle

Henry. Truth dripped out of the agony that filled

his letters.

My first feeling was that of overwhelming love

and sympathy for him. I simply knew he was not

guilty, though I was utterly unable to find an expla-

nation of the circumstances that had overwhelmed

him and had despoiled me of my fortune. The loss

of the latter was a bitter reflection; yet I had not the

same feeling that I would have had had I been

older, had I accumulated it by my own efforts, or had

I to a great extent ever depended upon it. The chief

anxiety of my heart was for my uncle, rudderless in

a sea of trouble, in jail accused of a shameful crime,

protesting his innocence with none to believe in him.

I had other letters all bearing on Uncle Henry's

alleged shameful and dishonest actions; also oflicial

legal papers. The State of Illinois summoned me as

a witness; his trial had been set ahead and was to
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begin three days from the time I was reading my
mail. Every statement I read was burned into my
heart. I had expected bad news, but nothing so bad

as this. There was only one respect in which it

could have been worse ; had I believed him guilty the

whole affair would have been unbearable. It was my
own consciousness of his innocence that helped me to

control myself; and the fact that he was in this

terrible trouble and had not a single friend that

believed in his innocence spurred me to let him know

how truly I knew he was guiltless, and how deep my
love for him was.

I ran up the deck to the captain's cabin. His

orderly said, "Ef you be Quin the captain says you

are to go in to see him."

Captain Gaunt greeted me with a grave face full

of concern. "I know your trouble, Quin," he said;

*'I extend you my sympathy. I have orders from the

Navy Department to grant you leave to go to Chi-

cago. Should you be in need of funds for traveling

expenses I will be glad to advance you what you

require. You may leave as soon as you are ready."

"Thank you, sir. I have sufficient money. If I

may have leave I have no other request to make. I

want to tell you, sir, that my Uncle Henry is a good

man. He never stole my money, sir; he is innocent."

"I hope so, Quin. Speak to the executive officer

about your leave."
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A moment later on the quarter-deck I was speak-

ing to the executive officer.

"Sir," I said, "the captain said I might ask you

for leave; it is a most important matter."

"Huh—ho—I've told you before, Quin, that I've

remarked in many instances that all matters with

you are important. Make out in writing your regu-

lar request for leave for ten days, with permission,

if necessary, to ask for an extension."

I went to the executive officer's yeoman, who typed

the request for me, which I signed; and then I re-

turned to the handhng room. I noticed that neither

O'Reilly nor Strauss were there. In a few moments

the captain's orderly came and directed me to go to

the captain's cabin at once. Here were the captain,

Mr. Oxnard, Mr. Fethrus, Pat, and Strauss.

"Quin," said the captain as I entered, "this after-

noon in the magazine of your turret a powder tank

which should have been empty was found to have

different things in it. There was nothing to indi-

cate to whom these articles belonged except two

bank books made out in the name of Chief Gunner's

Mate Gash, who was killed a month ago. The

existence of these bank books was known, but until

this morning they have been missing. Gunner's

Mate Strauss has told me that some months ago

you kept some things in an empty powder tank in

that same magazine. Can you make any statement
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on this subject? I warn you that this may become a

serious matter, particularly should it appear that

you knew where these bank books were and if the

articles in this supposedly empty tank had been put

there by you."

"I had my entire clothes bag in a powder tank in

that magazine when I first went into the handling

room," I answered. "Gash suggested that I put my
belongings there, which I did. But soon we had

trouble and he ordered me to take them out of the

magazine. I did so. This was months ago, when

we were in Guantanamo. I haven't had a thing in

the magazine since then, sir. I did not know that

anybody did. I never knew till this moment that

Gash's bank books were in the magazine."

"Then you had nothing of any nature whatsoever

in the magazine?" asked Captain Gaunt, his steel-

gray eyes seeming to shoot into my very soul.

"No, sir, not one single thing."

"Did you not know it was against stringent regu-

lations to have any personal property in a maga-

zine?"

"I suppose I did, sir, but I do not remember that

I thought about that. Gash told me I could do so

and I was glad to take advantage of his offer."

"Do you think these things may have belonged to

Gash?"
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"Perhaps, sir; I have not thought about this

matter."

"After Gash was killed you told Commander

Honan that the night before he lost his life he had

informed you that it was he who, when we were

steaming towards Vera Cruz, had attempted to

break into the magazine?"

"Yes, sir, he told me that."

"Did he tell you what for?"

"No, sir."

"If you and he had quarreled how was It that he

gave you that information?"

"We had quarreled badly, sir, so badly that I

threatened to report him to you for making a false

statement at the 'mast.' He had been abusing my
chum Pinkham, who later was killed in Vera Cruz by

jumping in the way of shots that were fired at me;

Gash said he would report me and that caused me to

threaten him."

"What false statement by Gash are you referring

to, Quin?"

"Sir, you may remember that once I was reported

at Newport for shouting 'man overboard' at night

while I was on sentry watch. The crew was mus-.

tered and no one not on authorized liberty was out

of the ship. So Commander Honan believed I had

made a false report. While your investigation was
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going on at the 'mast,' Gash stated to you that he

had gone overboard, and on hearing the report he

had climbed back on board ship and was present at

the muster."

"I remember that circumstance and at the time I

thought Gash had done a manly thing. Come,

Quin, do you mean to say that Gash lied when he

made that statement to me?"

"Yes, sir."

"That's hard to believe. Was he a particular

friend of yours?"

"No, sir; I had never before known him or even

heard of him."

"Did you believe at the time it was a false re-

port?"

"No, sir, no more than you did. But later, at

Guantanamo, this gunner's mate, Strauss, told me
that Gash had not left his hammock in the handling

room that night; and next day, a friend of mine,

Schmeltz, at a smoker on the Michigan, told me that

it was he whom I had seen in the water that night at

Newport."

"This is amazing, Quin," exclaimed the captain.

"Strauss, is it possible that Quin is mistaken?"

"No, Captain," replied Strauss; "Gash's state-

nient at that time at the 'mast' was false."

"Sir," broke in O'Reilly, "every chief petty officer

in my mess knows that Gash lied to you that day."
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*'What could have been his object, Quin?" ques-

tioned the captain.

"I have not the slightest idea, sir."

*'Was he attempting to get your favor; did he

ever ask anything of you?"

"No, sir; I was naturally very grateful to him,

and for a while we were quite friendly. He had me
transferred to the handling room and at first was

kind, but soon turned on me. For months at Vera

Cruz we had no occasion to see each other until the

night he found me ashore, when he brought me on

board ship under arrest."

"How did it happen, then, after this bad feeling

that he should have told you it was he who had tried

to break into the magazine?"

"I do not know, sir. He had a change of feeling;

why, I cannot say. The night before Gash was

killed he came to the handling room. O'Reilly

would not speak to him, but left when he entered.

Then Gash spoke to me; he said he had done me
a great injury and wished to beg my pardon; he told

me about having tried to get into the magazine that

night. It occurs to me now that perhaps it was to

get those two bank books if he knew they were there.

He was about to tell me of the wrong he said he had

done me, but was interrupted by the sounding of the

'general alarm.'
"

"Did you see him again before he was killed?"
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"Yes, sir, for a moment. He said to me the next

day, while we were coaling ship, 'The dying thief on

the ' and at that instant the hook of the coal-

hoist rope caught him under his chin and jerked him

to his death."

"Captain," Interrupted Strauss, "at the time Sea-

man Quin was having his troubles with Gash he was

keeping a diary. Perhaps he may have put some-

thing in it about Gash that you would wish to know."

"Go for your diary, Quin. I'd like to see it if you

don't object."

I ran to the handling room for it. On my return

I saw that Lieutenant Commander Fethrus was at

the captain's desk with a number of papers.

"Can you make anything of those papers, Feth-

rus?" asked the captain.

"Yes, sir; these are letters in cipher."

"Will you be able to decipher them?"

"Oh, yes, sir, after I discover the key. This is

probably a personal cipher and it is likely to be a

simple one. I deciphered hundreds of coded mes-

sages at the Navy Department when I was in the

Office of Naval Intelligence and am quite familiar

with different cipher codes. Most are easy to get

hold of. I have never been actually stumped yet,

though once I worked for months on a cipher mes-

sage before I discovered the key."

"Let me look at one of those cipher messages."
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Lieutenant Commander Fethrus handed one of

the papers to the captain. The latter scanned it,

remarking, "I could look at that a long time before I

could see any sense in it." Then he passed it to me,

saying, "Did you ever see that before, Quin?"

I looked at the paper and then I lost control of

my feelings. It should be remembered that I had

been under a strain and full of worry for a month.

And but an hour before had come the terrible news

that my beloved Uncle Henry was in jail charged

with a shameful crime, and that the great fortune

left me by my mother had been stolen.

Written on the paper were the following letters,

which afterwards I copied:

SMZPB EUQMZ VTLJT EPHMW KIWWU
JVVFZ XHHUP MEQID JOUQG TKKCY
JJDUU JURTJ IBRDZ FMGRF IRHUT
JJBIP TXHO

I broke down completely and could make no effort

to control my feelings. I had had too much in one

day. The letters spelled nothing to me, but they

had unquestionably been written by my Uncle

Henry.

I heard the captain say: ^'Fethrus, look through

Quin's diary; see if you can find anything interesting

in it."

After waiting a few moments for me to recover
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my self-control Captain Gaunt said kindly: "Quin,

why were you so affected by that paper; could you

read it, did it mean anything to you?"

*'No, sir, not a thing."

"Had you ever seen that paper or what was writ-

ten on it before?"

"No, Captain, never."

"Then tell me, why did seeing It affect you so

deeply?"

"Oh, Captain, I recognized the handwriting;

please don't ask me whose it was."

Captain Gaunt saw I was completely unstrung

and asked me no further questions.

"Fethrus," he said a moment later, "have you

found anything interesting In Quin's diary?"

"I should say so," answered that officer; "Quin

picked up a paper that Gash had dropped In his

handling room on which was written the following:

*FIve for Trinity, too. Won by Dewey. Backing

on same trail. Repeat reverse.'
"

"What's Interesting about that, Fethrus? It

isn't intelligible to me."

"Why, Captain, that's the key to the cipher; noth-

ing could be simpler. Any person who has ever

worked with ciphers would instantly recognize that

as a cipher key; It Is but thinly disguised. Please

give me that paper you have, it's the shortest of any
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we found in the tank; I'll give you something inter-

esting in a moment."

I saw Mr. Fethrus write rapidly for a few mo-

ments, apparently doing some kind of a problem.

Then he said, "Captain, I have picked out the first

four words of that cipher message, but I suggest

that I take these papers to my room and work them

all out." He seemed to me to be looking earnestly

and significantly at the captain.

"Very well," rejoined the captain, "you men may

leave now; that will be all for the present."

A few days later I learned that the first four

words were

:

"Win Dan Quin's friendship."



CHAPTER XXII

MY UNCLE HENRY IS ON TRIAL

INSTEAD of going on leave as I had expected, I

received official orders to accompany Lieutenant

Commander Fethrus to Washington. Pat

O'Reilly also was ordered to go; so we left by the

evening boat. Before going Captain Gaunt gave

both Pat and myself specific orders that we were not

to discuss with anybody, not even between ourselves,

the circumstances of O'Reilly's find in the powder

tank. "It Is probable that the bank books and

letters In cipher and papers found there belonged to

Gash," remarked Captain Gaunt, "but an Important

matter has come up in connection with them that I

must refer to the Navy Department and you two

must go there immediately."

"But, Captain, I beg permission to go to Chicago;

my uncle's honor and liberty are at stake; he is my
only living relative; his trial begins Thursday and

this Is Monday afternoon. Besides this, my fortune,

every bit of it, has been stolen; I must go to Chicago

to do whatever I can for my uncle and to attempt

anything possible to regain my bonds."

336
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**I understand that, Quin; Mr. Fethrus will make

arrangements in Washington so that you may go on

immediately. You and O'Reilly both will wear a

belt carrying a loaded pistol and carry out any

orders given you by Mr. Fethrus."

This was surprising. And there was another sur-

prising thing on that night trip to Washington.

Lieutenant Calkins was ordered to join our party;

he and Mr. Fethrus occupied the same room, but

only one of them was in his bunk at a time. And
throughout the night either Pat or myself was

regularly on watch in the corridor outside of their

room, the door of which was kept open. Mr.

Fethrus stayed up until two o'clock, when he turned

out Mr. Calkins, who dressed and sat up for the

rest of the night.

Before leaving I had an opportunity to send a

telegram to Uncle Henry in which I expressed belief

in his innocence and stated I was on my way to

Chicago to help prove it.

Next day at the Navy Department Mr. Fethrus

had much conversation with different high officials;

neither Pat nor I had any knowledge of the nature

of this conversation. I was burning to talk with

Pat about the bank books and the cipher letters he

had found in the powder tank, but I was deterred by

Captain Gaunt's special orders; and Pat was de-

cidedly uncommunicative on the subject. In the
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afternoon we were both subjected to much question-

ing. My every action since I had entered the navy

was inquired into. I was asked many questions

about my bonds; and everything I had ever known

or heard or thought about Gash was bored into. I

was asked much about my Uncle Henry. All of this

was amazing to me, because I could not see why

these matters should so interest the Navy Depart-

ment. But I did not know at the time that the first

four words in a cipher message in my Uncle Henry's

handwriting were "Win Dan Quin's friendship," nor

did I know the translations of any of the cipher

letters which presumably were received by Gash and

placed by him for safe-keeping in the powder tank,

so securely locked up in the magazine which Gash

had charge of, and which he had undoubtedly ex-

pected to retain.

I was bitterly disappointed that I was not allowed

to leave for Chicago by the night train Tuesday, but

I was being questioned till long after it left. That

night we slept at a hotel; the two officers in a room

with two beds, one of the officers up and dressed.

I noticed a revolver was laid on the table where

they sat. And either Pat or I was on watch in the

corridor. All of this was amazing to me.

Lieutenant Commander Fethrus told me that I

would leave for Chicago the next morning at ten

o'clock, that he had secured a ticket for me. And
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when that time came I was surprised to learn that

the two officers, also a gentleman who I learned was

the legal adviser of the Navy Department, and Pat

were to go to Chicago. But I had been under such

strong feeling, such mental torture, and had had so

many recent surprises, that I was now prepared for

almost anything.

The trip to Chicago consumed the longest twenty-

four hours I have ever spent; the minutes seemed

like hours; I could not read steadily, nor did I care

to talk. Mr. Fethrus and the legal adviser sat all

day in their section with a little table between them,

writing or engaged in frequent conversation. Mr.

Fethrus had with him a number of papers which I

imagined were other cipher letters found in the pow-

der tank. He studied them, seemed to be doing

problems with them, and in low tones discussed

them with the legal gentleman.

That night either he or Mr. Calkins was up; and

Pat O'Reilly and I alternated on sentry watch.

All of this was unaccountable to me. I could not

understand the occasion for such a strict watch,

for the loaded pistols, or why anybody except

myself was going to Chicago. And no one told

me.

We arrived at Chicago the next morning, a bleak,

cheerless, icy day.

"May I go now, sir?" I asked Mr. Fethrus; ''my
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uncle Is to be tried to-day. I must get to the court-

house as soon as I can."

"I'll get you there right away, Quin; stay with me,

please." He called a cab. "County courthouse,"

he directed the cabman. "Hurry up."

We arrived at the courthouse. "We will sit down

in rear seats when we get in the courtroom," di-

rected Mr. Fethrus; "I wish to hear evidence before

your uncle or anybody else knows we are there, or

who we are."

In a moment I saw my uncle, the prisoner at the

bar. My heart was torn in seeing the agony in his

face. He was incoherent and unmanageable. The
prosecution was well under way. It did not take

long; there were but few witnesses and these did not

have much to say; nor did Uncle Henry's attorney,

who had been hired by Mr. Shard, subject them to

lengthy cross-examinations. It was clearly brought

out by the testimony that I was a minor and that

Uncle Henry was my legal guardian, that I had

bonds in a safety-deposit box that exceeded three

hundred and twenty thousand dollars in value, that I

had been given keys to the box, one of which I had

formally assigned to Uncle Henry by executing a

document which gave him free access to the box. A
deposition from the Navy Department was accepted

as evidence, which stated I had been asked if the key

I had retained had ever been out of my possession
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since I had been in the navy and that I had stated it

never had been. Several witnesses testified that they

positively identified the defendant on trial as having

on a certain day, about eight months previous to the

trial, been admitted to the Federal Trust Company's

vaults, and that there they had seen him take from a

safety-deposit box, which he and the Trust Com-

pany's ofllicial had jointly unlocked, a large number

of documents they believed to be bonds; that he had

put these in a suitcase and had walked away. They

identified Henry La Tourrette, the defendant on

trial, because they had previously known him by

appearance, and they recognized him as this man
who had abstracted the bonds ; they knew him by his

black hair, his black mustache and black beard, the

brownish-red birthmark on his left temple, his red

necktie, his brown, one-button, cutaway coat.

It was brought out in the testimony that he had

reported the bonds missing; the authorities of the

State of Illinois, to whom he was responsible for

faithful execution of his duties as my guardian, had

demanded an accounting from him of his steward-

ship of my estate and was prosecuting him for steal-

ing it.

The above was the evidence I listened to. It

seemed to me that the authorities were more inter-

ested in convicting him of this theft than they were

in finding out what became of my bonds.
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I was indignant with Uncle Henry's attorney. He
sat, unshaved, spitting tobacco juice, to my mind

making no whole-hearted efforts to cross-examine

witnesses, to endeavor to bring out facts that might

be in favor of his soul-distressed client. And I was

also indignant beyond expression with Uncle Henry's

partner, Mr. Shard, who sat beside him. He was

also called as a witness for the prosecution and was

unctuous and sickening in his protestations of devo-

tion to his friend and his regret that he was forced

to give evidence against him. His evidence was

telling because given with apparent reluctance; but

not with real reluctance, because Mr. Shard testified

to things that while true were not called for by

questions asked him. And his purpose I could see

plainly enough was to fasten conviction of Uncle

Henry's guilt in the minds of the jurymen.

Time and again I wanted to rush to my uncle, to

tell him that though the whole world were against

him I was with him and would remain with him to

the end, that I knew he was innocent. But Mr.

Fethrus sat next to me with his arm around my
shoulder, listening intently to all that was said, and

at the same time aware of the feelings which surged

through my heart. Occasionally he whispered to

me, "Take it easy, Quin; don't interrupt the pro-

ceedings; it is necessary that I should hear every

word."
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"Your time will come before long," he said at a

moment when I was almost beside myself.

When the witnesses said Uncle Henry had taken

the bonds out of the box, he was like a madman. He
shouted his denials; he denounced the witnesses as

liars. He was almost beyond control. "Where is

my boy's money?" he screamed; "tell the truth,

what did you do with it?" He had conceived the

idea that the whole thing was a conspiracy on the

part of the sub-officials to steal the bonds and have

him convicted of having done so.

When the prosecution had finished, the case was

complete. Every item of evidence needed to convict

had been produced. Uncle Henry's attorney had

not even attempted to break down the evidence given

nor to show any possibilities that might have existed

of his innocence. I read "guilty" in the face of

every juryman; and I read satisfaction, content, and

relief in the smug face of Mr. Shard.

Uncle Henry was the only witness called in his

own defense. His testimony was short. He shouted

vehemently that he never had taken the bonds out

of the box. He accused those who said so as being

liars and the real thieves. He asked why the author-

ities didn't try to find the money stolen from his dear

boy. It was hard for him to restrain himself, or to

confine himself to answering questions asked. I

knew he was innocent, but I saw that every word he
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said went to confirm the belief of the jurymen in his

guilt. And I saw plainly that the satisfaction, con-

tent, and relief of Mr. Shard grew as Uncle Henry

proceeded. The prosecuting attorney asked but a

few questions in cross-examination. He had no occa-

sion to do more; his case was proved and he knew it

and everybody else knew it. My distress almost un-

manned me; but Mr. Fethrus' arm on my shoulder

seemed to hold me down, to help me to retain my
self-control.

When Uncle Henry had finished his testimony,

his attorney announced he had no further witnesses.

The prosecuting attorney stood up and began

to say something. Mr. Fethrus then whispered:

*'Quin, stay right where you are, keep a tight hold on

yourself."

He then got up and walked up to where the judge

was sitting, carrying his suitcase with him.

"I am Lieutenant Commander Fethrus of the

navy," he said, "attached to the battleship Montana

which is now at Norfolk, Virginia. Have you re-

ceived any message from the Navy Department

concerning my appearance in this court?"

"Yes, I have here a telegram from the Secretary

of the Navy stating that he has directed you to

come here to give evidence in the case pending be-

fore this court. The telegram says that the evi-

dence you will give will be conclusive and convincing.
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x\re you offered as a witness for the defense? The
prosecution has closed; I doubt if it needs more

evidence."

"I would request to be considered as having been

called as a witness of neither the prosecution nor the

defense, but by the court. That procedure is correct

in naval jurisprudence and I imagine also in civil

courts."

"Yes. The court will call you as a witness."

I saw a stir of interest through the big courtroom.

The prosecuting attorney was in high good spirits;

he had won his case, he didn't care what additional

witnesses were called or who called them. But I

could see Mr. Shard start; a look of uneasy fear

suddenly appeared in his face when Mr. Fethrus

stated he was from the battleship Montana.

"Sir," said Mr. Fethrus, addressing the judge, "I

present you with this paper which is a written order

signed by the Secretary of the Navy directing me to

report to this court. I request that you indorse and

sign this as proof of my having reported here this

day. This is personally important to me for the

purpose of drawing eight cents a mile traveling ex-

penses from Norfolk to Chicago and return.

"Here, also, is a document from the Secretary of

the Navy stating that I have spent several years de-

coding cipher messages and am known by the Navy
Department to be an expert in that capacity. I ask
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that this be accepted as documentary proof that I

am such an expert."

^'I will hold that document," returned the judge,

"and will decide later whether to accept it or not. I

will permit you to proceed and to show that the

matter of your being an expert at decoding ciphers

is relevant to this case."

There was now something more than uneasy fear

depicted in Mr. Shard's face. To my mind he was.

possessed by a violent fright. I could see him breath-

ing hard. He looked rapidly towards the different

entrances; he gripped the sides of his chair as if he

had to hold himself from running away.

"I request to be sworn as a witness, sir," contin-

ued Mr. Fethrus, which was immediately done.

"Sir," now said Mr. Fethrus, "I am not familiar

with court procedure of the civil law. I have a long

story to tell which could not be brought out by

questions from a counsel who knows nothing of the

facts I wish to swear to. I request that you direct

me to tell this court everything I know about this

case."

"Is there objection?" asked the judge.

"None by the prosecution," answered the prose-

cuting attorney.

"None by the defense," replied Uncle Henry's

attorney, who suddenly became so interested that he

forgot to spit any more tobacco juice.
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"I object," suddenly shouted Mr. Shard.

"Do you?" severely asked the judge. "On what

ground?"

"I don't know what this testimony Is going

to be; It may Incriminate me, I have no counsel

here to look after my Interests," cried Mr. Shard,

almost Incoherent In excitement and evident fright.

Great beads of perspiration stood out on his

face.

"Sit down," sternly directed the judge; "your

rights will be protected by the court." Then turn-

ing to Mr. Fethrus, he said, "Proceed, sir; tell all

that you know that bears on this case. I reserve a

decision to strike out later any part of your testimony

which I deem to be not relevant, pertinent, or

material."

"Sir," then began Mr. Fethrus, "my testimony

will have much to do with letters written In cipher.

Last Monday morning I was present In a powder

magazine of the battleship Montana at Norfolk,

Virginia. Some empty, fourteen-inch powder tanks

were being removed from this magazine under the

direction of a chief gunner's mate named Patrick

O'Reilly. The latter examined each tank before he

sent It out to be sure It was empty; and in doing this

with one tank he saw that there were some papers In

it. He took these papers out In my presence; among
them were two bank books that had the name
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^Charles O. Gash' on them, and several envelopes

addressed to 'Charles O. Gash.' Some months be-

fore there was a chief gunner's mate of that name

who had had charge of that magazine and had access

to it. It was easily possible that Gash could have kept

personal belongings in that magazine. I know of no

evidence that he did so other than it was possible,

that he had for a long time been in charge of the

magazine, that bank books and envelopes with his

name on them were found in the magazine, and pre-

sumptive evidence from the letters written in cipher

which I have decoded."

"Where is this Charles O. Gash?" asked the

judge.

*'He was accidentally killed five or six weeks ago,

sir.

"I now present and offer in evidence a letter

written in cipher. I state that this identical piece of

paper was found in the powder tank in the Mon-

tana's magazine, that I was present v/hen it was

taken from that tank, and that it has been in my
personal possession ever since. This document writ-

ten in cipher contains a number of letters which are

strung together; in its present form, without knowl-

edge of the key to the cipher, what is written is

meaningless. This letter written on this paper is as

follows

:
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SMZPB EUQMZ VTLJT EPHMW KIWWU
JVVFZ XHHUP MEQID JOUQG TKKCY
JJDUU JURTJ IBRDZ FMGRF IRHUT
JJBIP TXHO

"I have decoded this cipher letter and will give a

translation of it to you in a few minutes. Or rather,

I will give you, Your Honor, and also, with your

permission, to each juryman and each of the counsel

for prosecution and defense, the key, so that you

may decipher it yourself. After you have done this,

Your Honor, I will ask you to consider whether the

decoded message is such that it indicates whether or

not my testimony is relevant, pertinent, or material."

I glanced occasionally at Mr. Shard. His face

was livid. Fear and fright were written all over

him. Uncle Henry was now very quiet. He did not

know what was about to happen; but as he after-

wards told me he began to hope that some real facts

would be discovered.

"Give me the key to the cipher, Til work it out

myself," interrupted the judge. The good man was

hungry and evidently wanted to hurry matters.

^'Unless you are accustomed to cipher messages

you may need an explanation of how to use the key,"

rejoined Mr. Fethrus.

"Give me the key. I have ordinary intelligence, I

can apply it," returned the judge, rather irritably.
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"The key is, 'Five for Trinity, too. Won by

Dewey. Backing on same trail. Repeat reverse.'
"

The judge gave a snort of disgust. "This is the

key, is it? It means just as much to me and no more

than your letter in cipher means. Perhaps you have

a key to your key. And still another key to unlock

that one. How many doors have you to be unlocked,

Mr. Fethrus?"

"The key would be perfectly simple to a cipher

expert, Your Honor. Shall I proceed?"

"Yes, please do." In spite of the judge's slight

Irritation he was plainly becoming interested. And
so was everybody else. There was something in

the naval officer's personality that provoked this

interest.



CHAPTER XXIII

ABOUT LETTERS WRITTEN IN CIPHER

I
HAVE studied many different kinds of cipher

writings, Your Honor," continued Lieutenant

Commander Fethrus. "Some are so simple

that a cipher expert can instantly decode them.

Where great interests are involved and the necessity

for secrecy is imperative, ciphers have been invented

that seem impossible to be decoded without the key.

Indeed, there are some cipher systems so involved

that even an expert who has the key cannot translate

them unless he also has necessary books. The most

simple of all ciphers is one where each letter as writ-

ten means always the same letter. Take such a

cipher letter, and if it is reasonably long, or if you

have a number of examples of it, the letter in the

cipher oftenest repeated is certain to stand for the

letter E. And with this as a starter soon one has

located the real letter indicated by other letters in

the cipher. It is easy to discover the key of such a

cipher.

"But the cipher message I have given you is not

constructed on such a simple plan. Indeed, had not

351
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the key been given me, it might have taken me a

long time to have discovered just what kind of a

cipher was being used and what the cipher key was.

As I stated, there are many different systems of

cipher which are founded upon entirely different

principles; the cipher message does not generally, by

its appearance, indicate the system used; the charac-

ters of keys used for one class of cipher writings

are entirely different from the keys used by other

systems.

"The system used for this cipher message now in

your hand. Your Honor, is so simple and so easy of

construction, and yet so difficult of translation with-

out the key, that it commends itself to one who

needs a cipher, but who hasn't time to get up an

elaborate one. I would designate it as 'the changing

letter cipher system.' Thus, for Instance, in the par-

ticular cipher message I have given you, the first

letter in the original message before it was put into

cipher was the letter A^. This appears in the cipher

as S. In the original message before it was put into

cipher the letter A^ appears seven times; in the cipher

this letter A^ is represented, consecutively, by the

letters S, P, Q, P, Q, R, R. The fact that these

letters in the cipher appear close in their position in

the alphabet is a mere coincidence without signifi-

cance as far as the key to the cipher or the system

used is concerned.
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*'In the original message before translation into

cipher the letter E appears eleven times. In the

cipher message this letter E is represented consecu-

tively by the letters H, I, H, J, J, J, F, H, I, H.

The fact that E is always represented by a letter

near it in the alphabet simply was for the conven-

ience of the writer; a different key on the same prin-

ciple but with a little more v/ork could have made

the E appear as M, X, Z, or any other letter.

"This is accomplished in the following way. The
writers of these cipher letters agree among them-

selves to a certain number, such, for instance, as

94321, which is to be applied in an agreed-upon way

by the writer to the message he has written. When
so applied the message will be unintelligible in ap-

pearance, but the one who receives this message will,

to the unintelligible message, apply the 54321 in the

way previously agreed upon, and by this means he

immediately translates this unintelligible message

into its original form.

"For example, suppose the word 'Canada' is to

be put into cipher, using the number 543212. The

letter C will be advanced five positions in the alpha-

bet and in the cipher message w^ill appear as H ; A,

the second letter of Canada, will be advanced four

positions and will appear as E; N will appear as Q;
A will now, being advanced two positions, appear as

C; D will appear as E; and A will again appear as C.
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"Write out the word

:

CANADA
underneath each letter the fig- 543212
ures each represent the changes

in the alphabet positions to be

applied to the letter above it;

apply these changes and we
have the letters in the cipher

message

:

H E Q C E C

*'This is the system of the cipher message I saw

taken from the powder tank of the Montana's mag-

azine and which you are holding in your hand. It is

sometimes extremely difficult to get hold of the key

number of such a cipher system, because the number

agreed upon by the writer and receiver of the cipher

may be made anything they choose. Suppose they

had agreed upon the number 9427183, or any other

number: the body of the cipher message gives no

indication what the agreed-upon key number Is; if

you have tried to determine solely by trial and error

you might have to try more than nine million four

hundred thousand key numbers before you hit upon

the right one. And there might be Inserted a number

of variations that vv^ould, If not known, kill the suc-

cess of any efforts by trial and error. This would be

true If it was understood by those using the cipher

that every third letter In the cipher message was to

be erased before decoding. An Infinite number of

variations are possible which, simple as this method
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IS, makes it at times extremely difficult to discover

the correct key number."

"But," interrupted the judge, "you told me that

the key in this case was something about the Holy

Trinity; and also that Admiral Dewey's victory at

Manila was connected with it."

"Most of the ciphers constructed on this sys-

tem," continued Mr. Fethrus, "are easy to translate

because for convenience a simple number has been

chosen, although at times I have spent many days

before I could discover what the simple number

was. Then, too, the users, as in this case, may

choose some expression to remind them what this

agreed-upon key number is. And an attempt may

be made so to disguise this expression that one not

knowing its purpose would not recognize it as a key

number. The expression 'Five for Trinity, too.

Won by Dewey. Backing on same trail. Repeat

reverse,' contains the key number. This might not

be apparent to one not familiar with cipher systems

and methods. But the cipher expert would instantly

see the key number in it.

"I am handing you this paper on which is written

this expression, also the key number which it but

thinly disguises."

Mr. Fethrus then handed the judge a paper on

which the following was written:
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''Five for Trinity, too. Won by Dewey.54321
Backing on same trail.1234 5"

"So there Is your key number, Judge, 5432 1 1 2345.

'Repeat' means simply to continue this number.

Suppose the cipher message was of fifteen letters,

the number to be applied to the letters would be

54321 1 23455432 1 and the figures of this number

would continue in this order as long as there were

letters in the cipher message.

"Now, Your Honor, I have deciphered the mes-

sage, but I would prefer you and the jurymen to

decipher it yourselves rather than take my result.

So I have prepared a number of copies of this cipher

message indicating on each copy how the message is

to be deciphered. The first copies I am giving you

have on them but a part of the cipher message; only

the first twenty-one letters. I will ask you to de-

cipher those letters first, because then I will have an

explanation to make to you before you proceed

further."

Mr. Fethrus then handed the judge a number of

sheets of paper, on each of which the following was

written

:

"Subtract from each letter the number of alphabet posi-

tions Indicated by the figure under It.

SMZPB EUQMZ VTLJT EPHMWK
54321 12345 5432 I 123455"
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The judge had handed one of these copies to each

juryman, also to the prosecuting attorney and Uncle

Henry's lawyer. Mr. Fethrus had had the fore-

thought to bring pencils and blank paper. Imme-

diately there was a great scratching of pencils.

Much interest was shown by the judge and the jury-

men, and indeed throughout the courtroom; an ex-

pectant stillness reigned. Uncle Henry was singu-

larly calm and quiet. He listened intensely, glancing

occasionally at Mr. Shard. The latter's face was

ghastly; great beads of sweat stood out on it; he re-

peatedly convulsively opened and closed his fingers.

In a few moments the judge and jurymen had evi-

dently finished decoding those twenty-one letters;

but none seemed satisfied with their work. Nor was

the judge with his; he eyed it dubiously with knitted

eyebrows as a student who glances at an answer he

has obtained by working out some problem and who
believes his answer is wrong.

''I have done just what you directed," commented

the judge, "I have decoded these twenty-one letters,

but I now need a key to decode my result. All that I

make out of the cipher, after applying your key, are

the following letters, which mean nothing to me

:

NIWNA DSNIU QPIHS DNEIRF"

The jurymen all nodded their heads. It was evi-

dent they each had obtained a similar result.
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'That Is correct," replied Mr. Fethrus. ''But

going back to our thinly disguised key, you will re-

member the last word of it, which I have not yet

referred to, was 'Reverse/ This means, as you will

discover in a moment, that the spelling of each word

In the original message was reversed. So take your

result of decoding the first twenty-one letters of the

cipher message and pick out the words, spelled back-

wards. To save time I suggest you allow three

letters each to the first two words."

A moment later the judge, sedate, learned, un-

emotional as he was, suddenly pounded his desk.

"By George," he shouted, "this is amazing. Ac-

cording to this the original of the cipher message

begins, 'Win Dan Quin's friendship.'
"

The jury was in an uproar. Several of them

shouted their answer. The spectators In the

crowded courtroom were all charged with excite-

ment. I could not control myself but yelled In hap-

piness. I now believed that Mr. Fethrus had with

him complete proofs of Uncle Henry's Innocence.

The only calm persons present were the latter and

the naval officer.

"Come to order In the courtroom," directed the

judge. "Proceed, Mr. Fethrus."

"Your Honor, I am giving you copies of the entire

message and request that you and the jurymen and

attorneys decipher It as a whole. After you have
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done that I will testify to what the original message

was."

This pleased everybody except Mr. Shard; he

stood up, with terror in his face and his voice, and

cried: "I object to this procedure—it is all illegal

and against precedent—I have read law
"

Here the judge interrupted him, saying peremp-

torily: "Sit down instantly; if you attempt to leave

I shall order you in arrest."

Mr. Shard looked the fright and desperation that

was in his heart, but he had no option; he sank, or

rather toppled, into his chair.

The judge and jurymen now began to work indus-

triously and with right good will; an interest had

come to them, that of actually working out the evi-

dence themselves, that seldom comes to jurymen

in a'trial.

Some minutes later the judge said: "Mr. Feth-

rus, you have qualified as a cipher expert. Will you

now please swear what is the original message repre-

sented by the paper you have presented and which

you have stated was taken, in your presence, from a

powder tank in the Montana^ s magazine?"

"Sir, I swear that the paper referred to is a mes-

sage In cipher, which, decoded, reads as follows:

" 'Win Dan Quin's friendship. Substitute en-

closed key for his safety-deposit box key and send

his key to me.'
"
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Mr. Shard stood up. "Sir," he said, "may I see

the original of that cipher message? I am Mr. La

Tourrette's business partner; I may throw some

light as to the authorship of that message."

"Leave the witness stand for a moment, Mr.

Fethrus. Mr. Shard, you are called by the court as

a witness and will be sworn."

After this w^as done the judge said: "I hand you

a paper Introduced as evidence, purporting to be a

cipher message. State what you know about this

purported cipher message."

"I don't know anything at all about it except that

I recognize It Is in the handwriting of my business

partner, Mr. Henry La Tourrette, the defendant

being tried by this court. It Is unquestionably in his

handwriting, everybody who knows his handwriting

will so testify."

"That's all, leave the witness stand. You will be

questioned later."

My Uncle Henry now stood up. "I wish to be

sworn as a witness to testify that I did write that

cipher message; It is In my handwriting."

"I object," broke In his attorney; "I protest

against your testifying on that matter."

"You are discharged as my attorney; you did not

believe In my innocence; you have neglected me from

the start; you have been of no help to me. Your

Honor, I request it be made a matter of record that
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I have discharged Mr. John Chase as my attorney.

I ask to take the stand as a witness for the court; in

doing this I hereby waive any rights that I may

have in so doing."

Uncle Henry was immediately sworn as a witness.

He said, on the stand, "I swear that I wrote with

my ovv^n hand this cipher message at the request of

my partner, Mr. Shard. I never saw nor knew until

just now what the original of the message was. I

also state that I wrote, at Mr. Shard's request, the

key to the cipher, the original of which has not been

here introduced. I gave these two papers, after I

had written them, to Mr. Shard. I never knew

what he had done with them. This is all I wish to

state at the present time."

"Very well, defendant, you may leave the witness

stand. You will be prepared to be questioned on

this matter later," directed the judge.

"Now, Mr. Fethrus, please take the witness chair

again. Remember that your oath still binds you.

Have you anything further to testify to?"

"Yes, sir. I state that in my presence in the

Montana's magazine there was taken from the pow-

der tank with the letter written in cipher and other

things, these articles which I hold in my hand; here

is a wig made of black hair, a false beard and a

false mustache; also a piece of dark red chalk. If

you will permit me, and pardon me for any liberties
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I may be taking with your customary legal proce-

dure, I would ask your permission to show you what

I believe happened. I assure you that I have no

interest in this case, nor in the parties connected with

it except to present the court with evidence in my
possession."

"Go ahead, Mr. Fethrus, we want all the evi-

dence we can get. You have already given evidence

that is astounding."

Mr. Fethrus seemed to bend over for a moment;

I could not see what he was doing. But suddenly he

stood up, and walked, with a peculiar strut, around

the big table in the courtroom, passing directly in

front of the jurymen. I held my breath. I could

almost believe it was my Uncle Henry. His black,

thick, bushy hair, his silken black mustache and

beard, had been copied and made by an artist. On
Mr. Fethrus' left temple was chalked a dark red

mark. At a little distance he was the living image

of Uncle Henry. A breathless stillness existed in

the courtroom as Mr. Fethrus stalked by the table

and jurymen. It seemed to me there was a smile on

his face. He then drew a small, flat key from his

pocket, and approaching the other end of the long

table where a moment before he had placed his suit-

case, he said:

"Now, please imagine this suitcase is Dan Quin's

safety-deposit box in the Federal Trust Company.
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I open the box with this key, and I take from the

box "

Here he reached down into the suitcase and took

from It a bundle of documents tied together, "Three

hundred and forty-one thousand dollars In bonds,

the property of Seaman Dan Quin of the navy; but

which, Your Honor, instead of sending for safe-

keeping to a powder tank in an American battle-

ship's magazine, I deliver to this court, knowing it

will see that Dan Quin comes Into possession of his

own property."

The judge gave a gasp. "What do you mean?"

he exclaimed, "what are these documents you have

thrown on my desk?"

"These are bonds, sir, of par value of three hun-

dred and forty-one thousand dollars; they were

found in the powder tank with the two bank books

and letters In cipher. There was nothing to Indicate

their ownership; they are sent to you by the Navy
Department with this letter I am now handing to

you which states how and when they were found.

From the nature of other letters written in cipher

which I have decoded and which I will give you. It Is

believed they are the property of Dan Quin, a sea-

man of the navy, a minor under guardianship of the

State of Illinois."

"My boy's money I" shouted Uncle Henry.

"Where is my Dan? I want my Dan!"
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Everybody in the courtroom except Shard was on

his feet. First there was a breathless silence, then

a mighty cheer went up. "Not guilty," shouted a

juryman. "Hurrah! Hurrah!" cried another. I

ran to Uncle Henry; he was wild with happiness as

he embraced me. The judge pounded his desk.

"Order! Order!" he shouted. When he could be

heard, he said: "We must have respect for the

dignity of this court; we have just been through a

scene of disorder, but it was not intentional dis-

respect; deep feelings were touched and there was

excuse for it. It is pardoned. The court takes a

recess of an hour for lunch. The defendant is

paroled in the custody of Lieutenant Commander

Fethrus if the latter will accept this trust. The con-

stable of the court will take charge of the person of

Mr. Shard, whose connection with this case will be

investigated."

We lunched at a near-by hotel, Uncle Henry and I

together at a small table. It was a happy time for

us, so happy that we had no time to eat. We had

much to talk about. And indeed we had occasion to

be happy. Uncle Henry's innocence, though not yet

found by the jury, was undoubtedly completely

proved. And my lost fortune was found.

Uncle Henry and I had but three hours before

been in the lowest depths of despair. And now we

were at the mountain top of joy.
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The hour passed as If It were but a moment.

When the court resumed proceedings, a startling an-

nouncement greeted us.

Mr. Shard had died suddenly of heart failure.

Mr. Fethrus continued his testimony; he now
rapidly produced other letters written In cipher,

which he had decoded. These were all In Shard's

handwriting. Mr. Shard, In these letters, explained

the necessity of sending the "goods," which evi-

dently referred to the bonds, to a safe place out of

his own personal possession. Another letter heartily

approved of their being stowed In an empty powder

tank In the Montana^s magazine. No place could

be imagined to be more secure. The writer would

find means of disposing of them later after the hue

and cry raised over their disappearance had sub-

sided. There was plenty in the letters to give a

fair Idea of the conspiracy entered upon by the

writer and the recipient of the letter to steal these

bonds from the safety-deposit box. One letter indi-

cated Shard and Gash had known each other a long

time, and from the nature of a threat made It was

evident Shard had some hold over Gash.

Both Pat O'Reilly and I were put upon the wit-

ness stand. The prosecuting attorney now became

a searcher after the truth; the only thing he wanted

to learn was why Uncle Henry had written the

cipher key and the first letter. The latter explained
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by saying that Mr. Shard had asked for these as

specimens of handwriting for a particular purpose.

And Uncle Henry unsuspectingly had copied them

at Mr. Shard's request. The purpose was undoubt-

edly particular; it was fair to presume that it was an

artifice to throw suspicion on Uncle Henry should

Mr. Shard have been charged with the theft.

There was no trouble at all in identifying the

bonds as my own property. There was plenty of

evidence to prove that. The legal adviser of the

Navy Department was there to follow the case; the

Navy Department had an interest because it had,

through Mr. Fethrus, delivered the bonds to this

court. And it was necessary to be certain that all

legal formalities were carried out.

The bonds were delivered to me personally a few

days later.

The summing up by the prosecuting attorney of

the evidence given during the trial was a masterly

exposition of every detail of the case. He finished

by stating that it had been clearly shown that the

defendant, Henry La Tourrette, was entirely guilt-

less, and that his innocence had been completely

proved. He recommended to the judge that the jury

be charged to acquit. This was done; and without

the jurymen leaving their seats they brought in a

verdict of "Not Guilty."

Later I asked Mr. Fethrus why he had never told
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me he had those bonds in his suitcase all the way
from Norfolk to Chicago.

^'Because it was not known to whom they be-

longed, Quin. It was perhaps hard on you, but the

government was responsible for seeing that they

reached their owner; and though we thought you

were the owner we couldn't deliver them to you on

the strength of newspaper articles or decoded let-

ters, written in cipher, unaddressed and unsigned."

"Why did we carry revolvers, Mr. Fethrus?"

"Well, Quin, if you ever go charging about the

country, with over three hundred thousand dollars

in a suitcase, you won't be sorry if you have some

protection with you. Quin, I shall return to Wash-

ington to-night. You and O'Reilly each are granted

ten days' leave. Good-by. Good-by, Mr. La Tour-

rette, I am happy to have been of service to you."

Uncle Henry and I were chuck-full of gratitude to

him. I could not help but think of the nickname

Bates had given him, "Feathers." There was cer-

tainly nothing light in him, judging by the testimony

he had given.

The next ten days were the happiest hours of my
life. Uncle Henry, Pat, and I went on a regular

holiday. I had plenty of money. And there was

nothing too good for either of them.

The trial made a great sensation; and I was given

many cordial greetings by my Chicago friends.
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The end of my holiday found me back on board

my ship, in a very different state of mind than I left

it. Captain Gaunt sent for me and said some kind

words to me. This meant much when coming from

Captain Gaunt.

Down below in the handling room, I found Bates.

"Hello, Ears, old boy," he shouted, "I'm glad to

see you back. And I hear you collected a million

dollars on your trip. I'd be willing to go for half

that amount. And how did old 'Feathers' behave;

how did you prevent him from blowing away?"

"Bates, you rascal," I cried, joyfully grabbing

him, "if you ever again speak of that fine gentleman

as 'Feathers,' I'll lock you up in an empty powder

tank and keep you there till you admit he's the great-

est heavyweight you ever knew."

And so I was once more back on my good ship

Montana, "as happy an' contint as wan of Swimley's

boarders," as Pat O'Reilly would say. It seemed

just like home. The United States Navy is a

mighty good thing to belong to. This is so because

everything is on the square—the spirit of the navy is

no favoritism for any, a square deal for all. And

besides this, there is ever with one the influence of

unselfishness. A man never is working for himself

or his own interests; he is always working for the

good of his ship and his messmates.
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And I win say right here that there are many Pat

O'Reilly's In the navy.

Hardly had I returned to my ship before I was

informed that I had been promoted from seaman

second class to the full rate of seaman. My cup of

joy ran over. Never was a captain raised to admiral

made more happy than was Dan Quin with this pro-

motion. It meant that I had made good, that I had

been weighed In the balance and not been found

wanting. This promotion came to be because I had

earned it and it brought wonderful joy to my heart.



CHAPTER XXIV

NOTHING TO THE WEST

THE Montana had been scheduled for three

months' overhaul at the Norfolk navy yard,

but in the navy the unexpected may always

be expected. The day after I ,had returned on

board, the Montana received orders to leave as soon

as possible for Haiti for the protection of American

citizens residing there.

So the ship was immediately the scene of great

activity. The bunkers had already been filled

with coal. Great stores of food, supplies, and am-

munition littered the decks; and a thousand men

were jumping and running about, striking these

things into the storerooms, magazines, and shell

rooms below.

Half of the ship's company had been granted

leave and were recalled. These came back growling

discontent. It is a sailor's habit, if not privilege, to

growl on such occasions, but I have noticed that this

growling never interferes with his work.

O'Reilly was loud in his expressions of discontent.

"Oi've been flimflammed," he shouted, "Oi wint on
370
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thurrty days' lave, but bedad Oi'm back on me job in

two; the bands in me native town were to cilibrate

me return this very night. There was to be a perade

an' spaches of wilcome. An' here I be ! 'Tis a

funeral march they'll be a-playin'. Now stop yer

talkin', byes, an' hustle thim shells where they be-

long; we'll use 'em fer visitin' cards in Haiti if the

black gintlemin down there make the first call on us."

A fourteen-inch shell weighs fourteen hundred

pounds, and there were three hundred of them

stowed by O'Reilly's gang. The shell must be han-

dled quickly and never allowed to drop; in heavy

seas the ship will pitch and roll, which means that

the shell must be securely held; and yet it must be so

placed that without a minute's delay it can be sent

flying up to the gun overhead.

Many of our deck officers had been detached;

their places had been taken by a number of recently

graduated midshipmen from Annapolis. "This will

worry the 'Ould Man,' " ^ commented Pat O'Reilly;

"bedad he nades saisoned liftinits for deck officers;

they've sint him some young gintlemin overflowin'

wid book larnin'. They know a lot, but there's a lot

about a battleship, the min aboard it, an' the say,

they've yit to larn."

When, a few nights later, we left the capes of the

Chesapeake bound for Haiti, storm warnings were

*The captain.
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hoisted; but there was urgent need for the ship to

hurry, and nowadays big ships do not pay as much
attention to storm warnings as when ships were of

wood and sails. So we hastened along.

Outside of the capes long, heavy swells struck the

ship, causing her to roll deeply. I had been assigned

to duty as "officer of the deck's messenger." ,At ten

o'clock on the bridge I heard Captain Gaunt say to

his executive officer, "Honan, a radio message just

received says that a West Indian hurricane Is com-

ing up the coast. Batten down everything, close all

deck hatches and openings, close all water-tight

doors, secure everything for heavy weather, allow

no one on outside decks."

Bates should have relieved me at midnight, but I

did not call him, he had turned In at eight o'clock

with a headache; and besides at midnight I was

keenly Interested In the violent tempest that was

now on the ship. The wind blew with terrific force;

the ship bucked Into heavy seas and rolled deeply.

Inexperienced as I was, I knew that the wind con-

stantly was growing stronger and the seas heavier

and greater. In the security of the pilot house It was

fascinating to look out at them through the heavy

plate glass portholes.

By four In the morning a wild hurricane was upon

us. The wind roared as I had not known It could.

The dawning daylight presented a wonderful spec-
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tacle. Mountains of sea water were speeding

toward us with express-train speed. The stanch

ship plunged into these angry, mountainous seas.

Higher and higher they grew, deeper and deeper the

ship dived and rolled. It was a wild, fear-impelling,

awful sight at four o'clock that morning. It was as

if we were having a series of collisions, as if all the

angry powers of an overwhelming, irresistible force

were bent upon our destruction. Talk about a four-

teen-inch gun ! Why, it was a fourteen-hundred-inch

gun that was shooting at us, and rapid fire at that.

These seas, as they struck us, now completely buried

not only the forward turret, but also the second

turret which was higher up and shot over the first

turret.

''The ship won't stand it, Honan. I am sorry, I

hate to turn back, we are needed at Haiti; but we'll

have to turn and run before it."

"Quartermaster, full left rudder."

"Full left rudder, sir," replied the quartermaster,

rapidly throwing over his wheel.

But the captain had held to his course too long.

At this moment we had seemed literally to have

fallen into a deep valley with a huge, precipitous

mountain of water on our starboard bow, and had

rolled far over to starboard. It seemed to me as if

the whole Atlantic Ocean had been gathered into this
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one spot. And with an angry, far-reaching roar,

accompanied by demoniac shouts of a triumphant

hurricane of wind, this tremendous mountain of

water was hurled against the Montana as if she were

a target.

As it hit us the whole ship was jarred, and quiv-

ered and crunched. She hung over to starboard

perhaps for only a few seconds, but it seemed to me

a worrying long time. She was weighed down by

millions of tons of waters. A wooden ship would

have kept on top of the sea like a cork, but not the

thirty thousand tons of steel that made up the

Montana. She was heavy and sluggish in recover-

ing. When she started to rise it must have been

with tremendous rapidity. My legs seemed to be

carrying the weight of a ton. The next moment I

felt as if the deck of the pilot house were falling

from under me. The ship had risen and was now

making a mighty roll to port. But she also was

turning, obeying the action of her rudder; soon she

was running before the hurricane and was much

easier in her motions.

In this terrific battle with the sea the ship had

received some outward damage, but had remained

tight. Most of her boats had been smashed and

crushed, her rail stanchions had disappeared, her

forward turret, secured with the guns in a fore-and-
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aft position, had been torn from its fastenings and

had turned, with the guns now pointing abaft the

port beam. But no water had got below.

Little did I dream at the time that eighteen

months later this great ship was to be engulfed in

such an overwhelming convulsion of the sea as to be

utterly destroyed, and left a twisted mass of tangled

steel on forbidding rocks in the Caribbean Sea.

We traveled for hours to the northward, but

before midnight, the storm having abated, were

again on our course for Haiti.

I had the midwatch as messenger this night. I

was so tired and sleepy I could hardly stand up.

The officer of the deck was one of the young men
just graduated from Annapolis. He told me to

stand on the starboard side of the bridge ready to

run on a message. A regularly posted lookout stood

at the end of the bridge near to me. Lieutenant

Commander Fethrus, the navigator, was also on

watch, I suppose to be certain that no harm would

result from the young officer's Inexperience.

Soon after I went on watch I heard Mr. Fethrus

say to the officer of the deck: "Here Is the captain's

night order book; your course is south by west, noth-

ing to westward. Keep a sharp lookout for passing

lights, reporting Immediately any you see to the cap-

tain. And remember, Hatteras is to starboard. I'm

going to the chart house for a moment."
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"Aye, aye, sir," the young officer replied; then

turning to me he said: "Messenger, keep your eyes

open, report any light you see."

"Yes, sir," I answered.

The young officer also kept his eyes open and he

must have had good eyes, because he picked up a

light before any lookout saw it.

"Why don't you report that light?" he shouted

at me, grasping my arm, so the lookout told me
later. But I was sound asleep. The moment he

touched me I fell in a heap on the bridge. "You're

asleep, you're asleep on watch," he called out

sharply.

I was now wide awake, and, though bewildered,

heard clearly what he said.

"White light broad on starboard bow," called out

the lookout. "Green light showing under white

light, sir."

"Quartermaster, full right rudder," shouted the

young officer.

Instantly I heard Mr. Fethrus call out sharply:

"Steady, quartermaster, steady on your course sou'

by west."

"Steady sou' by west she Is, sir."

"Keep her so."

"Aye, aye, sir," replied the quartermaster.

"What do you mean by your order 'full right

rudder'?" furiously demanded Mr. Fethrus of the
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young officer. "What are you trying to do, to hit

that ship? Or to land us on Hatteras Shoals?

With full right rudder you would do both. You

were violating the *rules of the road/ We are

certain to pass clear of that ship, because we each

show the other a green light; and you were delib-

erately disobeying the captain's written night orders

of 'nothing to westward.' What do you mean,

sir?"

Mr. Fethrus blazed with indignation.

*'Why, sir, I thought I was obeying the captain's

order. I thought that 'nothing to westward' meant

that I was to allow nothing to get to the westward

of this ship. Now that ship is to westward of us, so

I gave the order 'full right rudder' in order that

she might not be west of us."

"Oh—the captain's order was that the course is

south by west; 'nothing to the westward' means you

are not to steer to the westward of the course given

you. You'll be in danger and perhaps wreck the

ship if you do. How could you have made such a

foolish mistake? Have you had no experience at

all?'»

"This is the first watch I have ever stood, sir;

there's lots I don't know, but I'm sure I'll never

make this mistake again."

An hour later he came to me and said: "What's

your name?"
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*'QuIn, sir;*

**You were asleep on watch/' he rejoined in severe

tones; "see to it you keep awake when on duty."

I have never felt worse in my life. I believed he

intended to report me for being asleep when on

watch, and that I would be disgraced and would

have the promotion so recently given taken from me.

I was tortured at the thought.

A few hours later I poured out my heart to Pat

O'Reilly.

"Don't worry, Ears," said good old Pat feelingly;

"bedad 'tis no crime fer a missinger to caulk off a

few winks. An' yer officer won't want much

attintion paid to what happened. *Nothin' to

west'ard ' Ha-ha-ha ! That be the bist wan

Oi've iver heerd from a granehorn. Bedad, if iver I

wroite a book that'll go in it. But that's the way we

all larn, an' that young gintleman larned a lot last

night. An' ye'll find out, Ears, that whin yer

a-larnin' in the navy there'll always be some one

close to ye that'll prevent ye from doin' harm; the

Ould Man took no chances in puttin' the young offi-

cer on deck last night because he also put Mr. Feth-

rus with him. But 'nothin' to west'ard ' Ha-

ha-ha!"

Pat's words reassured me somewhat, yet I con-

tinued worried.

Late that afternoon the sea was calm. It was
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difficult to realize that but a few hours previously it

had been the scene of such terrific uproar.

At four o'clock "all hands" were assembled by

divisions and then marched aft to the quarter-deck,

where the captain and Commander Honan stood.

It was a temporary "mast" where a court-martial

sentence or any special orders or information would

be read out to the ship's company.

Each division officer reported his men present.

Then the boatswain reported: "All up and aft, sir."

The next words I heard made me utterly sick.

"Send Seaman Quin here," ordered Commander

Honan.

It was with a halting step and a beating heart that

I faced Captain Gaunt and Commander Honan.

Well I knew that, in the presence of one thousand of

my shipmates, I was to be charged with being asleep

while on watch, that I would be disgraced and de-

graded from my new rank of seaman in the navy,

and never was it so precious to me as at that moment.

I faced my captain In agony of soul.

He held a paper In his hand, from which he read

as follows

:

"Seaman Dan Quin, U. S. Navy.
"Your commanding officer has reported to the

Navy Department that by the exercise of especially

good judgment, zeal, and devotion when at Vera

Cruz you were enabled to perform services of great

value to your country.
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"The Navy Department takes pleasure in ex-

pressing its appreciation to you and commending

you for these valuable services."

This letter was signed by the Secretary of the

Navy.

Captain Gaunt smiled kindly at me and handed me

the letter.

"That's to you, Quin," he said.

I was speechless with happiness. A load of ten

thousand tons went bounding from my heart.

*'March divisions forward and dismiss," ordered

Commander Honan.

Just after we broke ranks the young officer who

I had feared would report me shook hands with me.

*'I congratulate you, Quin,*' he said; "any officer of

the navy would be happy to have that letter."

"Thank you, sir," I replied. "But I have felt

very badly that I should have gone to sleep when

on watch with you, last night."

"Don't worry about that. A fellow who goes to

sleep standing up isn't deliberately neglecting his

duty. It would have been different had you left

your post. Good luck to you, Quin."

"Didn't I tell you so?" said Pat O'Reilly a mo-

ment later, slapping me on my back.

That night in the handling room where a lot of

us were chatting over recent events. Bates suddenly

sang the following verses to an old tune

:
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NOTHING TO THE WEST

Thirty thousand tons of steel and fourteen hundred souls

Were steaming down the coast at eighteen knots;

To eastward there was sea room clear to Lisbon's busy moles,

To westward one of Satan's feeding spots,

—

For Hatt'ras with her shoals and rocks

Lay on our starboard beam
And Death keeps vigil there and mocks

Full many a sailor's dream.

Yo ho, my lads,—full many a sailor's dream.

'Twas knowing this that made the captain e'er he sought

his bed

Redouble all precautions for the night.

"You'll set the course at south by west and hold her

there," he said,

"Unless you cross the path of passing light.

But should your course obstructed be

Act promptly as seems best

—

North, south, and east, the ocean's free

But,

—

Nothing to the westT

Yo ho, my lads,—But nothing to the west.

An embryonic Nelson had the deck midwatch that night;

The stamp of learning sat upon his brow,

Well stuffed was he with sailor lore from Luce, Mahan,
and Knight,

When lookout cried, "Light broad on starboard bow!'*

"Give full right rudder," yelled the deck,

"May I be ever blest

If I let any ship or wreck
Twixt this ship and the west!"

Yo ho, my lads,—Twixt this ship and the west.
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Full fourteen hundred mothers should have thanked their

God on knee

That Navigator Fethrus couldn't sleep,

And wandered to the bridge in time to hear the rash decree

That would have buried all hands 'neath the deep.

The danger passed, 'neath Fethrus' rage

Young Nelson did protest

"That order book's clear written page

Said 'Nothing to the west.'"

Yo ho, my lads,—Said "Nothing to the west."

Now you alone are captain, mate, and helmsman of your

bark.

Success or failure rests upon your course.

Life's vast, uncharted ocean lies before you, grim and dark.

Your port's the Sunny Isles or Cape Remorse.

North, south, and east your life is free

And open to your quest.

But 'ware the shoals close on your lee,

And

—

Nothing to the west.

Yo ho, my lads,—And nothing to the west.

Now here's the blooming moral of that youngster's lusty

bone ;

—

We charge you mark it well. Oh, Danny Quin.

From the commendation read at "mast," it surely must be

known
Some day an admiral's broad stripe you will win

—

Providing you will always keep

This rule—forget the rest

—

Your watch is not the time to sleep.

And—Nothing to the ivest!

Yo ho, Dan Quin,—And nothing to the west.
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I will end my story where it should be ended,

aboard a battleship cruising In the ocean. I hope I

may always follow the advice given me by Bates in

the song, that I may not sleep when on watch, and

that the course I steer In life will always be—Noth-

ing to the west.












